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Abstract—Considering security as an afterthought and adding
security aspects to a system late in the development process
has now been realized to be an inefficient and bad approach to
security. The trend is to bring security considerations as early
as possible in the design of systems. This is especially critical
in certain domains such as real-time embedded systems. Due to
different constraints and resource limitations that these systems
have, the costs and implications of security features should be
carefully evaluated in order to find appropriate ones which
respect the constraints of the system. Model-Driven Development
(MDD) and Component-Based Development (CBD) are two
software engineering disciplines which help to cope with the
increasing complexity of real-time embedded systems. While
CBD enables the reuse of functionality and analysis results by
building systems out of already existing components, MDD helps
to increase the abstraction level, perform analysis at earlier
phases of development, and also promotes automatic code
generation. By using these approaches and including security
aspects in the design models, it becomes possible to consider
security from early phases of development and also identify
the implications of security features. Timing issues are one of
the most important factors for successful design of real-time
embedded systems. In this paper, we provide an approach using
MDD and CBD methods to make it easier for system designers
to include security aspects in the design of systems and identify
and manage their timing implications and costs. Among different
security mechanisms to satisfy security requirements, our focus
in this paper is mainly on using encryption and decryption
algorithms and consideration of their timing costs to design
secure systems.
Index Terms—Real-Time Embedded Systems; Security; ModelDriven Development; Component-Based Development; Runtime
Adaptation; Encryption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
To cope with the specific challenges of designing security
for real-time embedded systems, appropriate design methods
are required. Due to resource constraints in these systems,
the implications of introducing security and its impacts on
other aspects and properties of the system should be carefully
identified as early as possible and the methods used for designing these systems should provide such a feature [1]. Timing
properties are of utmost importance in real-time embedded
systems. In this paper, we introduce an approach using Model-

Driven and Component-Based Development (MDD & CBD)
methods for designing secure embedded systems to bring
security aspects into early phases of the development and take
into account their timing costs and implications.
This work provides an implementation and a methodology
for the generic idea that we discussed in [1] and extends it with
the result of our works in [2], [3]. In this work we provide
a more complete approach and methodology, compared to the
two aforementioned works, based on their combination and
synergy and discuss how this approach can cover more issue
regarding the timing implications of security mechanisms in
real-time embedded systems.
The approach basically works by identifying and annotating
sensitive data in the component model of the system, and
then deriving automatically a new component model which
includes necessary security components for the protection of
the data. Our main focus in this paper will be on using
encryption and decryption algorithms as security mechanisms.
The derivation of the new component model is based on a
set of pre-defined strategies. Each strategy defines a different
set of possible encryption and decryption algorithms to be
used as the implementation of the security components. In this
approach, since the derived component model conforms to the
original meta model, the same timing analysis and synthesis
as for the original component model can be used and applied
for the derived one.
With the increasing role of computer systems in our daily
lives, there is hardly any software product developed these
days that does not have to deal with security aspects and
protect itself from malicious adversaries [4]. Also with the
exponentially growing number of connected and networked
devices and more integration between different tools and
services that store and exchange different types of data, not
only new types of attacks are constantly emerging but also the
risks and consequences of security breaches have become more
drastic. Even some simple software products and applications
which do not store any sensitive information and therefore
may not seem to need to care about security aspects can,
for example, be the target of buffer overflow attacks [5] and
thus help attackers in gaining access to a system. All these
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points emphasize that security aspects cannot be taken into
account just as an afterthought and added feature to an already
developed system [6], but instead should be considered at
different phases of development from early phases such as
requirements engineering to deployment [4]. What is needed
is that instead of adding security features in an “eggshell
approach”, security should be designed intrinsically and inseparable from the application to be able to address the threats
that target the application itself [6].
Considering security from early phases of development is
especially critical in the design of real-time embedded systems.
These systems typically have limited amount of resources
(e.g., in terms of available memory, CPU and computational
power, energy and battery) and therefore, implications of security features should also be taken into account. This is basically
because of the fact that Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs),
such as security, are not independent and cannot be considered
in isolation and satisfying one can affect the satisfaction
of others [7]. Therefore, costs and implications of security
features should be identified to analyze the trade-offs and
establish balance among different non-functional requirements
of the system. Such costs can be in the form of impacts
on timing, schedulability and responsiveness of the system,
as well as memory usage, energy consumption, etc. In realtime embedded systems, satisfaction of timing requirements
is critical for the successful behavior of the system, therefore,
choice of security mechanisms should be done considering
their timing characteristics and impacts.
Model-driven development is a promising approach to cope
with the design complexity of real-time embedded systems.
It helps to raise the abstraction level, enables analysis at
earlier phases of development and automatic generation of
code [8], [9]. Component-based development, on the other
hand, is another discipline in software engineering and a
software development method in which systems are built
out of already existing components as opposed to building
them from scratch [10], [11]. In other words, it promotes
developing a system as an assembly of components by reusing
already existing software units (components). Model-driven
development and component-based development approaches
can be used orthogonally to complement and reinforce each
other to alleviate the design complexity of real-time embedded
systems [10].
In this context, including security aspects in design models
helps with achieving the two goals mentioned so far: bringing security aspects into earlier phases of development and
enabling analysis of security implications. Moreover, modelbased security analysis (not the focus of this paper) in order
to identify possible violations of security requirements [12]
becomes possible and also system designers with lower levels
of expertise and knowledge in security domain can also
include and express security concerns [2]. The latter is due
to the fact that code level implementation of security features
requires detailed security knowledge and expertise, while at
the model level, system designers can use modeling concepts
and annotations for expressing security concerns (which in

turn may also be used for automatic generation of security
implementations).
By constructing the model of the system including security
features, timing analysis can then be done on the model to
evaluate whether the model meets the timing requirements
or not. If so, the implementation of the system can then
be generated from the model(s). This leads to a fixed set
of security mechanisms that are already analyzed as part of
the whole system in terms of their timing behaviors and are
thus known to operate within the timing constraints of the
system. However, there are situations where such a guarantee
in terms of timing behaviors cannot be achieved. For example, in performing analysis some assumptions are taken into
account, such as worst-case execution times of tasks. If these
assumptions are violated at runtime, the analysis results will
not hold anymore. Moreover, in complex real-time systems
where timing analysis is not practical/economical or not much
information about the timing characteristics of each individual
task is available, other approaches are needed in order to
tackle the timing issues [13]. One solution is to have runtime
adaptation to mitigate timing violations and keep the execution
of tasks within their allowed time budgets.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the issue of security and its challenges
in embedded systems in general. In Section III, the automatic
payment system is described as the motivating example of
this paper and also as an example of distributed real-time
embedded systems with security requirements. The suggested
approach and its implementation are described in Sections
IV and V. In Section VI, we introduce a runtime adaptation
mechanism to mitigate the violations of timing constraints
at runtime. Practical aspects of the introduced approach and
other related issued are discussed in Section VII. Section
VIII discusses the related work and finally in Section IX
conclusions are made.
II. S ECURITY IN E MBEDDED S YSTEMS
In the design of embedded systems, security aspects have
often been neglected [14]. However, the use of embedded
systems in critical applications such as aviation systems, controlling power plants, vehicular systems control, and medical
devices makes security considerations even more important.
This is due to the fact that there is now a tighter relationship
between safety and security in these systems (refer to [15] for
the definitions of security and safety and their differences).
Also because of the operational environment of embedded
systems, they are prone to specific types of security attacks
that might be less relevant for other systems such as a database
server inside a bank which is physically isolated and protected,
in contrast to smart cards and wireless sensor networks which
are physically exposed. Physical and side channel attacks [16]
are examples of these types of security issues in embedded
systems that bring along with themselves requirements on
hardware design and for making systems tamper-resistant.
Examples of side channels attack could be the use of time
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and power measurements and analysis to determine security
keys and types of used security algorithms.
Increase in the use and development of networked and
connected embedded devices also opens them up to new
types of security issues. Features and devices in a car that
communicate with other cars (e.g., the car in front) or traffic
data centers to gather traffic information of roads and streets,
use of mobile phones beyond just making phone calls and for
purposes such as buying credits, paying bills, and transferring
files (e.g. pictures, music,etc.) are tangible examples of such
usages in a networked environment.
Besides physical and side channel attacks, often mobility
and ease of access of these devices also incur additional security issues. For example, sensitive information other than user
data, such as proprietary algorithms of companies, operating
systems and firmwares, are also carried around with these
devices and need protection.
Because of the constraints and resource limitations in embedded systems, satisfying a non-functional requirement such
as security requires careful balance and trade-off with other requirements and properties of the systems such as performance
and memory usage. Therefore, introducing security brings
along its own impacts on other aspects of the systems. This
further emphasizes the fact that security cannot be considered
as a feature that is added later to the design of a system and
needs to be considered from early stages of development and
along with other requirements. From this perspective, there are
many studies that discuss the implications of security features
in embedded systems such as [16], in which considering the
characteristics of embedded systems, major impacts of security
features are identified to be on the following aspects:
• Performance: Security protocols and mechanisms incur
heavy computational demands on a system that the processing capacity of an embedded system might not be
able to satisfy easily. For example, using encryption and
decryption algorithms not only have high computational
complexity but also require good amount of memory. In
systems that need to handle heavy input loads, such as
routers and many systems that are used in telecommunication domain to handle calls and data traffics, these
security features can consume lots of processing capacity
of the system and result in missed deadlines of other
tasks, dropped throughput level, and overall transaction
and data rate of the system.
• Power Consumption: In embedded systems with limited
power sources, any resource-consuming feature impacts
the operational life of the system. In this regard, security
features with their heavy computational and memory demands, as discussed above, require careful considerations.
There are studies that investigate this issue and compare
power consumption of different encryption/decryption
algorithms such as [17] that looks at this issue in wireless
sensor networks. The issue of power consumption is
especially interesting knowing that the growth of battery
capacities are a lot slower and far behind the everincreasing power requirements of security features. This

•

•

has also led to investigating optimized security protocols
for embedded systems and hardware security solutions
[16].
Flexibility and Maintainability: Flexibility of security features and possibility to adapt them according to new requirements is also a challenge in embedded systems. For
example, embedded devices such as mobile phones that
are used in different operational modes and environments
need to support a variety of security protocols. Moreover,
security solutions need to be updated in order to be
protected against emerging hacking methods. Therefore,
flexibility of security design decisions is important for
maintaining the security of the system to apply updates
and patches.
Cost: Cost is also a limiting factor in the design of
embedded systems. Considering the issues mentioned
above, using a faster and more expensive CPU or adding
more memory modules to cope with the demands of
security requirements can add to the total cost of an
embedded system. Taking into account that these devices
are often produced in large amounts (e.g. mobile phones
and vehicular systems), a small increase in cost can affect
overall revenues and competitive potentials of a product
in the market. Therefore, the security features that are
implemented in embedded systems should be balanced
with hardware requirements and consequently cost limits.
III. M OTIVATION E XAMPLE : AUTOMATIC PAYMENT
S YSTEM

Figure 1 shows the Automatic Payment system which is
an example of distributed embedded systems with real-time
and security requirements. The main goal in the design of this
system is to allow a smoother traffic flow and reduce waiting
times at tolling stations (as well as parkings).

Fig. 1.

Automatic Payment System for Toll Roads.

For each toll station, a camera is used to detect a vehicle that
approaches the station (e.g. at 100/200 meter distance), and
scans and reads its license plate information. This information
is passed to the payment station subsystem which then sends
the toll fee to the vehicle through a standardly defined wireless
communication channel. This amount is shown to the driver
in the vehicle through its User Interface (UI) and the driver
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inserts a credit card and accepts the payment to be done. The
credit card number is then sent securely to the payment station
which then performs the transaction on it through a (third
party) merchant (e.g., via a wired Internet connection at the
station). The driver is then notified about the success of the
transaction and receives an OK message to go accordingly.
The interactions between different objects in this system are
shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2.

Automatic Payment System.

To allow a smooth traffic flow, all these operations should
be done in a certain time limit. Such time constraints can
be calculated considering the specifications of camera and
its required time for the detection of an approaching vehicle,
traffic and safety regulations (e.g, allowed speed), and other
similar factors. For example, if the vehicle is detected at 100
meter distance from the station, and the allowed speed at that
point is 20 km/h, then the system has a strict time window
during which it should be able to store the vehicle information,
establish communication, and send the payment information to
it. Different scenarios can happen in this system. For example,
it could happen that the driver/vehicle fails to provide credit
card information, or the credit card is expired. In this case, the
system can log the vehicle information in a certain database
and send the bill later to the owner, or even it can be set to not
open the gate for the vehicle to pass and also show a red light
for other cars approaching that toll station to stop. Besides
the mentioned timing constraints that exist in this system, the
communication between different nodes and transfer of data
need to be secured and protected. In this system, we have the
following security requirements:
1) Sensitive data such as credit card information should not
be available to unauthorized parties.
2) The vehicle only accepts transactions initiated by the
payment station.
To achieve these requirements, the station needs to authenticate itself to the vehicle so that the vehicle can trust and send
the credit card information. Moreover, sensitive information
that is transferred between different parts should also be
encrypted.
Another scenario that can happen in this system is that

several vehicles may approach one station with a short time
distance between each which can result in bursty processing
loads on the system (analogous to bursty arrivals of aperiodic
tasks in real-time terms). In such situations, timing requirements may be violated as even by using static analysis of the
system, only certain levels of such bursty loads may be covered
and not all the possible cases. One solution to mitigate timing
violations in this scenario is to introduce runtime adaptation
and adapt the security level of the system at runtime; meaning
that security mechanisms that are less time-consuming (and
presumably less strong) can be used when such situations
are detected. As the last resort, when the system realizes that
many number of timing violations are occurring, to maintain
a smooth traffic flow and prevent any possible accidents and
safety issues due to the increasing queuing of the cars at the
tolling station, instead of the on-site payment and charging
of the vehicles, the system can just store their information to
send a bill later to the owner of the vehicle, or even add the
amount to the payment done at the next tolling stations on the
road (if there are any and they are connected).
To model and build the system (software parts), particularly
considering the timing constraints of the system, the following
challenges are identified:
1) Modeling security mechanisms with enough details to
enable both timing analysis on the model and synthesis
of the security implementations,
2) Obtaining timing costs of security mechanisms,
3) Managing possible timing violations of the system at
run-time.
The first challenge is discussed in the following two sections. To get the timing costs of security mechanisms, we rely
on studies such as [18] that have done such measurements. To
solve the third challenge, a runtime adaptation mechanism is
introduced and we show how it helps to mitigate the runtime
violations of timing constraints.
IV. A PPROACH
Based on the identified challenges in the previous example,
we introduce an approach that aims to bring the security
concerns in the design of embedded systems. Our suggested
approach helps systems designers in expressing the security
concerns in a system without the need to have much security
expertise on the actual implementation of security mechanisms. It does so by just requiring the system designers to
identify sensitive data entities that need to be protected. In the
scope of our work, it can be for example the data that need
to be confidential and/or whose sender must be authenticated.
Moreover, to mitigate potential timing violations of security
mechanisms at runtime, the approach provides the option to
include an adaptation feature for the security mechanisms.
To implement the approach, ProCom [19] component model
has been used; although the approach is not dependent on this
specific component model and can be implemented using other
component models as well. Security needs are specified as
annotations on the component model. A benefit of the ProCom
component model is its power in defining new attribute types
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domain. In particular, it enables to deal with resource limitations and requirements on safety and timeliness concerns.
ProCom is organized in two distinct layers that differ in terms
of architectural style and communication paradigm. For this
paper, however, we consider only the upper layer which aims
to provide a high-level view of loosely coupled subsystems.
This layer defines a system as a set of active, concurrent subsystems that communicate by asynchronous message passing,
and are typically distributed. Figure 4 shows ProCom design
of the Automatic Payment System example.

Ask CCI

using its attribute framework to annotate and specify new
types of data. The term component model hereafter is used
to basically refer to the component architecture model than
the meta-model of ProCom. From the specification of the
security needs at the data level and physical platform level,
a model transformation is applied on the component model to
derive a new component model including security implementations. The derivation of the new component model (which
now has appropriate security components implementing the
security needs) is done based on a selected strategy. The
strategy basically specifies the preferences in terms of security
implementations and which of them to choose among a set of
different possible ones. Having the necessary information in
the model, the steps that have been described so far can be
summarized as follows:
1) The component model which specifies the functional and
non-functional (extra-functional) part of the system is
transformed into a functionally equivalent model with
added security implementations;
2) Analysis can be performed on the derived component
model that includes security components to identify any
possible violations of timing constrains; and
3) Finally, the system is synthesized.
The considered process is iterative and allows to refine security specification after evaluating the resulted system properties
such as timing properties. In other words, timing analysis, for
example, can be performed on the derived component model
and if timing properties of the derived model do not satisfy the
timing requirements, the derivation process can be repeated
with different preferences to finally gain a model which is
satisfactory in terms of timing requirements. The process is
depicted in Figure 3 showing different models and annotations
that are used as input in each step (i.e., the analysis of the
system model as well as synthesis of the implementation).

Output Message Port

Message Channel
SubSystem
User
Interface
Subsystem

Camera
Subsystem

Fig. 4.

VI:
CI:
PT:
TA:
CCI:
PI:
PS:

Vehicle Info
Customer Info
Payment Ticket
Transaction acknowledgement
Customer Card Info
Payment Info
Payment Status

Component Model of the System using ProCom.

A subsystem can internally be realized as a hierarchical
composition of other subsystems or built out of entities from
the lower layer of ProCom. Figure 5 shows the implementation
of the subsystem E as an assembly of two component C1
and C2. Data input and output ports are denoted by small
rectangles, and triangles denote trigger ports. Connections
between data and trigger ports define transfer of data and
control, respectively. Fork and Or connectors, depicted as
small circles, specify control over the synchronization between
the subcomponents.

Data Model

Security
Annotations

C1
Step 2:
Analyze

Step 3:
Synthesis

Subsystem E

Physical
Platform Model

C2
Analysis
Results

Security
Annotations

System

(a)

(b)

back annotations
Model

Input/Output

Annotates

Transformation
/Computation

Fig. 5.
Fig. 3.

ProCom SubSystem Implementation.

General description of the approach process.

V. I MPLEMENTATION
A. ProCom Component Model
While the approach principles are component model
generic, we implemented it using ProCom. The ProCom component model targets distributed embedded real-time system

B. Data Model
As components are usually intended to be reused, their
related data may also be reused. To this end, we propose
to extend the data-entity approach described in [20] for
design-time management of data in component-based realtime embedded systems. In this approach every data entity
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is stored in a shared repository and designers are provided
with an additional architectural view for data management,
namely the data architectural view. The description of a data
entity contains its type (string, int...), its maximum size and
its unit. A data entity can also be a composite entity defined
as a list of data entities. We use the concept of data entity
to identify data that are transfered through different message
channels in the system (shown in Figure 4) and map them
to their respective security concerns (e.g., if they need to
be encrypted and protected or not). Table I and Table II
show the data entities in our example. As described in the
TABLE I
P RIMITIVE DATA E NTITIES .

Max Size
16
4
0
0
1
20
8
4

Unit
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
byte
euro

The physical entities and their connections are described in a
separate model called Physical Platform Model (see Figure 6).
This model defines the different Electronic Computation Units
(ECUs), called Physical Nodes, including their configurations
such as processor type and frequency, the connections between
the physical nodes, and the physical platforms which represent
a set of ECUs fixed together.

ECU1

WIFI

ECU3

ECU4
IPSec

Bank
TCP/IP

Type
String
String
Empty
Empty
boolean
String
Enum
float

C. Physical Platform And Deployment Modeling

CAN

Data Entity
CCNumber
ExpirationDate
AskCI
AskCCI
PaymentStatus
VehicleNumber
VehicleType
AmountToPay

convention which enables to distinguish between the data ports
that require to encrypt/decrypt their data and those that do not.
We call data model the set of data entities which are used in
the related design.

Inter Physical Platform
Connection
ECU2

ECU4

TABLE II
C OMPOSITE DATA E NTITIES .

Physical Platform
ECU

Vehicle

Data Entity
CreditCard
CustomerInfo
PaymentTicket
PaymentRequest

Contains
CCNumber, ExpirationDate
VehicleNumber, CreditCard
AmountToPay, PaymentStatus
AmountToPay, CreditCard

last section, subsystems communicate through asynchronous
message passing represented by message channels. A message
channel is associated with a list of data entities which defines
the message content. Table III presents the mapping between
message channels and data entities for our example. We can
TABLE III
M APPING BETWEEN DATA E NTITIES AND M ESSAGE C HANNELS .

Station

Fig. 6.

Computation Unit allocation
(= Physical Node)
Intra Physical Platform
Connection

Physical Platform Model of the System.

ProCom system deployment is modeled in two steps, introducing an intermediate level where subsystems are allocated
to virtual nodes that, in turn, are allocated to physical nodes.
In a similar way, message connections are allocated to virtual
message connections which, in turn, are allocated to physical
connections. Figure 7 defines the physical platform and related
mapping of Automatic Payment System model. To simplify the
example, we assume a one to one mapping between virtual
node and physical node.
D. Security Properties

Message Channel
AskCI
CI
PT
AskCCI
PS
CCI
VI
TA
PI

Data Entities
AskCI
CustomerInfo
PaymentTicket
AskCCI
PaymentStatus
CreditCard
VehicleNumber, VehicleType
CCNumber, AmountToPay, PaymentStatus
PaymentRequest

observe that the same data entity can be used several times
in different message channels. The mapping between data
ports of message ports and data entities is based on naming

Instead of defining the security properties on the architecture, i.e. the component model, we propose to annotate the
data model and compute the required security properties on
the architecture, based on these security requirements. It is an
original part of our approach where a designer can think about
sensitive data without considering the architecture models. The
designer applies security properties to identify and annotate
sensitive data in the system, which require to be protected
using some security mechanisms (e.g., confidentiality and
encryption, authentication, integrity, etc.). We consider two
types of security properties:
• Confidentiality ensures that the considered information
cannot be read by any external person of the system; and
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ECU1
Vehicle
SubSystem

Ask CI

ECU3

CI

Payment
Station
Subsystem

ECU4

TA

Merchant
SubSystem

PI

PT

IPSec

WIFI

VI

TCP/IP

CAN

CCI

PS

Ask CCI

Bank

Inter Physical Platform
Connection
User
Interface
Subsystem

ECU2

Vehicle

Camera
Subsystem

Physical Platform

ECU4

Computation Unit allocation
ECU (= Physical Node)

Station

Intra Physical Platform
Connection

as Secured. This means that the link is considered trusted and
already secured, and no security component is necessary to be
added for the link. Table V shows the security properties of
Automatic Payment System physical platforms.
TABLE V
S ECURITY P ROPERTIES OF P HYSICAL E NTITIES .

Physical Platform or Connection
Vehicle
Station
Bank
WIFI
IPSec
TCP/IP
CAN

Security properties
Exposed
NotAccessible
NotAccessible
NotSecured
Secured
NotSecured
NotSecured

Fig. 7. Deployment Model of the System depicting allocation to Physical
Platforms.

E. Cost of Security Implementations
Authentication which ensures that the considered information comes from the expected sender.
Table IV shows security annotations associated to data
entities for our example. In addition to security properties on
•

TABLE IV
DATA E NTITY S ECURITY P ROPERTIES .

Data Entity
CCNumber
VehicleNumber
AskCI
AskCCI
PaymentRequest
PaymentStatus

Security properties
Confidentiality
Authentication
Authentication
Authentication
Authentication
Authentication

the data model, we define the security properties related to the
physical platform which are independent of any application:
• Exposed defines that the physical platform is potentially
accessible to external persons and that they may be able
to open it and modify physical parts.
• NotAccessible defines that the physical platform is not
considered as accessible to unauthorized persons.
In a similar way, physical connections are annotated:
• Secured defines that the physical connection is considered as secured due to its intrinsic security implementation.
• NotSecured defines that the physical connection protocol
does not implement a reliable security (opposite of the
above).
Using these properties, the person responsible for the physical platform annotates physical entities and the physical
connections between them in the platform model. Thanks to
these annotations, we can deduce which parts do not need
additional security implementations if it is already provided
(by construction). For example, if a link is established using
mere TCP/IP, it is annotated as NotSecured, while in case that
IPSec protocol suite is used for a link, that link is annotated

Different encryption/decryption algorithms as security
mechanisms can be selected to satisfy the identified security
properties in the system. Considering the fact that each security
mechanism in the system has its own costs in terms of timing
and performance, power consumption and so on, choosing an
appropriate security mechanism is critical in order to ensure
the satisfaction of timing requirements of the system. For
this purpose, and to take into account the timing costs of
different security mechanisms, we rely on the results of studies
such as [18] that have performed these cost measurements.
Based on such methods, we assume the existence of such
timing measurements for the platforms used in our system
in the form of the Table VI. We assume that execution times
can be computed knowing the target platform, algorithm, key
size and data size. A timing estimation toolkit may also
be provided which provides execution time estimates based
on these measurements. As can be observed from the table,
we also take into account and add this flexibility that some
algorithms may not be supported on some platforms (marked
as NS).
TABLE VI
E XECUTION TIMES AND STRENGTH RANKING OF DIFFERENT SECURITY
ALGORITHMS FOR A SPECIFIC PLATFORM

Strength Rank
1
2
3

Algorithm
AES
3DES
DES

Key Size
128
56
56
...

ET-P1
NS
292
835

ET-P2
480
198
820

ET-Pn
...
...
...

(ET-Px: Executime Time on Platform x in bytes per second, NS: Not Supported on corresponding platform)

F. Security Implementation Strategy
As mentioned previously, based on the selected strategy, a
security mechanism is chosen from the table and the components implementing it are added to the component model.
The user can then perform timing analysis on the derived
component model to ensure that the overall timing constraints
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hold and are not violated. We propose several strategies to
help choosing among all possible security implementations:
• The StrongestSecurity strategy selects the strongest security implementation available on the platforms (taking
into account that some security mechanisms, namely
encryption algorithms here, may not be available and possible on a certain platform, hence selecting the strongest
available one);
• The StrongestSecurityAndLimitImplemNb strategy selects the strongest security implementation available on
the platforms while ensuring that we use as few as
possible different security implementations, since each
message channel can use a different encryption algorithm
(finding the most common security implementation which
achieves the strongest level in terms of the strength
rankings);
• The LowestExecTime strategy selects the security implementation available on the platforms which has the
lowest execution time;
• The LowestExecTimeAndLimitImplemNb strategy selects the lowest execution time implementation available
on the platforms while ensuring that we use as few as
possible different security implementations; and
• The StrongestSecuritySchedulable strategy selects the
strongest security implementation available on the platforms where the system remains schedulable.
The selection is driven by the fact that the same algorithm
must be used for the sender and receiver components which
may be deployed on different platforms which in turn may not
support the same algorithms.

C1

Listing 1. Transformation Pseudo Algorithm
msgToSecure = {}
f o r a l l c h a n n e l s M i n component model {
P = M. a l l o c a t e d P h y s i c a l C h a n n e l ;

C1
D1
D2

C2

C2
D2

(a) Before transformation, no security

C1
EnD1

ED1
D2

C1
ED1

Digest

DeD1

D2
Digest

C2

C2
D2

(b) After transformation, secured system
Generated elements

Fig. 8.

Original elements

Transformation.

i f ( (M. g e t C o n f i d e n t i a l D a t a ( ) <> { } ) o r
(M. g e t A u t h e t i c a t e d D a t a ( ) <> { } ) and
( P . i s N o t S e c u r e d ( ) ) and
( ( P . i s I n t r a P l a t f o r m ( ) and
P . sourcePort . platform . isExposed ( ) ) or
(P. isInterPlatform ( ) ) )
add M i n msgToSecure ;
}
f o r a l l M i n msgToSecure {
P = M. a l l o c a t e d P h y s i c a l C h a n n e l ;
S o u r c e = M. s o u r c e P o r t ;
EnD = c r e a t e component
w i t h same p o r t s a s S o u r c e ;
i f (M. g e t A u t h e t i c a t e d D a t a ( ) <> { } )
add one o u t p u t p o r t D i g e s t t o EnD
add one i n p u t p o r t D i g e s t t o S o u r c e
EnD . i n C o n n e c t i o n s = S o u r c e . i n C o n n e c t i o n s ;
c r e a t e c o n n e c t i o n s where EnD . o u t P o r t s
are connected to corresponding
Source . i n P o r t s ;
g e n e r a t e EnD i m p l e m e n t a t i o n c o d e

G. Transformation
The transformation is performed in four steps:
1) First, we identify the part of a message which needs
to be confidential or authenticated while considering on
which communication channels they are transferred;
2) Next, we add components in charge of the encryption
and decryption of the identified communication channels;
3) Then, the strategies are used to choose which encryption
algorithm to use and generate the code of the added
components; and
4) Finally, the Worst Case Execution Time (WCET) of
added components is estimated.
The transformation aims to ensure that data decryption
is performed once and only once before that data will be
consumed and that data encryption is performed once and
only once when a message should be sent. To illustrate
the algorithm, let’s consider the example in Figure 8. We
assume that only data D1 needs to be confidential. The pseudo
algorithm of the transformation is described in Listing 1.

D1
D2

D e s t = M. d e s t P o r t ;
DeD = c r e a t e component
w i t h same p o r t s a s D e s t ;
i f (M. g e t A u t h e t i c a t e d D a t a ( ) <> { } )
add one o u t p u t p o r t D i g e s t t o D e s t
add one i n p u t p o r t D i g e s t t o DeD
DeD . o u t C o n n e c t i o n s = D e s t . o u t C o n n e c t i o n s ;
c r e a t e c o n n e c t i o n s where D e s t . o u t P o r t s
are connected to corresponding
DeD . i n P o r t s ;
g e n e r a t e DeD i m p l e m e n t a t i o n c o d e
}

Encryption/Decryption (in EnD1 and DeD1) is done only for
confidential data while other data are just copied. An additional port is used to send the digest used for authentication.
The decryption component (DeD1) ensures that all message
data will be available at the same time through the output data
ports. This implementation ensures the original operational
semantic of the component model. Then, the security strategy
is used to choose which encryption/decryption algorithm must
be used and what its configuration will be.
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VI. RUNTIME A DAPTATION
The suggested approach results in a static and fixed set
of security mechanisms to be implemented and used in each
invocation and use of the system. The system model including the added security components can then be analyzed in
terms of timing properties before reaching the implementation
phase and therefore it can be evaluated whether the timing
requirements are met or not.
There are, however, cases where such static analysis may
not be possible or even economical. For example, when there
is not much timing information available about each task in
the system to perform timing analysis, particularly in complex
real-time systems with a big number of different tasks. In such
systems even if enough timing information is available for
each task, due to the complexity and big number of tasks,
performing timing analysis may actually be not economical.
Moreover, in performing static analysis some assumptions are
taken into account and if those assumptions are violated at
runtime then the static analysis results will not hold anymore.
In such situations, a runtime adaptation mechanism can help to
cope with the above challenges and mitigate timing violations
by establishing balance between timing and security in a
dynamic fashion.
To bring such adaptation mechanism into our approach, we
introduce another strategy called StrongestSecurityAdaptive.
By selecting this strategy, the implementation of added security components will be synthesized as depicted in Figure 9.

Encryption
Algorithm2

Allowed Execution Time
(time constraint)

Encryption
Algorithm n

Data to Encrypt

Encrypted Data

Encryption
Algorithm1

Main
Function

Timing behavior

Timing
History
Log

In case the encryption job completes sooner than the
specified time limit, the unused portion of its time budget
is then used to determine whether it is feasible to adopt a
higher ranked algorithm for the next encryption job or not.
With this approach, the feedback that is produced regarding
the timing behavior of encryption algorithm is used by the
system to try to adapt itself. Therefore, when the system
receives a burst of processing loads which it cannot fulfill
under specified time constraints, it adapts itself to this higher
load and similarly when the processing load decreases, it
can gradually go back to using more time-consuming (and
presumably more secure) encryption algorithms. This design
is based on the implicit assumption that when it is detected
that an executing encryption algorithm is exceeding its allowed
time budget, it is basically more costly to terminate it in the
middle of the encryption procedure, and restart the encryption
of the data with another encryption algorithm, than just letting
it finish its job, and instead use one with a lower execution
time in the next invocation of encryption components.
The information that is logged in the Timing History
Log has the following format: Timestamp, Encryption algorithm, Time constraint, Actual execution time (timestamp, time
constraint and actual execution time are in system ticks unit in
the following experiment). An example of the generated log
information is shown in Table VII.
TABLE VII
S AMPLE LOG INFORMATION .

10360,
11800,
14500,
21353,
22464,
23112,
28374,

AES, 50, 90
3DES, 80, 70
3DES, 60, 70
DES, 60, 10
3DES, 90, 40
AES, 50, 50
AES, 60, 58

Considering the last row from the log as:
ts, alg, t, e
(ts: timestamp, alg: encryption algorithm, t: time constraint, e: actual execution time)

Previous timing behaviors

Fig. 9.

Adaptation mechanism.

As shown in Figure 9, by using this strategy, in the body
of the added security components (here encryption ones), the
implementation of all different possible encryption algorithms
will also be included. When a request for an encryption
arrives, the component firstly tries to use the strongest possible
encryption algorithm (based on the rank of algorithms in
Table VI) to encrypt the data. The time it takes to perform
the encryption is stored in the Timing History Log. If
this time is more than the specified timing constraint for
performing the job, then for the next encryption, another
encryption algorithm with a lower rank but with less execution
time will be selected (based on the information in Table VI).

the decision that the system should adopt a lower ranked
algorithm is made using the following formula:
(i) e > t ⇒ move down in the encryption algorithms table
and select the next algorithm with a lower rank.
Also, considering the two log records described as follows:
ts(l), alg(l), t(l), e(l) : representing the last log record
ts(h), alg(h), t(h), e(h) : representing the log record for the
first encryption algorithm with a higher rank that was used
before the last log record;
the decision to adopt a higher ranked algorithm is made using
the following formula:
(ii) e(l) < t(l) ∧ t(l) − e(l) > abs(e(h) − t(h)) ⇒ move
up in the encryption algorithms table and select the previous
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higher ranked algorithm.
A. Evaluation of the Adaptation Mechanism
In [3], we have tested the introduced adaptation mechanism;
here we include the evaluation results produced during that
work to demonstrate the benefits of using the adaptation
approach. A simulation environment was setup as described
in [3] with the use of a tool called CPU Killer [21] to enforce
arbitrary CPU loads at desired times.
Figure 10 shows the evaluation results comparing performing encryption with and without using the adaptation
mechanism. In each case, CPU loads of 10%, 50%, 70%, and
then back to 50%, and 10% were applied.

to do this is to add some additional bits identifying the
used encryption algorithm (e.g., through the use of 2-bit
or 3-bit ID numbers, according to the number of different
algorithms) to the encrypted message for the decryption side
to correctly pick and use the appropriate algorithm. Moreover,
in the introduced adaptation mechanism and its evaluation, an
encryption algorithm and the respective decryption algorithm
for it have been assumed to take the same amount of time
which is generally valid as mentioned in [18]. However, to
extend the adaptation approach for distributed systems where
encryption and decryption can be performed on different
nodes, more parameters for making adaptation decisions can
be added. Such an extension can be to consider the sum
of encryption time and decryption time for each algorithm
to make adaptation decisions instead of just considering the
encryption time only.
VII. D ISCUSSION

Fig. 10.

Performing encryption with and without adaptation.

The columns for each log record in Figure 10 identify:
system time (ticks), encryption algorithm (AES=1, 3DES=2,
DES=3) , time constraint (for each invocation; in ticks),
and actual execution time (ticks). The records in which the
violation of the time constraint has occurred are marked with
a ’*’. Comparing the two cases (without adaptation and with
it) shows that the number of time constraint violations are
reduced in the second case compared to the first case where
only one encryption algorithm (with the highest execution
time) is used. Moreover, in the second case more number of
encryption jobs have been performed under a shorter period
of time.
Since the goal with this adaptive strategy is to use the
strongest security algorithm possible, the adaptation mechanism assumes that the encryption algorithms in Table VI
are sorted according to their execution times resulting in the
strongest but most time consuming one to be at the top and the
weakest but less timing consuming algorithm at the bottom.
Also, as a note for the decryption side, there are different
ways to match and synchronize the decryption algorithm
with the selected encryption algorithm. Our suggested way

This approach has been experimented partially in PRIDE,
the ProCom development environment. The feasability at
model level of the approach has been validated while the
code generation part remains as future works. The security
annotations have been added using the Attribute framework
[22] which allows to introduce additional attribute to any
model element in ProCom. The model transformation has been
implemented using a QVTo [23] transformation plugged at
the end of the process described in [24]. These experiments
aim to show the benefits at the design level of the approach
where timing properties of the overall system can be analysed.
The current implementation only supports the LowestExecTime and StrongestSecurity strategies. The StrongestSecuritySchedulable strategy is hard to implement, however, it is
the most interesting one. One of the reasons that we do not
claim that we also provide this strategy, in spite of having
the execution times of security components, is that the actual
execution times in the synthesized system will not necessarily
be the sum and individual addition of the execution times of
the added security components to the rest of the system. More
complex security implementation strategies can be considered
but are not covered in this paper.
As for the synthesis of the code of the security components, in order to keep the approach generic, we intend to
let certificate specification and other specific parameters of
encryption algorithm to be filled in the generated code. One
generator is associated for each algorithm. The suitability for
timing analysis of the generated component code needs to be
planned but at least will allow for measurement based timing
analysis as any other ProCom component. While the system
functionality remains the same, the system needs also to react
to authentication errors. This problem could be partially solved
by allowing developers to add code to manage authentication
errors in the generated code to define what must be the output
data in each specific case.
Regarding the runtime adaptation mechanism, while on one
hand, it may make the job of the attackers harder as not a
fixed algorithm is used in each invocation and thus it will not
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be known and predictable to the attackers (hence some sort of
“security through obscurity”), on the other hand, if attackers
know the internal mechanism of the runtime adaptation, they
can force some processing load on the system to make
the system adopt the weakest algorithm possible, and that
way, make it easier for themselves to break into the system.
Moreover, the adaptation mechanism which was used as part
of our general approach in this paper, can also be designed to
act as an option; in the sense that it can be turned on and used
when a processing load beyond a certain level is detected and
turned off otherwise. This can help to mitigate the overhead of
the adaptation mechanism itself (although another mechanism
to monitor the processing load would need to be added in
that case) and only use it when there are many requests for
encryption.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Designing security features for real-time embedded systems
is a challenging task and requires appropriate methods and
considerations. [16] and [25] particularly discuss the specific
challenges of security in embedded systems and define it as a
new dimension to be considered throughout the development
process. Considering the unique challenges of security in
embedded systems, [25] also emphasizes that new approaches
to security are required to cover all aspects of embedded systems design from architecture to implementation. The methods
that we introduced in this paper contribute towards this goal
by applying different disciplines in the field of software
engineering, such as model-driven development methods, to
cope with the specific challenges of designing security for
embedded systems.
Also as a non-functional requirement [7], [26], satisfying
security requirements in a system has costs and implications
in terms of impact on other requirements such as performance,
power consumption and so on. In [17], measurement and
comparison of memory usage and energy consumption of
several encryption algorithms on two specific wireless sensor
network platforms have been done. Performance and timing
comparisons of several encryption algorithms are offered in
[18] where Pentium machines are used as the platform. The
approaches we proposed in this paper, work by relying on
the timing and performance comparison results of encryption
algorithms in such studies.
While model-driven and component-based approaches serve
as promising approaches to cope with the design complexity
of real-time embedded systems, management of runtime data
in these systems has also become an important issues than
ever before due to the growing complexity of them. This fact
becomes more clear when we realize that keeping track of all
data that are passing through different parts of the system is
an extremely hard task for a person. In addition, most design
methods based on component models focus mainly on functional structuring of the system without considering semantics
and meanings for data flows [20]. A data-centric approach
for modeling data as well as using real-time databases for
runtime data management in real-time embedded systems is

proposed in [20]. In this work, however, non-functional (extrafunctional) properties such as security are not addressed, and
our approach presented in this paper basically follows a similar
method for modeling data entities as a basis to define security
specification.
As for modeling security aspects, there are several solutions
such as UMLsec [12]. UMLsec is a UML profile [27] for
the specification of security relevant information in UML
diagrams. It is one of the major works in this area and comes
with a tool suite which provides the possibility to evaluate
security requirements and their violations. SecureUML [28] is
also another UML profile for modeling of role-based access
controls. UML profile for Modeling and Analysis of Realtime Embedded Systems (MARTE) [29] provides semantics
for modeling non-functional properties and their analysis
(e.g., schedulability). In [30], we have discussed MARTE and
the benefits of extending MARTE with security annotations
to better cover the modeling needs of embedded systems.
Besides UMLsec and its tool suite which enables analysis
of security requirements, in [31], a method for specifying
security requirements on UML models and verifying their
satisfaction by relating model-level requirements to code-level
implementation is offered. In [32], we have provided a small
example how it is possible to model security requirements
along with some other requirements of telecommunication
systems and then perform model-based analysis using the
analysis tool suite of UMLsec to identify possible violations
of security requirements.
The need to identify sensitive data is also discussed in [33]
where an extension to include security concerns as a separate
model view for web-services based on Web-Services Business
Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) is offered. However,
it does not take into account the consequences of security design decisions on timing aspects, while by identifying sensitive
parts of messages which need to be secured, our objective
is to ease the computation of the timing impacts of security
implementations protecting those sensitive data. Considering
the challenges of securing distributed systems [34] has done a
survey on the application of security patterns, as a form of software design patterns, to secure distributed systems. Moreover,
it discusses different methodologies that make use of these adhoc security patterns in a structured way. It also reports that
the majority of the studied methodologies lack explicit support
for distributed systems and special concerns that these systems
have and mentions the development of tailored methodologies
for different types of distributed systems as an important future
work in this area. The approach that we suggested here could
serve as an example for developing such methodologies in
particular for distributed real-time and embedded systems in
which timing requirements play a key role in the correctness
of the whole system.
Regarding the adaptation method that we used as part of
our suggested approach, there are also several related studies
and approaches that we discuss them here. The study done in
[35] is one of the interesting works in the area of security for
real-time embedded systems which uses an adaptive method.
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In this work, the main focus is on a set of periodic tasks
with known real-time parameters, whereas, our main target
is complex systems that can consist of any type of realtime tasks. Also, while in our work, the security level of
the system is considered implicitly through the selection of
algorithms from the encryption algorithms table, in [35], a
QoS value has been considered which explicitly represents the
security level of the system. Moreover, in our work, it is the
encryption algorithms which are adaptively replaced, while the
main adaptation component in that work is the key length. Our
approach can easily be extended to cover not only different
encryption algorithms but also variations of each, including
different combinations of key length, number of rounds and
so on, as items (rows) in the encryption algorithms table (e.g.,
AES256, AES128, etc.). Another interesting study with is
close to our work is [36], which basically introduces a similar
type of adaptation mechanism as ours. The main focus in that
work is, however, on client-server scenarios using a database,
and to manage the performance of transactions. The security
manager component used int his work periodically adjusts the
the security level of the system. In our approach, however,
the adaptation mechanism is executed per request and is not
active when there is no request for encryption. Moreover, it
is possible in the approach introduced in this work that an
inappropriate encryption method is used by a client, while
security level change is occurring. To solve this situation,
several acknowledgment messages are sent and the process
is repeated to correct this issue. Therefore, it is possible that
the security manager faces problems regarding synchronization
and message loss due to out of order arrival of messages. As
another approach for managing security in real-time systems,
in [37], a secure-aware scheduler is introduced which basically
incorporates and takes into account timing management of
security mechanisms as part of its scheduling policy.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we introduced an approach to define security
specifications in real-time embedded systems at a high level
of abstraction based on the benefits of model-driven and
component-based methods. Using the suggested approach we
bring semantics to the data that are transferred in embedded
systems to identify sensitive data. The approach enables also
to derive automatically the security implementations and facilitates performing timing analysis including security features
at early phases of development. It was also demonstrated
how incorporating a runtime adaptation mechanism as part
of the approach helps to mitigate the violations of timing
constraints at runtime. As mentioned, such runtime adaptation mechanisms are especially useful for complex systems
where performing static analysis may not be practical, as
well as in cases where the assumptions that have been used
for performing static analysis are prone to deviation and
violation at runtime which can then lead to the invalidation
of analysis results. Moreover, the introduced approach helps
system designers to mainly focus on the system architecture
and addressing timing properties, and at the same, including

security concerns in the design models without needing much
expertise on how to implement security mechanisms. This
again contributes to bringing security considerations in higher
levels of abstraction.
One of the extensions of this work is to define and add more
strategies for the designers to choose. Among the currently
defined strategies, the StrongestSecuritySchedulable is the
most interesting one but is hard to implement and will be
part of our future works. One of the reasons that we do not
claim that we also provide this strategy, in spite of having
the execution times of security components, is that the actual
execution times in the synthesized system will not necessarily
be the sum and individual addition of the execution times of
the added security components to the rest of the system. Also
as another idea for the extension of this work, it would be
interesting to define and assign required security strength to
data and message channels as another factor that also affects
the selection of security components. It should also be noted
that in this work we mainly addressed encryption as a security
mechanism. Considering other mechanisms such as authorization methods and their impacts on timing characteristics
of systems is another interesting direction of this work to
investigate. Also including other aspects than timing, such as
power consumption of security mechanisms, performing tradeoff, and establishing balance among them, similar to what we
did here for timing properties, can be another extension of this
paper and future work.
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Abstract—Network covert channels enable a policy-breaking
network communication (e.g., within botnets). Within the last
years, new covert channel techniques arose which are based on
the capability of protocol switching. Such protocol switching
covert channels operate within overlay networks and can (as
a special case) contain their own internal control protocols.
We present the first approach to effectively limit the bitrate
of such covert channels by introducing a new active warden.
We present a calculation method for the maximum usable
bitrate of these channels in case the active warden is used.
We discuss implementation details of the active warden and
discuss results from experiments that indicate the usability
in practice. Additionally, we present means to enhance the
practical application of our active warden by applying a formal
grammar-based whitelisting and by proposing the combination
of a previously developed detection technique in combination
with our presented approach.
Keywords-Protocol Switching Covert Channel; Protocol Channel; Active Warden; Covert Channel Detection; Network Security

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work is an extended version of [1] in which we
introduced the design and implementation of an active
warden countering protocol switching covert channels in a
basic version with a constant delay.
The term covert channel refers to a type of channel
defined as not intended for information transfer by Lampson
in 1973 [2]. The goal of using covert channels is to transfer information without raising attention while breaking a
security policy [3]. Covert channels have been a focus of
research for decades. In addition to Lampson’s work, the
topic was described in [4] and [5]. While covert channels
can also occur on local systems, we focus on covert channels
within computer networks.
Covert channels are basically divided into two classes:
covert storage channels and covert timing channels [4]. To
transfer hidden information, a covert storage channel alters
storage attributes (e.g., values of a network packet’s header)
and a timing channel alters timing behavior (e.g., the timing
of network packets) [6].
A well-known technology to counter covert channels is
the active warden, i.e., a system counteracting a covert
channel communication. While passive wardens monitor and
report events (e.g., for intrusion detection), active wardens
(e.g., traffic normalizers [7]) are capable of modifying

network traffic [8] to prevent steganographic information
transfer.
Recently, the capability to keep a low profile resulted in
a raising importance of network covert channels because
of their use cases. For instance, covert channels can be
used to control botnets in a hidden way [9]. Covert channel
techniques can also be used by journalists to transfer illicit
information, i.e., they can generally contribute to the free
expression of opinions [6].
A first covert channel able to switch a network protocol
based on a user’s command called LOKI2 was presented
in 1997 [10]. Within the last decade, different new covert
channel techniques occurred and not all of them were
already addressed by protection means. These new techniques enable covert channels to switch their communication
protocol automatically and transparently. They are enabled
to cooperate in overlay networks by using internal control
protocols as presented in [11]. Since covert channels are a
dual-use good, these novel techniques do also enrich the
security of botnets.
We focus on two new covert channel techniques, protocol
hopping covert channels (PHCC) as well as called protocol
channels (PCs). Both channels build the family of protocol
switching covert channels since they rely on the capability
to switch their utilized network protocols.
PHCC were presented in [12] and were improved in [11].
These channels transfer hidden information using several
network protocols to raise as little attention as possible
due to peculiar protocol behavior, i.e., they combine several single-protocol network storage covert channels. For
instance, a simple PHCC could use the “User-Agent” field
in HTTP as well as the message number in POP3 “RETR”
(retrieve) requests to transfer hidden information. Protocol
switches in a PHCC are transparent for the covert channel’s
user and the user utilizes the channel as a black-box that
handles the splitting of the payload in data chunks sent using
the different protocols. To work properly, the PHCC must
be able to preserve the order of network packets across the
different protocols.
PCs were introduced in [13] and signal information solely
by transferring network protocols of a pre-defined set in
an order that represents hidden information. Protocols are
therefore linked to secret values, e.g., a HTTP packet could
represent the value “1” and a POP3 packet could represent
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our implementation and our experimental results, and Section V focuses on the practical aspects of the presented
approach and discusses improvements for covert channels
to bypass the active warden. We propose improvements for
the practical use of our approach by applying a formal
grammar in Section VI and by combining our active warden
with a previously developed detection capability for PCs in
Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Figure 1.

Comparison of a PC and a PHCC.

the value “0”. To transfer the message “110” via this PC,
the sender is required to send two HTTP packets followed
by a POP3 packet. The bitrate of a PC is usually limited
to a few hundred bit/s. However, for an attacker this is fast
enough to transfer passwords, selected records or tweets.
Figure 1 compares both, the PC and the PHCC concept.
The difference between both channels is, that PCs signal
their hidden information solely by the use of a selected network protocol in a network packet, while PHCCs combine
multiple covert storage channels simultaneously and place
hidden information in arbitrary storage locations of these
channels.
We present the first concept as well as an implementation
of an active warden able to significantly reduce the bitrate
of both, PHCC and PC. While we do not present a universal
solution countering all covert channels, this is the first work
discussing means against PHCC and PC. The limitation
of these advanced covert channels is more challenging in
comparison to single-protocol covert channels. We evaluate
our results via realistic experiments and we demonstrate
that our approach is useful for the practical operation in
organizations. Due to these achievements, our active warden decreases the attractiveness of both channel types for
attackers.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II provides an overview of related work in the
area of covert channels. Section III introduces the idea and
theory of our active warden, while Section IV discusses

Various techniques for embedding covert channels in
network packet data and its timing were developed within
the last decades. For instance, Girling and Wolf were the
first authors to create network covert channels by modifying
LAN frames [14], [15] and Rowland initially presented
covert channels for IP and TCP [16]. Rutkowska discovered
the idea of a passive covert channel that does not actively
generate own traffic but piggibacks regular traffic of a system’s users by modifying the TCP Initial Sequence Number
(ISN) [17]. Therefore, Rutkowska introduced a translation
layer for ISN values into the Linux kernel. Cabuk et al.
developed a technique to embedd hidden information in the
timing of network packets [18], while Ahsan modified the
order of network packets to achieve the same goal [19].
Besides, covert channel presence was discussed in the DHCP
protocol [20], in IPv6 [21], in additional areas of TCP (e.g.,
in TCP timestamps [22]) and IPv4 (e.g., by alternations of
fragment sizes [23]), and in business processes [24].
Means were developed to deal with the problem of covert
channels, like the pump [25], which is a device that limits the
number of acknowledgement messages from a higher to a
lower security level and thus affects covert timing channels
based on ACKs; a concept extended in [26]. Other wellknown techniques are, for instance, covert flow trees [27],
which can be used to detect direct and indirect covert channels in source code, as well as the shared resource matrix
(SRM) methodology [28] and the extended SRM [29], which
can also be applied to source code but can additionally be
used in other steps of the software development lifecycle. A
newer apprach is program transformation to remove timing
leaks and covert timing channels [30], and steganalysis of
covert channels in VoIP traffic [31]. Hu introduced fuzzy
time to limit the capacity of timing channels between virtual
machines on the VAX security kernel [32], and Zander et
al. as well as Berk et al. applied different means based
on machine learning and statistics to detect covert timing
channels in network transmissions [6], [33].
A concept similar to PCs is the idea of a port knocking
covert channel as presented by deGraaf et al. [34]. Since
port knocking alters information specifying the encapsulated
protocol (using the UDP destination port), a port knocking
covert channel can be considered as variant of a PC. A first
detection algorithm for PC (but not for PHCC) was presented
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Figure 2.

Location of the Anti-PC/PHCC active warden

in [35], but we are not aware of any research to limit the
bitrate of PC and PHCC or to prevent them.
PHCCs were also used by Yarochkin et al. to create
adaptable network covert channels with the goal to change
the utilized network protocols, if required [36]. For instance,
a covert channel could use HTTP and ICMP. Due to a
change in the firewall configuration between covert channel
sender and covert channel receiver, the ICMP protocol get
might blocked. The idea of Yarochkin et al. is to filter out
such blocked protocols and afterwards switch to another
protocol to overcome the firewall. Li and He presented a
similar approach based on the concept of natural selection
in which survival values are calculated for each network
protocol to evaluate its usefulness [37]. The authors only
utilize protocols with the currently highest survival values
to overcome firewalls.
III. A N ACTIVE WARDEN C OUNTERING P ROTOCOL
S WITCHING C OVERT C HANNELS
The idea of an active warden addressing PHCC and PC
focuses on one aspect both covert channel types share: the
protocol switches. For both channel types, it is a necessity
to ensure that network packets using different network
protocols reach their destination in the same order as they
were sent. Our approach of an active warden for countering
PHCC and PC monitors the protocol switching behavior of
network hosts and introduces delays in network packets if a
protocol switch occurs.
Like the network pump (a device that only allows acknowledgement messages from a high to a low system in
a regulated manner [25]), we have no explicit detection
capabilities in our active warden but aim on limiting the
channel’s bitrate nevertheless. In comparison to the pump,
we do not limit acknowledgement messages but alter protocol occurrences. Using the presented technique, we can
prevent performance decreases for downloads and uploads
and minimize practical implications (cf. Section V-A) by
installing the active warden on a company’s uplink or
between (autonomous) systems. The warden only affects
those network packets that change the last occurring network
protocol.
The active warden must be located between a covert
channel sender and a covert channel receiver (Figure 2).
To prevent PC/PHCC-based data leakage for enterprises,
a suitable location would be the company’s uplink to the

Internet. The active warden’s delay is configurable and
thus makes our approach adjustable, i.e., an administrator
can choose the individual optimum between maximized
protection and maximized throughput. Formally, this creates
a multi-criterion optimization problem. For a given delay
d, data leakage can occur at a maximum rate R(d), that is
decreasing with increasing d. On the other hand, the sideeffects for legitimate users will increase with increasing d,
i.e., can be modeled by a function S(d). Ideally, one would
like to minimize both, R and S, which is however not
possible. One can combine the two in a target function
penalty(d) =  · R(d) + (1 − ) · S(d) ,
which is then to be minimized, i.e., after fixing a suitable  ∈
[0; 1] the minimization results in an optimal d that represents
the administrator’s priorities. As both R and S are assumed
to be monotonous, a Pareto optimum can be found in the
sense that a further reduction of R by increasing d cannot be
achieved without increasing S. Typically, instead of using R
and S directly, they are normalized to a certain range such
as interval [0; 1], and they might be adapted by linear or
non-linear functions that reflect e.g., the severeness of an
increased leakage.
Imagine a PC using ICMP (1 bit) and UDP (0 bit) and
the goal to transfer the message “0110001”. In this case, the
sender would need to send UDP, ICMP, ICMP, UDP, UDP,
UDP, ICMP. If our active warden is located on a gateway
between both hosts and can delay packets, which probably
belong to a PC or PHCC, the successful information transfer
will be corrupted. At the beginning, the sender sends an UDP
packet, which is forwarded by the active warden. Afterwards,
the sender sends the ICMP packet, which is delayed for
a time d because a protocol switch happened. The next
packet is an ICMP packet again and therefore not delayed
but forwarded. Afterwards an UDP packet occurs, which is
delayed for a time d, too. The next two UDP packets do
not change the last protocol and are therefore forwarded.
The last ICMP packet results in an additional packet switch
and is therefore delayed for time d again. If d is 1 second,
then all delayed packets will arrive after the non-delayed
packets if the sender did not introduce synthetic delays itself.
The resulting packet order at the receiver’s side will be
UDP, ICMP, UDP, UDP, ICMP, UDP, ICMP, or “0100101”
(containing two incorrect bit values).
The situation is similar for PHCC where the hidden
information is not represented through the protocol itself but
through alternations of a protocol’s attributes (such as the
IPv4 TTL or the HTTP “User-Agent”). If the active warden
modifies PHCC transmissions sent via different protocols,
the reassembled payload will be jumbled.
In order to prevent the covert channel users to take
advantage of learning about the value of d, it might also
be randomized, cf. Sections III-B and IV-B.
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A. Bitrate Calculation
Tsai and Gligor introduced the formula B = b · (TR +
TS + 2 · TCS )−1 for calculating the bandwidth of covert
channels using the values TR (time to receive a covert
message), TS (time to send a covert message), TCS (time
required for the context switch between processes), and
b (amount of transferred information per message) [38].
While the formula addresses local covert storage channels,
all parameters are adaptable to a network covert channel as
well.
We use a modification of this formula (cf. formula 1) to
calculate the max. possible error-free bitrate of a PC in case
our active warden is located between sender and receiver.
We introduce the active warden’s delay d multiplied with
the probability p of a protocol switch per packet. Instead of
TR , TS and TCS , we use T to represent the transmission or
gap time:
We call T the gap time to represent the minimal time
difference between two packets of the covert channel. If
T is too small, packets can overrun each other or the
receiver cannot process them fast enough, thus, T is limited
due to the technical environment of the channel: For high
performance computers connected via gigabit links, T is
small, while it will be bigger for systems connected via DSL
over the Internet.
On the other hand, T can be understood as transmission
time if the channel is designed to only transfer packets in a
sequential manner, i.e., one packet has to be received before
another packet can be sent. In that case, the gap time is
equal to the transmission time. The transmission time is the
time required for receiving and sending a packet including
the processing time required by the active warden.
In the remainder, we call T the gap time, but as explained,
T can also be the transmission time between packets since
T depends on the implementation of the covert channel (if
the channel is not capable of sending a successing packet
before an earlier packet was received).
The amount of transferred data per packet (b) is 1
bit/packet in case two protocols are used for a PC since
b = log2 n, where n is the number of protocols used. Thus,
p as well as n will increase if more than two protocols are
used (more information can be transferred per packet but
the switching rate will also increase). In case of a PHCC, b
depends on the amount of storage data per packet and not
on the number of protocols used. Therefore, p will increase
if more protocols are used but since the number of protocols
is not linked to the amount of information transferred per
packet, b will not increase if more protocols are used.
B = b · (p · d + T )−1

(1)

Theoretically, p is 0.5 if randomized input, a uniform
coding and a set of two protocols is used since the next
packet is either using the same protocol as the last (no

Figure 3. A PC’s bitrate (B) using a set of two protocols depending on
the delay d and the transmission time T .

protocol switch) or the other protocol (a protocol switch
is taking place). In our experiments, the average protocol
switching value for a typical protocol switching covert
channel using only two protocols was p = 0.4738806. Thus,
to transfer information without risking a corruption through
a delay, a PC/PHCC user is forced to send packets with
protocol switches in a way that the delay d cannot corrupt
the packet order.
As mentioned earlier, the value p depends on the amount
of protocols used as well as on the channel’s coding. If
a uniform coding was used (as with optimized channels)
and if two protocols are used p is approx. 0.5. In case
four protocols are used, p is approx. 0.75. In general, for
n protocols used p is (1 − 1/n). Thus, formula 1 can be
modified to the following version:
B = b · ((1 − 1/n) · d + T )−1

(2)

Protocol Channel: As also already discussed, b = log2 n
in case of a PC. Thus, B = log2 n · ((1 − 1/n) · d + T )−1 .
Taking d as well as T into account using formula 1, we calculated the maximum useful bitrates for an uncorrupted PC
transfer using a set of two protocols (Figure 3). According
to our calculations, a PC’s bitrate can be reduced to less than
1 bit/s if the active warden introduces a delay of 2.0 sec for
protocol switches. For T , we used a time range obtained
from measurements of the original “pct” program.
Protocol Hopping Covert Channel: For a PHCC, the
parameter b varies more than parameter T (is, as in the case
of a PC, usually very low). Therefore, we created a different
plot where we set T to the static value 0.005, which we
measured in experiments. Figure 4 shows the bitrate of a
PHCC dependent on the delay d as well as the number b
of transferred bits per packet. Obviously, the result of the
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B. Improved Coding

Figure 4. A PHCC’s bitrate using two protocols, T = 0.005 and delays
between 0.5 and 2s as well as the capability to transfer between 1 and 10
bits per packet.

Figure 5. A PHCC’s bitrate using four protocols, T = 0.005 and delays
between 0.5 and 2 as well as the capability to transfer between 1 and 10
bits per packet.

PHCC is equal to the result of a PC if b = 1. However,
PHCCs can carry more information and are therefore harder
to limit, i.e., they require higher delays.
As shown in Figure 5, the bitrate of a PHCC decreases if
the number of protocols used increases, since more protocol
switches (p = 1 − 1/4) occur, i.e., the active warden’s
efficiency for PHCCs is positively correlated with p.
Before we experimentally validate the estimated bitrate
of the protocol switching covert channel, we will discuss
details of our implementation.

The presented approach addresses PC and PHCC without
special coding but with a coding as available in their respective proof-of-concept codes. We highlight the advances of a
better coding for both, PC and PHCC, as a means to counter
the active warden.
PC with improved coding: If a PC uses a coding that
requires to send new packets only if a value unequal to the
current value is required to be transferred, it can overcome
the active warden, if sender and receiver are synchronized.
This is possible if the sender only transfers a network
packet if a protocol switch occurs, i.e., two packets of the
same protocol are never transferred after another. The timing
intervals between the protocol switches represent the amount
of bits to transfer. Thus, such a covert channel would be a
hybrid version of a timing channel and a PC.
Example: The sender sends a packet of protocol P1 . The
active warden delays it for time d and forwards it. Three
more bits as represented by P1 shall be transferred. Therefore, the sender waits for three time slots. Afterwards, a
bit represented by P2 shall be transferred and the sender
sends one such a packet. The active warden delays the packet
for d and forwards it. If the sender sends P1 again, it will
also be delayed for d. The receiver will receive P1 , three
waiting slots, P2 , P1 , i.e., the same input as was sent by
the sender. The only disadvantage introduced by the active
warden is the delay of d for all packets but this is a minor
consequence for the covert channel since even if the message
is delayed, it still reaches its receiver without comprising
errors. Thus, such a coding would primarily result in sideeffets on legitimate traffic due to d but would have no direct
affect on the covert channel traffic.
To overcome this problem, an improved version of the
active warden was developed. In our previous experiments,
we focused on an active warden with a constant delay d.
If d varies from packet to packet, or in other words, d is
randomized (e.g., d ∈ [0.1; 2] sec), previous packets are
likely to overrun newer ones if the timing interval of the
sender is too small. Thus, the sender is forced to use big
waiting times and thus, will be forced to decrease its bitrate.
Besides the previously mentioned coding, a PC could also
use other codings to improve the amount of bits transferred
per protocol switch (b/p). For the default PC coding and
two protocols, p = 0.5, but when a run length limited (RLL)
coding (as used for hard disks [39]) is implemented, p can
be decreased.
In case of geometrically distributed symbols, an optimized
coding (Huffman coding) can help the covert channel’s user
to minimize the amount of packets to transfer, but – as usual
for covert channel research – we focus on an optimized
coding using a uniform distribution (e.g., the covert channel
is used to transfer encrypted input).
Another variant of a PC might use unary encoding of
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symbols with n = 2 protocols. In order to send a value
i ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}, i + 1 packets of the first protocol and
k − i packets of the second protocol are sent. Assuming
that k is a power of two, then b = log2 (k)/(k + 1) bits
are transferred per packet, as k different symbols could be
encoded in log2 (k) bits, and k + 1 packets are used to
transmit one symbol. Note that b < 1, for example with
k = 16, we have b < 0.25. The sender then waits for
some time before sending the packets for another symbol.
The receiver can decode a symbol if the packets for one
symbol arrive before any packets for the next symbol arrive.
The sender might also use the two protocols alternately to
code symbols. In both cases, the gap between two symbols
must be rather large to overcome an active warden with
a randomized delay d. Because the delay is unknown to
the sender, it can neither rely on a maximum delay nor a
minimum delay of any packet. Hence, to clearly separate
the packets for successive symbols on the receiver side, the
sender’s waiting time between symbols must be high, at least
larger than the maximum value of d. Thus, the bitrate of such
a channel is restricted to b/d, which is less than 1 bit/s if
d ≥ 1 s as b < 1 bit/packet.
Receiver-side re-calculation attack for PCs: In case
a constant delay is used, it is possible for the attacker
to recalculate the original sequence of received packets of
a PC. However, due to the jitter, it is possible that the
attacker is forced to use error-correcting codes. The active
warden can implement the previously mentioned randomized
d to overcome this problem. Also, the overhead for error
correction additionally reduces the available PC bitrate.
PHCC with internal control protocols A drawback of
our approach is linked to a feature only available for PHCCs
but not for PCs. PHCCs provide usually enough covert space
to contain a covert channel-internal control protocol (called
a micro protocol) [11]. Such micro protocols can be used to
embed sequence numbers in covert channel packets as done
in [12], [40], [41].
Using these sequence numbers, the receiver can reassemble network packets even if their ordering was disturbed
[12]. While the active warden is not able to completely
solve this problem, it forces a PHCC user to use a sequence
number. Such a storage channel-internal sequence number
usually consists of only 2-3 bits and thus, the active warden
can break the receiver-side sorting nevertheless, if d is large
enough.
Additionally, since these channels do only provide a few
bits per packet, the active warden decreases the available
space per packet by forcing the presence of a sequence
number or of a larger presence value. Thus, a user is forced
to send more packets to transfer the same amount of data
than in the case where no active warden would be located
on the path between PHCC sender and PHCC receiver.
However, it is important that the size of the micro protocol
header is as tiny as possible since the few available bits of

space provided within a PHCC should be used to transfer
payload. If less space is available per packet due to a larger
micro protocol header, more packets are required to be
transferred to send a given payload to the receiver.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In the following, we discuss our implementation and
the results of our validation. We set up an experimental
environment in form of a virtual network to represent a
realistic scenario for a data leakage in an enterprise network.
The content used in the experiment was generated by two
available proof of concept tools that could be used by any
attacker and thus, also represent realistic user generated
traffic.
A. Implementation
For our test implementation, we set up a virtual network
between two virtualized Linux 3.0 systems (a covert channel
sender as well as a receiver with a local active warden
instance) using VirtualBox (www.virtualbox.org). Both hosts
were connected using a virtual Ethernet interface and IPv4.
Our proof of concept code focused on layer 4 protocols
identifiable by the IPv4 “protocol” field only. Therefore, we
modified the protocol channel tool (pct) [42] that used ARP
and ICMP to use UDP and ICMP instead. Additionally, we
implemented the functionality to generate randomized input
and to adjust the channel’s bitrate.
To implement the network delays on the receiver system
that is acting as both the active warden gateway and the
protocol switching covert channel receiver at the same time,
we made use of the firewall system netfilter/iptables. Netfilter/iptables provides a “queue” feature, which can be used
to redirect data packets to a userspace program. Berrange
implemented the Perl-based program delay-net [43] that
enforces configurable network delays using the IPQueue
module [44], which is based on the iptables queue feature.
We modified delay-net in a way that it only delays packets
after a protocol switch happened. We also implemented a
third program to evaluate the correct transmission at the
receiver’s side, to test our prediction from formula 1 (cf.
Section III-A).
Since this test focuses on the protocol switching capability
of both, the PC and the PHCC, at the same time, the testing
method is valid for both covert channel types. However,
we additionally used the protocol hopping covert channel
tool (phcct) [45] to verify the results for PHCC with and
without micro protocols and high data rates since PCs cannot
comprise such internal control protocols.
B. Results
In our test configuration, the value T is quite small (we
measured 0.005 in average) in comparison to the delay time
d. As mentioned in the previous Section, we were able to
determine p = 0.4738806 through observing the behavior
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Figure 7. Output of two delayed packets for a constant and a randomized
delay.

Figure 6. Measured maximal bitrate of the modified pct dependent on the
active warden’s delay in case a constant or a randomized delay is applied.
In comparison, we show formula 1 using the estimated protocol switching
value.

of the modified pct in our virtual test network. However,
p turned out to be slightly higher (0.53) in a real network
environment, where protocols occur, which do not belong
to the PC, and therefore result in few additional protocol
switches.
In our test setting we sent PC data using different bitrates
and monitored the correctness of the received packet order at
the receiver’s side. Using this method, we were able to find
out the maximum bitrate able to work error-free dependent
on the delay introduced by the active warden. Figure 6 shows
the results in comparison to our calculation of B (formula
1). The differences between B and our recorded values are
small. We evaluated both, an active warden with a constant
delay d as well as an active warden with a randomized delay
in the range [0, d[.
An active warden with a constant delay value d = 2.1 s
(T = 0.005) reduces the bitrate limit required for a successful transmission of data to 1 bit/s. If d = 1.0 s, the bitrate
limit is reduced to a maximum of 2.088 bit/s.
If we apply a randomized delay, the results are better than
in case of a constant delay. To reduce the bitrate to 1 bit/s
we only needed to apply a max. delay of d = 1 s. A max.
delay of d = 2 s reduces the PC’s bitrate to 0.65 bit/s.
The higher efficiency of a randomized delay comes due to
the circumstance, that when a packet is delayed and the
following packet is delayed as well, the second packet can be
forwarded earlier than the first packet and thus, jumbles the
packet sequence. If both packets are delayed with a constant
time, a later delayed packet cannot overrun a previously
delayed packet. Figure 7 visualizes both delay differences.
Comparing both results as shown in Figure 6, we identified the randomized delay to provide a better efficiency than

the constant delay.
Since PC and PHCC can both be seen as covert storage
channels, the interesting aspect was to test PHCC situations,
which are not exactly the same as for PCs. We therefore ran
two experiments:
In the first experiment, phcct was used to transfer data with
its capability to re-sort jumbled packet sequences using its
internal micro protocol. The results showed, that phcct was
indeed capable of re-sorting test traffic for 10KByte and
100kByte payload transfers (each sent 10 times through the
active warden).
For the second experiment, we modified phcct in a way that
the re-sorting capability of the internal control protocol was
turned off. Since phcct is capable of transferring b = 792
bits per packet, the applied delays are less efficient than with
a smaller b (as it is given for PCs). However, no transfer
without errors was possible (with and without the active
warden), if phcct was ran and transferred more than 1KByte
(11 packets) of payload. Thus, high bitrate transmissions
– as done by phcct – without a re-sorting capability are
practically not feasible for PHCCs.
V. D ISCUSSION
After the concept, implementation and the measured
results of the active warden were presented, this Section
aims on discussing practical aspects of the active warden
and improvements for covert channels to counter the active
warden.
A. Practical Aspects
A goal of the presented active warden approach is to
design the system for a practical use. The requirement for
only small delays is – even if a user’s initial request to
a website will be delayed – an acceptable limitation for
legitimate traffic in high-security environments since delays
of only around 2s can reduce the useful bitrate of PCs to
a maximum of 1 bit/s. For PHCC, the value can differ if
the channel provides high values for b. However, to achieve
the goal of practical usefulness, it is necessary to implement
additional functionality because of the following reasons:
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DNS requests: Typically, a user sends DNS requests to
a DNS server and, after receiving a response, connects to a
system using another protocol. It is required to take care of
this typical effect (and similar effects such as using HTTPS
right after a user clicked on a link of a HTTP-based website).
Protocol switches occur in both cases (DNS→HTTP and
HTTP→HTTPS, respectively). The DNS server and the
system a user connects to (usually a web server) will in
almost all cases have different addresses, thus it is easy
to address this problem if the active warden distinguishes
destination hosts. In Section VI, we present an approach
based on formal grammar to address this problem.
Different protocols on a single host: However, situations
are thinkable in which a user is connected to one host using
two different protocols, e.g., to an SMTP server and an
IMAP server hosted on the same system. In such cases,
whitelisting (e.g., defining trusted hosts) can reduce this
problem. This problem is also addressed in Section VI.
Multiple senders: In an enterprise network, there are
usually a number of different computers with Internet access.
If the active warden is located on the uplink, it will notice
many protocol switches since different systems use different
protocols to achieve different tasks. The active warden
should distinguish source addresses to solve this problem.
Therefore, it is also necessary to distinguish source addresses
in the active warden to overcome this problem.
Some companies run a network address translation (NAT)
service within their network. These systems would appear as
a single system to the active warden although the systems
as well as the active warden are located inside the company
network. Thus, the NAT’ed systems would face delays. A
whitelisting is no sufficient solution since these address
translated systems are required to be protected from data
leakage too. A possible remedy for that problem would be
to use remote physical device fingerprinting [46] to count
the number of NAT’ed systems and apply smaller delays per
packet switch if the number of hosts behind NAT increases
(and vice versa).
Redundancy: As all normalizer and firewall-like systems,
our prototype of an active warden can result in a single
point of failure if not operated on a redundant installation. Modifications of existing redundancy protocols (e.g.,
the common address redundancy protocol, CARP) might
be used to solve this problem. However, as any firewalllike system, the active warden introduces side-effects, i.e.,
delays, into network traffic.
End-User Limitation: As explained, the effect for endusers is low if the active warden is used.
While an extensive end-user study was not part of this
work, we measured different HTTP request-response times
for 10MByte downloads over the active warden. The standard download time in our network was 0.41-0.57s. After we
installed the active warden, we ran a HTTP download as well
as a 0.25 bit/s PC to simulate a number of protocol switches

as they occur for modern websites (multiple DNS requests
for a whole site are normal since they can include script
sources from other domains). This increased the download
time to 0.43-3s. We observed that the basic limitation for
connections happens in the establishment phase where a new
protocol (HTTP over TCP) occurred. In the context of the
4s-rule for website rendering [47], we can assume that our
active warden is valuable for practical use-cases.
To summarize, all mentioned problems (except the network address translation) are solvable by adding the mentioned simple features. The configurable delay parameter d
provides administrators a way to adjust the efficiency of
the active warden to their requirements. Since only protocol
switching packets are affected by the active warden, most of
a network’s traffic is not affected, i.e., download rates and
upload rates will not decrease notably.
B. Covert Channel Improvements
While we already discussed improved encoding techniques for both, PC and PHCC, in Section III-B, this Section
will highlight architectural means, which can be used by
both channel types to bypass the active warden. We will
also discuss the subject of covert channel-internal control
protocols for PHCC.
Multiple Covert Channel Senders: While the previously
mentioned approach of distinguishing source addresses is
a requirement for the practical application of the active
warden, a distributed covert channel sender can take advantage of it: If the covert channel sender consists of
multiple inhouse systems, each associated with a single
network protocol, these systems can send PC/PHCC data to a
destination host outside of the enterprise network through the
active warden without causing protocol switches. Therefore,
a coordination of the distributed sender hosts is necessary
but can be achieved by introducing a single coordinator host
connected to the actual PC/PHCC senders. However, due
to the presence of the active warden, the covert channel
sender is forced to coordinate its distributed transfer and
the command and control traffic between the covert channel
sender hosts and the covert channel coordinator system are
required to be hidden as well, i.e., will raise the chance of
a detection.
A similar approach is a Covert Channels with Multiple
Receivers: If one covert channel host sends packets to
different covert channel receivers and each covert channel
receiver is associated with only a single protocol, no protocol
switches between a single sender and a single destination
occur (since each path is only used for one protocol) and no
bitrate is limited in a direct way but in an indirect way: If the
covert channel receiver is forced to be a distributed system
(i.e., a covert channel-based botnet/zombie network), it has
to implement a distributed coordination mechanism (sorting
packets and extracting all hidden information on a single
system that finally computes the whole hidden message). If
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the receiver-side network is monitored as well, the coordination itself must be covered too, and thus can probably be
detected or at least raise attention. Also, the bitrate is limited
since multiple receivers can receive messages via network
access points with different performance and the network
packets for the coordination can differ in their timings, too.
Therefore, the sender must introduce pause intervals (which
limit the bitrate) between new packets to prevent a jumbled
result at the receiver.
Improved Control Protocols: PHCCs with internal control protocols can – if a sequence number is present – resort jumbled packet sequences at the receiver side and thus,
can make the active warden inefficient even if delays are
introduced. However, applied delays can cause the active
warden to report abnormal protocol switching traffic and
it would be useful, if the size of PHCC-internal control
protocols could can be shrinked to prevent such attention
raising behavior.
Therefore, we developed a technique called status updates
[48]. The concept of status updates is to only transfer a
header component to the receiver, if the last status of the
header component changes. For instance, imagine a PHCC
between a system A and C via a proxy B, i.e., A → B →
C. Therefore, A configures the covert channel proxy B to
forward data to C via sending a status update that defines the
forwarding destination C. All following packets received by
B from A will be forwarded to C and A is not required to
define the covert payload’s destination C again. However,
A can send a new status update for the destination to B
to, for instance, send all following traffic to D (instead of
sending it to the previously configured destination C). Status
updates work for all status-based header components (e.g.,
also for source addresses or fields to indicate the start/end
of a transaction) and can therefore decrease header sizes.
We combined our status update approach in [48] with dynamic routing for covert channel overlays. If a PHCC sender
can measure a delay applied on protocol switches between
itself and the PHCC receiver by ping’ing the receiving peer
with and without causing a protocol switch, it can determine
the possible presence of an active warden. In such a case,
the PHCC sender could try to find an alternative routing path
that does not face delays on protocol switches. Afterwards,
the PHCC can even be transformed into a PC since no delay
is applied and no packet jumbling will occur. To achieve
this goal, we developed the Smart Covert Channel Tool –
a dynamic routing middleware capable of utilizing various
covert channel technologies, which can include PCs, but
other covert channel techniques, such as network timing
channels and network storage channels, as well.
VI. I MPROVEMENT P ROPOSAL 1: A PPLYING F ORMAL
G RAMMAR TO I NCREASE P RACTICAL U SAGE
As mentioned earlier, our active warden must comprise
an additional means to handle selected practical issues. We

therefore propose a means based on formal grammar that
addresses the following previously discussed problems:
1) The problem of delaying legitime protocol switches
(e.g., DNS → HTTP),
2) the problem of host-related protocol switches (e.g., a
client downloads from a web-server while sending a
large e-mail to the SMTP server),
3) the problem of running multiple services on a single
host (e.g., SMTP and IMAP service on the same
machine).
Formal grammar has previously been applied in the context of computer security. For instance, Gorodetski et al. used
formal grammar for attack modelling in [49] and Trinius and
Freiling realized SPAM filters with context-free grammars
[50].
A formal grammar G = (V, Σ, P, S) comprises the set V
of non-terminals, the set Σ of terminal symbols, the set P
of productions and the starting symbol S ∈ V [49].
Our formal grammar-based approach is based on the idea
of whitelisting, i.e., we define the allowed protocol switching
behavior within in the context of a company’s network
within our formal grammar and afterwards test, whether the
network’s actual behavior is conform to the rules of the
grammar. If the protocol switching behavior is conform, the
active warden does not apply a delay, otherwise it will delay
packets.
Therefore, we first define the allowed network protocols
as terminal symbols px where x is the protocol, e.g.,
Σ1 = {pdns , phttp , phttps , psmtp , pimap }. Afterwards, we
define additional terminal symbols for the servers sy in our
network where y is the address of the server (it can be an IP
or a hostname, e.g., Σ2 = {smail , sname , sweb }). Both sets
form the set of terminal symbols Σ = Σ1 ∪ Σ2 .
In the next step, we define the production rules in P . We
define productions, which are built in the form <server>
<protocol>, e.g., smail psmtp , which can comprise allowed
rules of the utilized grammar type (e.g., context-free or
regular).
The following example grammar allows
1) the use of SMTP and HTTP (both also after DNS),
and
2) to switch from HTTP to HTTPS and vice versa,
i.e., we support HTTP-based websites with HTTPS
links/content (and vice versa),
3) as well as to switch between SMTP and IMAP to allow
sending and receiving e-mails at the same time;
4) to run different services on the same machine (here,
the SMTP and IMAP services are located on the same
machine smail );
5) the simultanous use of e-mail, DNS and web access,
since W2 allows the production M2 and since M2
allows the production W2 .
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handled by the active warden since the active warden will
not forward ARP requests (as long as it does not explicitly
act as an ARP proxy).

Figure 8. The integration of grammar productions and terminal symbols
in the active warden.

V

= {S, D, W1 , W2 , M1 , M2 }

P

=

(3)

{S → D(W1 |M1 )|W1 |M1

(4)

D → sname pdns

(5)

W1 → sweb (phttp |phttps )W2

(6)

W2 → DW1 |W1 |M2 |

(7)

M1 → smail (psmtp |pimap )M2

(8)

M2 → DM1 |M1 |W2 |}

(9)

If a new packet arrives at the active warden, the active
warden tries to find a production rule that fits the protocol
sequence – either by starting a production from scratch or
by continuing an existing one – in other words, the active
warden tries to find a suitable production to allow a direct
forwarding. Figure 8 visualizes this concept.
For instance, if a DNS packet was received (e.g., identified
by the DNS port or by advanced protocol identifying tests
like [51]), it is not delayed because a production rule (S →
D(W1 |M1 )) allows the DNS packet. Afterwards, an SMTP
packet arrives, which is also allowed by the production rules
(S → D → M1 ).
If multiple packets of the same protocol (e.g., many
SMTP packets for sending a larger e-mail or multiple HTTP
packets from a file download) occur, they are not delayed
because no protocol switch is taking place. Thus, nonprotocol switching rules are not required, which ensures
small grammar productions.
As an additional means to keep grammars as small as
possible, we propose to implement layer-based grammars
for the application of rules specific to the network layer
of the TCP/IP model. Low-level protocol switching covert
channels are not considered a threat in that case because
they are not available for routing and low-level frames will
not directly pass the active warden. For instance, an ARP
request need not be modelled in the grammar nor must it be

VII. I MPROVEMENT P ROPOSAL 2: D ETECTION - CAPABLE
ACTIVE WARDEN TO C OUNTER PC S
In recent work [35], we evaluated the detectability of
protocol channels. We presented two algorithms for a PC
detection. The first algorithm uses a static formula for a
traffic detection, the other algorithm uses machine learning
based on the C4.5 algorithm to build a decision tree and
provides better results than the first algorithm and shall be
discussed in this Section.
The C4.5 algorithm requires a traffic recording of at least
a few thousand packets (in our tests, we used 5000 packets)
and thus, only existing protocol channels that already transferred information can be detected and the continuing covert
channel transmission can be interrupted (e.g., blocked by a
firewall or delayed by the active warden).
For the detection of protocol channels, we use the change
rate R that reflects how frequently protocol switches for
a given sender occur (C is the total number of protocol
switches and P the total number of packets of a traffic
recording).
C
(10)
P
A second parameter introduced is the average time between protocol switches D (Ti is the time of a protocol
switch i).
P
(Ti+1 − Ti )
(11)
D= i
C
We observed, that protocol channels are linked to higher
R and/or smaller D values than normal traffic [35].
Since our technique provides an accuracy of 98-99% for
PCs with a bitrate of 4 bits/s or higher, the decision treeapproach can be considered useful in practice if used in
conjunction with the active warden. Therefore, the active
warden would act as described but would stop applying a
delay (or would decrease the applied delay) on traffic that
comprises no PC.
As mentioned, the machine learning-based detection approach requires a traffic recording. The active warden must
therefore record the traffic on the fly and would only
apply delays if enough packets were recorded and if the
traffic got classified as being covert channel traffic (optimal
results require n = 5000 packets). Thus, the active-warden’s
detection capability would not be usable for the first n
packets.
Our problem of requiring enough traffic data before being
able to act as required is similar to another kind of active
warden: the traffic normalizer. Traffic normalizers face a socalled cold start problem [7]: If a traffic normalizer bootstraps, it receives packets of already existing connections and
R=
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does not know any details of previously sent packets (e.g.,
whether a received packet belongs to an actually established
connection or not) and cannot apply all normalization rules
without causing negative effects on the traffic.
However, after a first traffic recording of n packets got
classified, the active warden must continue recording traffic
in a queue. The queue should contain n = 5000 packets at
all times to provide optimal detection results. Therefore, the
oldest packet is removed when a new packet is added to the
queue. A queue also prevents continuously growing buffers
that decrease the active warden’s performance over the time.
Since a traffic classification is time-consuming and the
performance of the active warden must be ensured, it is
not recommendable to classify the traffic recording for each
received packet. Instead, the number of packets < n before
a new C4.5 classification is applied should be adjusted to the
throughput of the links (e.g., every 1000 or 2500 packets).
The active warden can either stop applying delays on
traffic if a traffic was classified as not being a covert channel,
or it can decrease the applied delay. On the other hand, it
can apply the delay (or increase the delay) if a traffic was
classified as being covert channel traffic.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we present the first active warden designed
to counter both types of protocol switching covert channels: protocol channels (PCs) as well as protocol hopping
covert channels (PHCCs). We limit the useful bitrate of
these covert channels by disturbing the protocol switches
through synthetically introduced delays. We implemented
an active warden with both constant and randomized delay,
based on netfilter/iptables. The active warden is suitable
for a practical use but can still result in side-effects on
regular traffic. Therefore, we proposed to combine the active
warden with a detection functionality for protocol channels
and additionally, to apply whitelisting based on a formal
grammar to prevent that delays are applied to legitimate
network traffic.
Future work will include to find solutions for the problem
of network address translation (NAT) inside a protected
network as well as to find solutions for effects of large
network environments where load balancing and redundancy
protocols are required; the presented prototype was not
designed for such environments. Additionally, research must
be done to provide an exact bitrate controlling for PHCCs
using internal sequence numbers since these channels can resort jumbled packet sequences caused by the active warden.
We do not expect our approach to be easily modifiable to
counter such advanced protocol hopping covert channels.
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Abstract—Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) has become
an increasingly important and prevalent component of Decision
Support Systems. OLAP is associated with a data model known
as a cube, a multi-dimensional representation of the core
measures and relationships within the associated organization.
While numerous cube generation and processing algorithms
have been presented in the literature, little effort has been made
to address the unique security and authorization requirements
of the model. In particular, the hierarchical nature of the cube
allows users to bypass - either intentionally or unintentionally
- partial constraints defined at alternate aggregation levels. In
this paper, we present an authorization framework that builds
upon an algebra designed specifically for OLAP domains. It is
Object-Oriented in nature and uses query re-writing rules to
ensure consistent data access across all levels of the conceptual
model. For the most part, the process is largely transparent
to the user. We demonstrate the scope of our framework
with a series of common OLAP query case studies, as well
as an experimental performance analysis using a common
OLAP benchmark. The end result is an intuitive but powerful
approach to database authorization that is uniquely tailored to
the OLAP domain.
Keywords-Data warehouses; Data security; Query processing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Data warehousing (DW) and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) play a pivotal role in modern organizations.
Designed to facilitate the reporting and analysis required in
decision making environments, OLAP builds upon a multidimensional data model that intuitively integrates the vast
quantities of transactional level data collected by contemporary organizations. Ultimately, this data is used by managers
and decision makers in order to extract and visualize broad
patterns and trends that would otherwise not be obvious to
the user.
One must note that while the data warehouse serves as
a repository for all collected data, not all of its records
should be universally accessible. Specifically, DW/OLAP
systems almost always house confidential and sensitive data
— identification information, medical data or even religious
beliefs or ideologies — that must, by definition, be restricted
to authorized users. As a result, various pieces of legislation
designed to protect individual privacy have been proposed.
One can consider, for example, the United States HIPAAHealth Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, which
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regulates the privacy of personal health care information,
the GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, also known as the
Financial Modernization Act), the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, and
the EU’s Safe Harbour Law. These laws usually require strict
technical security measures for guaranteeing privacy, with a
failure to comply possibly leading to significant penalties.
In this context, organizations must be able to guarantee the
correct administration, security and confidentiality of the
information they collect and store.
The administrator of the warehouse is ultimately responsible for defining roles and privileges for each of the
possible end users. In fact, a number of general warehouse
security models have been proposed in the literature. Several
authors define frameworks that are likely too restrictive for
production warehouses. For example, security models have
been based upon the notion of user-specific authorization
views that allow access only to selected data. However,
the administration of these views becomes quite complex
when a security policy is added, changed, or removed.
Moreover, complex roles can be difficult to implement in
practice, and models of this type tend not to scale well
with a large number of users. Conversely, other researchers
have focused on the design process itself, including the
use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) profiles for the
definition of security constraints. Here, however, the physical implementation of the underlying authorization system
remains undefined.
In a recent paper, we presented an authorization model
for OLAP environments that is based on a query rewriting
technique [1]. The model enforces distinct data security policies that, in turn, may be associated with user populations of
arbitrary size. In short, our framework rewrites queries containing unauthorized data access to ensure that the user only
receives the data that he/she is authorized to see. Rewriting
is accomplished by adding or changing specific conditions
within the query according to a set of concise but robust
transformation rules. Because our methods specifically target
the OLAP domain, the query rules are directly associated
with the conceptual properties and elements of the OLAP
data model itself. A primary advantage of this approach is
that by manipulating the conceptual data model, we are able
to apply query restrictions not only on direct access to OLAP
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elements, but also on certain forms of indirect access.
In the current paper, we expand upon the original work
in two ways. First, we discuss the data structures and
algorithms utilized by the functions that manipulate the
hierarchical elements of the conceptual data model. The
performance of the transformation process is closely associated with these mechanisms. To underscore the practical
viability of the proposed methods, we have also added an
experimental section that highlights the processing overhead
relative to the execution costs of the underlying query. In
addition to these core enhancements, we update the paper
with a deeper treatment of the internal representation of the
intermediate query, as well as a broader discussion of the
work related to this research domain. Finally, an appendix
has been included in order to provide the reader with a clear
description of the query test cases.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
present an overview of related work. Section III describes the
core OLAP data model and associated algebra, and includes
a discussion of the object-oriented query structure for which
the proposed security model has been designed. The OLAP
query rewriting model and its associated transformation
rules, including the extended section on query representation
and hierarchy processing, are then presented in detail in
Section IV. Experimental results are discussed in Section V,
with final conclusions offered in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
The need for strong security mechanisms has long been
recognized in the context of relational database management
systems. A variety of Access Control techniques have in
fact been proposed to restrict access to the appropriate
authorized users. Each such technique aims to limit users
and/or processes to performing only those table or column
operations (i.e., read, write, or execute) for which they are
actually authorized. The relevant control then either allows
or disallows the execution of the specific operation to be
performed.
During the early stages of database security research, the
primary focus was on Discretionary Access Controls (DACs)
[2]. The basic form of DAC authorization consists of a
triple (s, o, a), such that a set of security subjects s can
execute actions a on a set of security objects o. The earliest
DAC model was the Access Matrix, whereby authorization is
represented in an |s |∗|o | matrix in which rows are subjects,
columns are objects and the mapping of subject and object
pairs results in the set of rights the subject s has over the
object o. A primary benefit associated with the use of a DAC
is that it can be implemented relatively easily. However,
in practice, large organizations give rise to extremely large
access matrices. Maintaining matrix contents can be difficult
as the matrix needs to be updated with each update to the
subjects (e.g., addition of users) or objects (e.g., addition of
columns).

In the 1980’s the focus moved to Mandatory Access
Controls (MACs) [3]. The most common form of MAC is the
multilevel security policy, which secures data by assigning
security labels to subjects and objects, and subsequently
compares these labels to the level of sensitivity at which
a user is operating. The access controls in MACs restrict
subjects from accessing information labeled with a higher
level. In other words, a user can access the data in his/her
security level or in a lower security level(s) but not in a
higher level(s). MAC is relatively straightforward from a
design perspective and is considered a good model either
for systems in which confidentiality is a primary access
control concern, or in which the objects being protected
are valuable. That being said, MAC systems can also be
expensive to implement due to the necessity for applications
to be rewritten to adhere to MAC labels and properties. Also,
MACs do not provide each user with a distinct authorization
context (i.e., access to only their own data address), nor finegrained least privilege mechanisms.
An alternative approach was introduced in the 1990’s [4].
This new model is known as Role Based Access Control
(RBAC). RBAC consists of roles, permissions, and users.
Roles are created for various job functions, with permissions
for specific operations then assigned to these roles. Users
are assigned particular roles, and through those role assignments acquire permissions to perform particular operations.
The consolidation of access control for many users into a
single role entry allows for much easier management of
the overall system and much more effective verification of
security policies. However, in large systems, role inheritance
— and the need for finer-grained customized privileges—
makes administration potentially unwieldy. Additionally, it
is inappropriate for multi-dimensional data modeling due to
the fact that it is based on relational concepts (i.e., tables,
columns, rows, and cells), and thus, cannot be implemented
directly on top of the multi-dimensional model.
In contrast to the Access Control paradigm, a number of
security models that restrict data warehouse access have also
been proposed in the literature, including those that focus
strictly on the design process. Extensions to the Unified
Modeling Language to allow for the specification of multidimensional security constraints has been one approach that
has been suggested [5]. In fact, a number of researchers have
looked at similar techniques for setting access constraints at
an early stage in the OLAP design process [6], [7]. Others
have developed security requirements for the entire Data
Warehouse life cycle [8]–[10]. In this case, they first propose
a model (agent-goal-decision-information) to support the
early and late requirements for the development of DWs,
then extend that model to capture security aspects in order
to prevent illegitimate attempts to access the warehouse.
Such models have great value of course, particularly if one
has the option to create the warehouse from scratch. That
being said, their focus is not on authorization algorithms
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per se, but rather on design methodologies that would most
effectively use existing technologies, including the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) and the standard Software Process Engineering Metamodel Specification (SPEM) from the
Object Management Group (OMG).
In terms of true authorization models, several researchers
have attempted to augment the core Database Management
System (DBMS) with authorizations views [11]–[13]. Typically, alternate views of data are defined for each distinct
user or user group. A query Q is inferred to be authorized if
there is an equivalent query Q’ which uses only authorized
views. The end result is often the generation of a large
number of such views, all of which must be maintained
manually by the system administrator. Clearly, this approach
does not scale terribly well, and would be impractical in a
huge, complex DW environment.
Query rewriting has also been explored in DBMS environments in a variety of ways, with search and optimization
being common targets [14]. Beyond that, however, rewriting has also been utilized to provide fine grained access
control in Relational databases [15]. Oracle’s Virtual Private
Database (VPD) [16], for example, limits access to row level
data by appending a predicate clause to the user’s SQL
statement. Here, the security policy is encoded as policy
functions defined for each table. These functions are used
to return the predicate, which is then appended to the query.
This process is done in a manner that is entirely transparent
to the user. That is, whenever a user accesses a table that
has a security policy, the policy function returns a predicate,
which is appended to the user’s query before it is executed.
In the Truman model [15], on the other hand, the database
administrator defines a parameterized authorization view
for each relation in the database. Note that parameterized
views are normal views augmented with session-specific
information, such as the user-id, location, or time. The query
is modified transparently by substituting each relation in the
query by the corresponding parameterized view to make sure
that the user does not get to see anything more than his/her
own view of the database. In this model, the user can also
write queries on base relations by plugging in the values
of session parameters such as user-id or time before the
modified query is executed.
We note, however, that the mechanisms discussed above
(e.g., Oracle’s VPD) are not tailored specifically to the
OLAP domain and, as such, either have limited ability to
provide fine grained control of the elements in the conceptual
OLAP data model or, at the very least, would make such
constraints exceedingly tedious to define. Some commercial
tools, such as Microsoft’s Analysis Services [17], do in fact
provide some support for OLAP-level security specification.
Here, however, there is virtually no formal basis for the
application of authorization logic and little can be said about
the actual scope or limitations of the relevant subsystems.
This is in contrast to the work discussed in this paper, where

Figure 1.

A simple three dimensional data cube

the primary contribution is a query rewriting technique
that not only transparently supports indirect authorization,
but does so on the basis of an explicit policy/rule model.
Moreover, the mechanisms are not tightly connected to a
specific DBMS product but can be applied to virtually any
standard data management system.
III. T HE C ONCEPTUAL DATA M ODEL
We consider analytical environments to consist of one
or more data cubes. Each cube is composed of a series
of d dimensions — sometimes called feature attributes —
and one or more measures [18]. The dimensions can be
visualized as delimiting a d-dimensional hyper-cube, with
each axis identifying the members of the parent dimension
(e.g., the days of the year). Cell values, in turn, represent the
aggregated measure (e.g., sum) of the associated members.
Figure 1 provides an illustration of a very simple three
dimensional cube on Store, Time and Product. Here,
each unique combination of dimension members represents
a unique aggregation on the measure. For example, we can
see that Product OD923 was purchased 78 times at Store
MQ15 in January (assuming a Count measure).
Note, as well, that each dimension is associated with
a distinct aggregation hierarchy. Stores, for instance, are
organized in Country → Province → City groupings.
Referring again to Figure 1, we see that Product Number
is the lowest or base level in the Product dimension. In
practice, data is physically stored at the base level so as
to support run-time aggregation to coarser hierarchy levels.
Moreover, the attributes of each dimension are partially
ordered by the dependency relation  into a dependency
lattice [19]. For example, Product Number  Type 
Category within the Product dimension. More formally,
the dependency lattice is expressed in Definition 1.
Definition 1: A dimension hierarchy Hi of a dimension
Di , can be defined as Hi = (L0 , L1 , . . . , Lj ) where L0 is
the lowest level and Lj is the highest. There is a functional
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dependency between Lh−1 and Lh such that Lh−1  Lh
where (0 ≤ h ≤ j).
Finally, we note that there are in fact many variations on
the form of OLAP hierarchies [20] (e.g., symmetric, ragged,
non-strict). Regardless of the form, however, traversal of
these aggregation paths — typically referred to as rollup
and drill down — is perhaps the single most common query
form. It is also central to the techniques discussed in this
paper.

S e l e c t S t o r e . p r o v i n c e , SUM( s a l e s )
From S t o r e , Time , S a l e s
Where S t o r e . s t o r e I D = S a l e s . s t o r e I D AND
Time . t i m e I D = S a l e s . t i m e I D AND
Time . y e a r = 2011 AND
S t o r e . p r o v i n c e = ’ Quebec ’
Group by S t o r e . p r o v i n c e

A. Native Language Object Oriented OLAP Queries

C l a s s S i m p l e Q u e r y e x t e n d s OLAPQuery{
P u b l i c boolean s e l e c t ( ) {
S t o r e s t o r e = new S t o r e ( ) ;
D a t e D i m e n s i o n t i m e = new TimeDimension ( ) ;
r e t u r n ( t i m e . g e t Y e a r ( ) == 2011 &&
s t o r e . g e t P r o v i n c e ( ) == ’ Quebec ’ ) ;
}
Public Object [ ] p r o j e c t ( ) {
S t o r e s t o r e = new S t o r e ( ) ;
Measure m e a s u r e = new Measure ( ) ;
Object [ ] p r o j e c t i o n s = {
store . getProvince () ,
measure . g e t S a l e s ( ) };
return p r o j e c t i o n s ;
}}

The cube representation, as described above, is common
to most OLAP query environments and represents the user’s
conceptual view of the data repository. That being said, it
can be difficult to implement the data cube using standard
relational tables alone and, even when this is possible, performance is usually sub-par as relational DBMSs have been
optimized for transactional processing. As a result, most
OLAP server products either extend conventional relational
DBMSs or build on novel, domain specific indexes and
algorithms.
In our own case, the authorization methods described in
this paper are part of a larger project whose focus is to
design, implement and optimize an OLAP-specific DBMS
server. A key design target of this project is the integration
of the conceptual cube model into the DBMS itself. This
objective is accomplished, in part, by the introduction of
an OLAP-specific algebra that identifies the core operations
associated with the cube (S ELECT, P ROJECT, D RILL DOWN,
ROLL U P, etc). In turn, these operations are accessible to the
client side programmer by virtue of an Object Oriented API
in which the elements of the cube (e.g., cells, dimensions,
hierarchies) are represented in the native client language as
simple OOP constructs. (We note that our prototype API
uses Java but any contemporary OO language could be
used). To the programmer, the cube and all of its data —
which is physically stored on a remote server and may be
Gigabytes or Terabytes in size — appears to be nothing
more than a local in-memory object. At compile time, a
fully compliant Java pre-parser examines the source code,
creates a parse tree, identifies the relevant OLAP objects,
and re-writes the original source code to include a native
DBMS representation of the query. At run-time, the precompiled queries are transparently delivered to the back
end analytics server for processing. Results are returned and
encapsulated within a proxy object that is exposed to the
client programmer.
As a concrete example, Listing 1 illustrates a simple SQL
query that summarizes the total sales of Quebec’s stores
in 2011 for the data cube depicted in Figure 1. Typically,
this query would be embedded within the application source
code (e.g., wrapped in a JDBC call). Conversely, Listing 2
shows how this same query could be written in an ObjectOriented manner by a client-side Java programmer. Note

Listing 1.

Listing 2.

Simple SQL OLAP Query

An Object Oriented OLAP Query

that each algebraic operation is encapsulated within its own
method (in this case, S ELECT and P ROJECT), while the
logic of the operation is consolidated within the return
statement. It is the job of the pre-parser to identify the
relevant query methods and then extract and re-write the
logic of the return statement(s). Again, it is important
to understand that the original source code will never be
executed directly. Instead, it is translated into the native
operations of the OLAP algebra and sent to the server at
run-time.
While it is outside the scope of this paper to discuss the
motivation for native language OLAP programming (a detailed presentation can be found in a recent submission [21]),
we note that such an approach not only simplifies the
programming model, but adds compile time type checking,
robust re-factoring, and OOP functionality such as query
inheritance and polymorphism. Moreover, query optimization is considerably easier on the backed as the DBMS
natively understands the OLAP operations sent from the
client side. In the context of the current paper, however,
the significance of the query transformation process is that
the authorization elements (e.g. roles and permissions) will
be directly associated with the operations of the algebra. In
fact, it is this algebraic representation that forms the input
to the authorization module presented in the remainder of
the paper.
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The Authorization DB.

IV. AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION
Without sufficient security countermeasures, open access
to the OLAP repository becomes a powerful tool in the
hands of malicious or unethical users. Access Control is the
process that restricts unauthorized users from compromising
protected data. This process can be thought of as occurring
in two basic phases: Authentication and Authorization.
Authentication is a form of identity verification that attempts
to determine whether or not a user has valid credentials to
access the system. In contrast, Authorization refers to the
process of determining if the user has permission to access
a specific data resource. In this section, we will describe our
general framework, giving a detailed description of its two
primary components and the relationship between them.
A. The Authentication Module
The authentication component is responsible for verifying
user credentials against a list of valid accounts. These accounts are provided by the system administrator and are kept
— along with their constituent permissions — in a backend
database (i.e., the Authorization DB). The Authorization DB
consists of a set of tables (users, permissions, and
objects) that collectively represent the meta data required
to authenticate and authorize the current user. For example,
the users table stores basic user credentials (e.g., name,
password), while the permissions table records the fact
that a given user(s) may or may not access certain controlled
objects. Figure 2 illustrates a slightly simplified version
of the Authorization DB schema. In the current prototype,
storage and access to the Authorization DB is provided by
the SQLite toolkit [22]. SQLite is a small, open source C
language library that is ideally suited to tasks that require
basic relational query facilities to be embedded within a
larger software stack.

Figure 3.

An XML query segment.

Internally, the user’s transformed OLAP query is represented in XML format (embedded within the re-written
source code). To validate the received XML query, the
system relies on a Document Type Declaration (DTD)
grammar [23] that is used to describe the structure of the
expected XML query (We note that the somewhat more
expressive XMLSchema can also be used for this purpose).
The grammar itself is quite large but, ultimately, its purpose
is to represent the functionality of the analytics queries
one would expect to see in a Business Intelligence context.
Figure 3 shows an XML-encoded segment of the query
depicted in Listing 2. With a little effort one can see how
the “total sales in 2011 for Quebec stores” is captured by
the sequence of nested XML
The user query itself can be divided into three main
parts: CUBE NAME, OPERATION LIST, and USER CREDENTIALS. As one would expect, the CUBE NAME element simply indicates the cube from which data is to be
retrieved (the DBMS would likely store multiple cubes).
The OPERATION LIST element contains one or more OPERATION elements, with PROJECTION and SELECTION
being by far the most common (other analytics operations include CHANGE LEVEL, CHANGE BASE, PIVOT, DRILL
ACROSS, UNION, DIFFERENCE, and INTERSECTION).
In short, the PROJECTION element lists all attributes and
measures the user wants to retrieve (e.g., Store.Province, and
SUM(Sales)). The SELECTION element, in turn, limits or
filters the data fetched from the data cube. Each SELECTION element consists of one or more criteria combined by
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Data Query

Cube Name

Furniture
Sales

Selection

Condition

User Credentials

Measure

Customer

Customer

Time

User Name

Password

Sales

Province

Province =
͚YƵĞďĞĐ͛

Year = 2010

John

J86mn

Figure 4.

A small Parse Tree fragment.

a LOGICAL OP element (e.g., Store.Province = ’Quebec’
AND Time.Year = 2011). Finally, the USER CREDENTIALS element, as the name indicates, contains the user’s
authentication identifiers (i.e., the user name and password).
Of course, in order to properly authenticate the query,
it must first be parsed and decomposed into its algebraic
components. In fact, the parsing is done in two phases. First,
the DOM parser utility is used to produce a DOM tree that
represents the raw contents of the XML document. In this
phase, the parser not only builds the tree but also verifies
that the received query has valid syntax corresponding to
the DTD query grammar. An XML document is considered
as valid if it contains only those elements defined in the
DTD. If the query is syntactically valid, the query proceeds
to the second phase. Otherwise, a parsing error message is
returned to the user.
Figure 4 shows the node tree corresponding to the query
depicted in Figure 3. We can easily see that the content of
this parse tree is equivalent to the OLAP query represented
in the XML format. Specifically, it is executed against the
cube Furniture Sales and consists of two OLAP operations
(Projection and Selection). The projection operation returns
the dimension attribute Customer.Province, as well as one
measure attribute — Sales. The Selection operation filters
the returned information via two conditions on the dimensions Customer (i.e., Province = Quebec) and Time (Year
= 2010). The user name “John” and the password “J86mn”
represent the user credentials.
In the second phase of the process, the DOM tree is
converted into a simplified data structure. This “Query
Object” is cached in memory and contains all the query
elements (i.e., returned attributes, query conditions along
with its dimensions and attributes, and user credentials).
The purpose of this final conversion process is to transform
the user query into a simple, minimal data structure that
represents the query in a compact but expressive form.
Once the parsing is completed, the Authentication module
extracts the user credentials to verify them against a valid
account stored in the Authorization DB. If the verification
is successful, the DBMS proceeds with the authorization
process. Otherwise, the query is rejected and the user/pro-

Figure 5.

Authentication and Authorization.

grammer is notified. The upper part of Figure 5 depicts the
processing logic of the Authentication module. As a final
note, we add that the prototype for the authentication and
authorization modules has been designed as a third party
component that can interact with existing DBMS products.
As such, it does not maintain connection-oriented session
data and thus requires authentication information to be
provided for each query. That being said, this has a very
limited impact on performance as the bulk of the processing
logic is associated with the authorization module, which
must assess user privileges on a query by query basis.
B. The Authorization Module
The second — and more significant — phase is authorization, the process of determining if the user has permission to access specific data elements. Specifically, when a
user requests access to a particular resource, the request
is validated against the permitted resource list assigned to
that user in the backend database. If the requested resource
produces a valid match, the user request is allowed to
execute as originally written. Otherwise, the query will
either be rejected outright or modified according to a set
of flexible transformation rules. To decide if the query will
be modified or not, we rely on a set of authorization objects
against which the rules will be applied. The rules themselves
will be discussed in Section IV-E. The lower portion of
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Figure 5 graphically illustrates the Authorization module and
indicates its interaction with the Authentication component.

Country

Canada

C. Specifying Authorization Objects
Province

Authorization is the granting of a right or privilege that
enables a subject (e.g., users or user groups) to execute an
action on an object. In order to make authorization decisions,
we must first define the authorization objects. Note that the
objects in the OLAP domain are different from those in
the relational context. In a relational model, objects include
logical elements such as tables, records within those tables,
and fields within each record. In contrast, OLAP objects
are elements of the more abstract conceptual model and
include the dimensions of the multi-dimensional cube, the
hierarchies within each dimension, and the aggregated cells
(or facts). In practice, this changes the logic or focus of the
authorization algorithm. For instance, a user in a relational
environment may be allowed direct access to a specific
record (or field in that record), while an OLAP user may be
given permission to dynamically aggregate measure values
at/to a certain level of detail in one or dimension hierarchies.
Anything below this level of granularity would be considered
too sensitive, and hence should be protected. In fact, the
existence of aggregation hierarchies is perhaps the most
important single distinction between the authorization logic
of the OLAP domain versus that of the relational world.
We note that in the discussion that follows, we assume
an open world policy, where only prohibitions are specified.
In other words, permissions are implied by the absence of
any explicit prohibition. We use the open world approach for
the simple reason that, in contrast to the users in operational
database settings, OLAP users are typically drawn from a
relatively small pool of enterprise decision makers. As such,
these more senior employees generally require broad access
to data. It therefore makes sense to use an open world
policy that defines a relatively small set of constraints, rather
than a closed world approach that would require extensive
“positive” privileges to be defined. That being said, there is
no theoretical barrier to the use of a closed world strategy.
Before discussing the authorization rules themselves, we
first look at a pair of examples that illustrate the importance
of proper authorization services in the OLAP domain. We
begin with the definition of a policy for accessing a specific
aggregation level in a data cube dimension hierarchy.
Example 1: An employee, Alice, is working in the Montreal store associated with the cube of Figure 1. The policy
is simple: Alice should not know the sales totals of the
individual provinces.
Clearly, Alice is prohibited from reading or aggregating
data at the provincial level in the Store dimension hierarchy.
However, in the absence of any further restrictions, it would
still be possible for her to compute the restricted values from
the lower hierarchies levels (e.g., City or Store Number).

Below(Province)

Quebec

Customer Number

MQ21

(a) The Below Function

Figure 6.

Montreal

Under(Quebec)

City

Ontario

Laval

MQ51

LQ58
(b) The Under Function

The Below and Under functions.

Ideally, the warehouse administrator should not be responsible for identifying and manually ensuring that all implied
levels be included in the policy. Instead, our model assumes
this responsibility and can, if necessary, restrict access to
all child levels through the use of the Below function. As
the name implies, this function returns a list consisting
of the specified level Li and all the lower levels of the
associated dimension hierarchy. Figure 6(a) illustrates an
example using a Below(Province) instantiation. Here, all
levels surrounded by the dashed line are considered to be
Authorization Objects, and thus should be protected. The
formalization of the Below function is given by Definition 2.
Definition 2: In any dimension Di with hierarchy Hi , the
function Below(Li ) is defined as Below(Li ) = {Lj : such
that Lj  Li holds}, where Li is the prohibited dimension
level.
As shown in Example 1, a policy may restrict the user
from accessing any of the values of a given level or
levels. However, there are times when this approach is too
coarse. Instead, we would like to also have a less restrictive
mechanism that would only prevent the user from accessing
a specific value within a level(s). For instance, suppose we
want to alter the policy in Example 1 to make it more
specific. The new policy might look like the following:
Example 2: Alice should not know the sales total for the
province of Quebec.
In Example 2, we see that Alice may view sales totals
for all provinces other than Quebec. However, Alice can
still compute the Quebec sales by summing the sales of
individual Quebec cities, or by summing the sales of Quebec’s many stores. In other words, she can use the values
of the lower levels to compute the prohibited value. Hence,
all these values should also be protected. To determine the
list of restricted member values, our model adds the Under
function, which is formalized in Definition 3. Figure 6 (b)
provides an example using Under(Quebec). Here, all the
values surrounded by the dashed line should be protected.
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Canada

Quebec

Montreal

Ontario

Laval

Exception

MQ21

Figure 7.

MQ51

LQ58

An Authorization Exception.

Definition 3: For any dimension hierarchy level Li , and
any attribute value Vi , the function Under(Li , Vi ) is defined
as Under(Li , Vi ) = {Vj : such that Vj  Vi holds}, where
Li is the prohibited dimension level and V is the root value
of the restriction.
Finally, it is also possible that exceptions to the general
authorization rule are required. For instance, Alice should
not know the sales of stores in the province of Quebec except
for the stores in the city/region she manages (e.g., Montreal).
Figure 7 graphically illustrates this policy. In this case, the
circled members represent the values associated with the
exception that would, in turn, be contained within a larger
encapsulating restriction. Note that a user may have one or
more exceptions on a given hierarchy. The formalization of
the exception object is given in in Definition 4.
Definition 4: For any prohibited level Li , there may be
an Exception E such that E contains a set Ev of values
belonging to Under(Li ). That is, Ev ∈ values of Under(Li ).
To summarize, authorization objects consist of the values
of the prohibited level and all the levels below it, excluding
zero or more exception value(s). We formalize the concept
of the Authorization Object in Definition 5.
Definition 5: An Authorization Object O = {v : v ∈
Under(Li ) - Ev}, where Li is the prohibited level, and Ev
is the exception value.
D. Implementing Below and Under Functions
To efficiently implement Below and Under functions, a
number of additional algorithms and data structures are
needed in order to manipulate dimension hierarchies and to
retrieve attribute values. These structures are initialized once
the server receives a query and are subsequently exploited
by the DBMS engine during query resolution. Below, we
describe the core structures, along with the methods required
to implement the associated functions efficiently.
1) Implementation of the Below Function: We begin by
giving a brief description of the primary data structures
utilized during function execution. The mapGraph is a suite

Figure 8. (a) The sorted data of the Store Dimension Table, (b) The
corresponding mapGraph.

of algorithms and data structures for the manipulation of attribute hierarchies in “real time” [24]. mapGraph builds upon
the notion of hierarchy linearity [25]. Briefly, a hierarchy is
considered linear if there is a contiguous range of values
Rj on dimension attribute Aj that may be aggregated into a
contiguous range Ri . Informally, this implies that the totals
for a range of values within a child aggregation level are
equivalent to those of some range of values at the parent
level. As a concrete example, the combined sales totals
for the individual months of January, February, and March
would be exactly equivalent to those of the first quarter
of the calendar year. To establish the linearity of each
dimension hierarchy a sorting technique is employed, with
data subsequently stored at the finest level of granularity.
If a Time hierarchy is present, for instance, transactional
data would be stored at the Day level rather than at the Year
level. A compact, in-memory lookup structure is then used to
support efficient real time transformations between arbitrary
levels of the dimension hierarchy. For example, Figure 8(a)
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S e l e c t P r o d u c t . Name , S t o r e . p r o v i n c e ,
Sum( s a l e s )
From P r o d u c t , S t o r e , S a l e s
Where P r o d u c t . p r o d u c t I D = S a l e s . p r o d u c t I D
AND S t o r e . s t o r e I D = S a l e s . s t o r e I D AND
S t o r e . C o n t r y = ’ Canada ’ AND
( P r o d u c t . Name = ’LN∗ ’ AND
P r o d u c t . p r i c e >= 2 4 0 0 0 )
Group by P r o d u c t . Name , S t o r e . p r o v i n c e
Order by P r o d u c t . Name , S t o r e . p r o v i n c e
Listing 3.

Simple SQL OLAP Query

depicts the sorted data of the Store dimension table for the
data cube depicted in Figure 1, while Figure 8(b) illustrates
the corresponding mapGraph for the Store dimension hierarchy.
Each record in the mapGraph consists of two values — a
native attribute representation (e.g., values of attribute Type
in the Store dimension) and an integer value that represents
the corresponding maximum encoded value in the primary
attribute. We will look at a concrete example. While the
city of Timmins has two stores, Store 1 and Store 2, the
city of Montreal has four stores, Store 3 through Store 6.
Using this structure, one can easily, and efficiently, perform
a mapping from the most detailed encoded level value (i.e.,
Store Number) to the corresponding sub-attribute value (i.e.,
attribute level values), and vice versa. For instance, Store 13
is located in the city of Anchorage and, as a consequence, in
the State of Alaska in the USA (Alaska and the USA have
a maximum Store Number = 14).
While a number of commercial products and several
research papers do support hierarchical processing for simple
hierarchies, specifically those that can be represented as a
balanced tree, mapGraph is unique in that it can enforce
linearity on unbalanced hierarchies (i.e., optional nodes), as
well as hierarchies defined by many-to-many parent/child
relationships. The end result is that users may intuitively
manipulate complex cubes at arbitrary granularity levels and
can navigate easily through dimension levels.
Now recall the policy in Example 1. Suppose that Alice
sent the query in Listing 3, which summarizes the total sales
of stores in Canada for products of price 24K or more, and
whose names start with “LN”. To define the authorization
objects, the Below function is invoked, taking the prohibited
level (i.e., Store.Province) as an argument and using the
mapGraph to retrieve a list consisting of the specified
level and all the lower levels of the associated dimension
hierarchy (i.e., Province, City, and Store Number). Clearly,
the prohibited level is in the returned list, and as a result the
query should be rejected.
2) Implementation of the Under Function: The Under
function is invoked when the policy is less restrictive, as
is the case in Example 2. Suppose that Alice now resends
the query in Listing 3, assuming this less restrictive policy.

Figure 9.

The bitMap of Product Price and Product Name.

To answer or reject the query, we have to determine if the
user has requested access to the authorization objects. We
note that the user query has two dimension conditions, the
first on Product (Product.Name = ‘LN*’ AND Product.price
≥ 24000) and the second on Store (i.e., Store.Country =
‘Canada’). The first condition will be ignored, since there
is no restriction on the Product dimension in the current
policy. For the second condition, we need to determine if the
province of Quebec is in Canada (i.e., if Quebec is Under
Canada). If so, we can say that the user has attempted to
access a restricted data element and, as a consequence, the
query should be rejected. By using the Under function, we
retrieve the encoded values of Canada and Quebec from the
mapGraph structure. If there is an intersection between the
two, we know that Quebec is Under Canada. In our example,
Canada has stores encoded with identifiers 1 through 11, and
Quebec has stores encoded as 3 through 11. Clearly, there
is an intersection between them, which means that the user
has requested access to restricted data.
Definition 6: If there is an intersection between
Under(Li ) values — where Li is the prohibited level —
and Under(Ej ) values — where Ej is the requested level
— then the query should not be executed directly.
As noted, the mapGraph is very useful when hierarchical
attribute levels are involved in the OLAP query. However, in
some cases, it is a non-hierarchical attribute that is restricted
(e.g., the Name or Price attributes of Product). In this case,
the FastBit [26] bitmap index structure allows us to easily
find those records that contain specific values on a given
attribute in the dimension. For example, suppose the Product
dimension has four records (i.e., four products), numbered
1 through 4, and a non-hierarchy attribute (Product Price) is
added to the Product dimension attributes. The bitmap index
for the Product Price attribute is illustrated in Figure 9(a),
while Figure 9(b) illustrates the bitmap index for the Product
Name. Each index consists of four bit strings (number of
products), each of length four. In each string, the 1’s indicate
the encoded values for the primary key.
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Selection :
P r o d u c t . Name , S t o r e . p r o v i n c e , Sum( s a l e s )
Condition :
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e = ’ Quebec ’ AND
( P r o d u c t . Name = ’LN∗ ’ AND
P r o d u c t . p r i c e >= 2 4 0 0 0 )
From :
Sales
Listing 4.

A Query in Simple Form

Now, suppose that Alice is restricted from accessing all
products whose names start with “LN”. Further, we will
assume that she resends the query in Listing 3. Since the
Product Price and the Product Name are non-hierarchical
attributes, we use their bitmap indexes to retrieve the base
level numbers for those products, and then determine if there
is an intersection between the two. Figure 9 illustrates how to
identify those products whose Name starts with “LN” AND
whose price ≥ 24K. The array at the lower left represents
the products of price ≥ 24K, in this case Products 2, 3,
and 4. The array in the center represents the products with
names starting with “LN”. Products 1 and 2 are identified
in this case. The AND operator determines the intersection
between them, with the final result shown in the last array.
As we can see, there is in fact a non-empty intersection (i.e.,
Product Number 2 has a price ≥ 24K and a name starts with
“LN”); thus, the query should be rejected.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the logic of the checking process. In short, we determine if the attributes within the selection predicate(s) are hierarchical in nature. For example, a
restriction on a time value (e.g., Day-Month-Year) would be
hierarchical in nature, while a restriction on an attribute such
as colour or weight would not be associated with any form
of hierarchy. Based upon this understanding, query values
would be analyzed relative to the information contained
in the mapGraph data structure (which stores hierarchical
relationship information) or bitmap indexes.
E. Authorization Rules
We now turn to the query authorization process itself.
As noted above, pre-compiled queries are encoded internally in XML format. For the sake of simplicity (and
space constraints), we will depict the received queries in
a more compact form in this section. For example, Listing 4
represents the same query shown in Listing 3. Note that
the query is divided into three elements: the S ELECTION
element, the C ONDITION element, and the F ROM element.
The S ELECTION element lists all attributes and measures
the user wants to retrieve. The C ONDITION element, in turn,
limits or filters the data we fetch from the cube. Finally, the
F ROM element indicates the cube from which data is to be
retrieved.
In the discussion that follows, we will assume the existence of a cube corresponding to Figure 1. That is, the

input : The policy condition S, and the Query Q
output: Returns True if Q is valid, False otherwise
Initialize the mapGraph (hM) and the bitMap (fB)
if they have not already been initialized;
Let QA be the query attributes;
if S has a hierarchy attribute then
Let SR be the range of S using hM;
end
else
Let SR be the range of S using fB;
end
foreach attribute ai in QA do
if ai is hierarchy attribute then
Get the range of ai QR using hM;
if QR ∩ SR 6= ∅ then
Return False;
end
end
else if ai is non-hierarchy attribute then
Get the range of ai QR using fB;
if QR ∩ SR 6= ∅ then
Return False;
end
end
end
Return True;
Algorithm 1: The procedure of Policy Class 2

cube has three dimensions (Product, Store, and Time).
Dimension hierarchies include Product Number  Type 
Category for Product, Store Number  City  Province 
Country for Store, and Month  Year for Time. Selection
operations correspond to the identification of one or more
cells associated with some combination of hierarchy levels.
One of the advantages of building directly upon the
OLAP conceptual model and its associated algebra is that it
becomes much easier to represent, and subsequently assess,
authorization policies. Specifically, we may think of policy
analysis in terms of Restrictions, Exceptions, and Level
Values that form a bridge between the algebra and the
Authorization DB. There are in fact four primary policy
classes, as indicated in the following list:
1) Li Restriction + No Exception
2) Li Restriction + Exception
3) Restriction on a specific value P of level Li + no
Exception
4) Restriction on a specific value P of level Li + Exception
As mentioned, the query must be validated before execution. If validation is successful, then it can be executed as
originally specified. Otherwise, the query is either rejected
or rewritten according to a set of transformation rules. In
the remainder of this section, we describe the four policy
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Selection :
S t o r e . C i t y , P r o d u c t . Type , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . y e a r = 2011 AND
S t o r e . C o u n t r y = ’ Canada ’ AND
Product . Category = ’ F u r n i t u r e ’
From :
Sales
Listing 5.

Authorization Strategy as per Rule 1

classes and the processing logic relevant to each.
1) Policy Class 1: Li Restriction + No Exception: If a
user is prohibited from accessing level Li and the user has
no exception(s), then the authorization objects consist of the
values of level Li and all the levels below it. In short, this
means that if the user query specifies level Li or any of its
children in the S ELECTION element, then the query should
simply be rejected. Moreover, if any value belonging to the
Li level or any of its children is specified in the C ONDITION
element of the query, the query should also be rejected. The
formalization of the rule and an illustrative example is given
below.
Rule 1. If a user is prohibited from accessing the values of
level Li , and there is no exception, then the Authorization
Objects (O) = {v : v ∈ Below(Li ) }.
Example 3: If Alice sends the query depicted in Listing 5,
which summarizes the total sales of Canada’s stores in 2011
for furnitures products, and she is restricted from accessing/reading provincial sales, the query should be rejected.
Why is this query rejected? Recall that Alice is restricted
from accessing provincial sales. Consequently, we see that
an implicitly prohibited child level (i.e., City) is a component
of the S ELECTION element. So, if we allow this query, Alice
can in fact compute the provincial sales by summing the
associated city sales.
2) Policy Class 2: Li Restriction + Exception: In this
case, the authorization objects that should be protected
consist of the prohibited level value and all values below it,
except of course for the value of the exception or any value
under it. Let us first formalize this case, before proceeding
with a detailed description.
Rule 2. If a user is restricted from accessing the values of
level Li , and the user has an exception E, then the
Authorization Objects (O) = {v : v ∈ Below(Li ) Under(Ev) }.
As such, when a user is prohibited from accessing the Li
level — excluding the exception values — then the query
can be (i) allowed to execute, or (ii) modified before its
execution. Let’s look at these two cases now.
Rule 3. The query will be allowed to execute without
modification if the prohibited level value Lv or any of its

Selection :
S t o r e . p r o v i n c e , P r o d u c t . Type , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . y e a r = 2011 AND
S t o r e . C i t y = ’ M o n t r e a l ’ AND
Product . Category = ’ F u r n i t u r e ’
From :
Sales
Listing 6.

Authorization Strategy as per Rule 4

more granular level values in (Below(Li )) exists in the
C ONDITION element AND is equal to the exception value
(Ev) or any of its implied values in (Under(Ev)).
Example 4: Suppose that we have the following policy:
Alice is restricted from accessing provincial sales except the
sales for Canadian provinces. If Alice resubmits the query
in Listing 4, it will now be executed without modification
because the prohibited value (e.g., Quebec) is under the
exception value (e.g., Under(Canada)).
But what if Alice has an exception value only for a more
detailed child level of Li (e.g., the city of Montreal)? In
this case, if Alice submits the previous query, it should now
be modified by replacing the restricted value (e.g., Quebec)
in the C ONDITION element with the exception value (e.g.,
Montreal). In this example, Alice gets only the values that
she is allowed to see. The modified query is depicted in
Listing 6. Rule 4 gives the formalization of this case.
Rule 4. If the prohibited level value Lv or any of its more
granular level values (Under(Lv)) exists in the
C ONDITION element, and the exception value belongs to
this set of values, then the query should be modified by
replacing the prohibited value with the exception value.
In addition to the scenario just described, the query
can also be modified by adding a new predicate to the
C ONDITION element when the prohibited level or any of
its child levels exists in the S ELECTION element only.
Rule 5. If the prohibited level Lv or any of its more
granular levels (Below(Li )) exists in the S ELECTION
element only, then the query should be modified by adding
the exception E as a new predicate to the query.
Example 5: Suppose that Alice sends the query depicted
in Listing 7. In this case, the query will be modified by
adding a new predicate (i.e., Store.Province = ’Quebec’),
because the prohibited level (i.e., City) exists in the S ELEC TION element. After the modification, Alice will see only the
cities of Quebec. The modified query is depicted in Listing 8.
The complete processing logic for Policy Class 2 (i.e.,
Rule 3, Rule 4, and Rule 5) is encapsulated in Algorithm 2.
Essentially, the algorithm takes the prohibited level Li
and the exception E as input and produces as output an
authorization decision to execute or modify the query. The
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Selection :
S t o r e . C i t y , P r o d u c t . Type , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . Year = 2011 AND
P r o d u c t . Type = ’ I n d o o r ’
From :
Sales
Listing 7.

Simple OLAP Query 2

Selection :
S t o r e . C i t y , P r o d u c t . Type , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . Year = 2011 AND
P r o d u c t . Type = ’ I n d o o r ’ AND
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e = ’ Quebec ’
From :
Sales
Listing 8.

Authorization Strategy as per Rule 5

process is divided into two main parts or conditions. In the
first case, we are looking at situations whereby the prohibited
level Lj exists in the query C ONDITION element. Here, the
query can either be allowed to execute directly or further
modified. It executes directly if the prohibited value Lv is
equal to the exception value Ev or any value under Ev.
However, if the exception value Ev is equivalent to any
value under Lv, then the query is modified by replacing the
prohibited level with the exception level AND the prohibited
level value with the exception value.
In the second case, we target the scenario whereby the
prohibited level Lj exists in the S ELECTION element only.
Here, we modify the original query by adding the exception
E as a new condition.
3) Policy Class 3: Restriction on a specific value P of
level Li + no Exception: We now turn to the classes in
which specific values at a given level are restricted, as
opposed to all members at a given level. We begin with
the simplest scenario.
Rule 6. If a user is prohibited from accessing a specific
value P of level Li , and the user has no exceptions, then
the Authorization Objects(O)= {v : v ∈ P ∪ Under(P)
where P is the prohibited value}.
Here, the prohibited value P, or some value under P,
exists in the query C ONDITION element. As per Rule 6,
the query should simply be rejected. But what if Li exists
in the S ELECTION element only? In this case, the query
should be modified by adding the prohibited value as a new
predicate to the query C ONDITION element. Let’s look at
the following example.
Example 6: Suppose that Alice is restricted from accessing Quebec’s sales. If Alice sends the query depicted
in Listing 9, the query should be modified as shown in
Listing 10.

input : The prohibited level Li and the exception E
output: Decision to directly execute or modify
Let Ev = E value;
foreach level Lj ∈ Below(Li ) do
if Lj exists in the query C ONDITION element
then
Let Lv = Lj value;
if Lv == Ev OR Lv ∈ Under(Ev) then
Allow the query to execute without
modification;
end
else if Ev ∈ Under(Lv) then
Replace E by Lj , and Ev by Lv, then
inform the user, and allow the query to
execute;
end
end
else if Lj exists only in the query S ELECTION
element then
Add E as new condition to the user query,
inform the user, and allow the query to
execute;
end
end
Algorithm 2: The procedure of Policy Class 2
Selection :
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . y e a r = 2011 AND
P r o d u c t . Type = ’ O u t d o o r ’
From :
Sales
Listing 9.

Simple OLAP Query 3

The associated query summarizes the sales of provinces
in 2011 for outdoor products. As noted, the S ELECTION
element contains the prohibited level (Province), so instead
of rejecting the query we modify it by adding a new
predicate to the condition. The modified query returns only
the sales that Alice is allowed to see. The logic is formalized
in Rule 7 below.
Rule 7. If the prohibited level Li exists in the S ELECTION
element only, then the query should be modified by adding
a new predicate to the query C ONDITION element.
4) Policy Class 4: Restriction on a specific value P
of level Li + Exception: Finally, we add an exception
to the queries described by Class 3. Here, the relevant
authorization objects consist of the prohibited value (P),
minus the exception values.
Rule 8. If a user is restricted from accessing a value P of
level Li , and the user has an exception E, then the
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Selection :
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
Time . y e a r = 2011 AND
P r o d u c t . Type = ’ O u t d o o r ’ AND
S t o r e . P r o v i n c e ! = ’ Quebec ’
From :
Sales
Listing 10.

Authorization Strategy as per Rule 7

Selection :
S t o r e . C i t y , P r o d u c t . Type , SUM( s a l e s )
Condition :
S t o r e . C i t y = ’ M o n t r e a l ’ AND
P r o d u c t . Type = ’ I n d o o r ’ AND
Time . Year = 2011
From :
Sales
Listing 11.

Authorization Strategy as per Rule 9

Authorization Objects(O)= {v : v ∈ (P ∪ Under(P)) - (Ev
∪ Under(Ev))} where P is the prohibited value and E is
the exception.
In this scenario, the query can either be allowed to execute
or modified according to the following associated rules.
Rule 9. The query will be allowed to execute, if the
prohibited value Lv exists in the C ONDITION element AND
is equal to the exception value Ev or any value Under(Ev).
Example 7: Suppose that Alice is restricted from accessing the sales of Canadian provinces, except for the sales of
Quebec. If Alice sends the Query depicted in Listing 11, the
query will be allowed to execute since the prohibited value
(i.e., Montreal) is under the exception value (i.e., Quebec).
Rule 10. If the prohibited level Li exists in the query
S ELECTION element only, the query will be modified by
adding the exception E as a new predicate. In principle,
this rule is similar to Rule 4.
Rule 11. When Lv exists in the query C ONDITION element
AND Lv is under Ev, the query is modified by replacing
the prohibited level Li by the exception level E AND the
prohibited level value Lv by the exception value Ev.
Algorithm 3 illustrates the full processing logic for Policy
Class 4 (Rule 8, Rule 9, Rule 10, and Rule 11). In short,
the authorization module takes the prohibited level value
P and the exception E as input and gives as output an
authorization decision to execute or modify the query. The
algorithm is again divided into two main parts. The first
component targets the case whereby the prohibited value P
exists in the query C ONDITION element. Here, the query
can be modified or executed directly. If the prohibited value
belongs to the set of values under E , the query is modified

by replacing the condition that contains the prohibited value
by a new one containing the exception. Conversely, the query
is allowed to execute directly if the prohibited level value
Lv belongs to the values Under(P) AND Lv is equal to the
exception value Ev OR Ev belongs to the values Under(Lv).
In the second case, a new condition (exception E) is added
to the query CONDITION element when the prohibited level
Lv or any level below it Below(Lv) exists in the S ELECTION
element only.
input : The prohibited value P of level Li and the
exception E
output: Decision to directly execute or modify
Let Ev = E value;
foreach level Lj ∈ Below(Li ) do
if Lj exists in the query C ONDITION element
then
Let Lv = Lj value;
if (Lv == P) AND (P ∈ Under(Ev)) then
Add E as a new condition instead of the
condition that contains Lj , inform the
user, and allow the query to execute;
end
else if (Lv ∈ Under(P)) AND (Lv == Ev
OR Ev ∈ Under(Lv)) then
Allow the query to execute without
modification;
end
end
else if Lj exists only in the query S ELECTION
element then
Add E as new condition to the user query,
inform the user, and allow the query to
execute;
end
end
Algorithm 3: The procedure of Policy Class 4
F. Authorization Rule Summary
The preceding sections have formalized the authorization framework in terms of four policy classes and their
associated transformation rules. Below, we summarize the
authorization decision in terms of its three possible outcomes
— Execute, Modify, Reject:
1) The query is allowed to execute without modification
in two situations:
• Level Li is restricted and there is an exception E:
a) If any upper level exists in the S ELECTION or
P ROJECTION query element, OR
b) If the Li value or any value from the levels
below it exists in the C ONDITION element
AND this value is equal to the exception value
Ev or any value under it.
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A specific value of Li is restricted and there is an
exception E:
a) If the prohibited value Lv or any value under
it exists in the C ONDITION element AND it is
equal to the exception value Ev OR any value
under it.
2) The query is modified in one situation:
• A level Li is restricted and there is an exception
E:
a) If level Li or any value from the levels below
it exists in the query S ELECTION element
only, then we add the exception E as a new
condition, OR
b) If the exception value Ev belongs to the values
under Lv, then we replace the prohibited level
in the C ONDITION element by the exception
E.
3) The query is rejected in two situations:
• A level Li is restricted, and there is no exception:
a) If level Li or any value from a lower level
exists in the S ELECTION element only, OR
b) If level Li or any value from the levels below
it exists in the C ONDITION element.
• A specific value P is restricted, and there is no
exception:
a) If P or any value under it exists in the C ON DITION element.
•

V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Because of the potential to impact overall query resolution
time, considerable effort has been made to ensure the efficiency of the authorization logic, including the exploitation
of compact data structures such as mapGraph and the FastBit
bitmap indexes. Moreover, the analysis of policy classes
is based primarily upon a restricted set of IF/ELSE cases
that, in turn, manipulate a small in-memory Authentication
Database. Given the motivation to include OLAP-aware
authorization mechanisms within fully functional database
management systems, however, it is important to actually
verify that our checking approach does not in fact seriously
degrade query performance. As noted earlier, the authorization framework has been incorporated into a DBMS prototype specifically designed for OLAP storage and analysis.
For testing purposes, however, this integrated environment
is not necessarily ideal as it is difficult for the reader to
determine if the balance between checking and execution
is reflective of current systems. Furthermore, it may not be
obvious that our authorization model has the potential for
integration with standard database servers.
For this reason, we have coupled our framework with
MonetDB, a popular open source database management
system [27]. MonetDB is a column store DBMS, as opposed
to the more familiar row-based systems. Column stores

are particularly well suited to OLAP workloads as the
ability to efficiently extract only the columns of interest
can significantly improve IO performance. Note that in this
case, the job of MonetDB is simply to provide execution
services — all authorization services are provided by the
subsystems defined in this paper. In the current case, we
utilize the Star Schema Benchmark (SSB) [28], a variation
of the original TPC-H benchmark augmented for OLAP
settings. In short, SSB consist of a central Fact Table and
four dimension tables, with a set of 13 analytics queries
executed against the data. Queries are divided into four
query categories, with each category providing increasingly
sophisticated restrictions on the associated dimensions. A
full listing of the queries can be found in the Appendix.
The SSB is particularly valuable in the current context as it
provides a common mechanism by which to assess the kinds
of queries — in terms of both form and complexity — that
one would actually expect to encounter in OLAP settings. As
a final note, we stress that Monet does not provide an internal
OLAP-aware conceptual model. To ensure compatibility
with the mechanisms described throughput this paper, it
was necessary to develop SQL conversion middleware, a
significant research effort of its own. The details of the
middleware architecture are the subject of an upcoming
submission.
For the following tests, we have used the SSB generator
(with default settings) to produce a Fact table of 180 million
records, with each dimension housing between 60,000 and
one million records. The experiments themselves were run
on a 12-core AMD Opteron server with a CPU core frequency of 2100 MHz, L1/L2 cache size of 128K and 512K
respectively, and a shared 12MB L3 cache. The server was
equipped with 24 GB of RAM, and eight 1TB Serial ATA
hard drives in a RAID 5 configuration. The supporting OS
was CentOS Linux Release 6.0. All OS and DBMS caches
were cleaned between runs.
A set of four simple but typical authorization policies was
created, as follows. We generated one constraint across a
full dimension (i.e., the Product.Part is restricted), a second
constraint on an attribute, along with an exception (i.e., the
attribute s region is restricted with an s province exception),
a third constraint on an attribute value with an exception
value (i.e., d year < 2009 is restricted except d year = 2005
or 2006), and the last constraint prohibits access to a cuboid
as a whole. Essentially, policies were designed in keeping
with the logic of Section IV, but adapted to the specific
attributes of the SSB schema.
In terms of the results, we have isolated each of the four
query classes and show authorization processing versus the
subsequent query execution time in Figure 10, Figure 11,
Figure 12, and Figure 13. We note that all queries violated
one or more security policies and that these violations were
identified and appropriately processes by the authorization
module (each authorization decision was manually verified
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for correctness). For those that were not candidates for rewriting (i.e., they were simply rejected), the query execution
time is still listed so as to give the reader a better sense of
the relative balance between checking and execution. A few
additional points are also worth noting. First, the ratio of
checking time to execution time varies considerably, depending on the specification of the underlying query. In particular,
many OLAP queries are very expensive to execute, given the
amount of sorting and aggregation involved. In this case,
Query Classes 1 and 3 have restrictive selection constraints
(with the exception of the Query 3.1), thereby reducing the
size of intermediate results and, in turn, dramatically limiting
aggregation costs. Overall, execution times range from about
half a second for Query Class 3 to more than 30 seconds
for Query Class 2, where large intermediate results produce
massive aggregation costs. As the database gets larger, of
course, these execution times will continue to grow.
Second, the checking costs are quite modest, in the range
of 100-400 milliseconds. More importantly, the size of the
underlying database has no effect upon the checking costs,
as only the cube meta data is inspected. In other words, it
does not matter that 180 million records exist in the database
as authorization decisions are not based upon this data.
Rather, only schema information (e.g., cubes, dimensions,
hierarchies) and policy specifications (i.e., restrictions and
exceptions) are required during this process. In practice, it
is extremely unlikely that, from an end user’s perspective,
authorization costs would have a tangible impact on database
access and analysis.
As a final point, we re-iterate that column stores are well
suited to this environment, given their ability to minimize
I/O costs. The execution times for traditional row store
database servers can be one to two orders of magnitude
larger [29]. The authors have, in fact, evaluated the current
test cases on the open source row-based PostgreSQL DBMS
and validated these ratios. In such environments, the ratio
of checking to execution costs would be far more extreme,
with execution costs being dozens or even hundreds of times
larger than checking costs.

Figure 10.

Performance for SSB schema, Query 1 category

Figure 11.

Performance for SSB schema, Query 2 category

Figure 12.

Performance for SSB schema, Query 3 category

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have discussed a query re-writing
model to provide access control in multi-dimensional OLAP
environments. We began by defining a conceptual model
that focused on the data cube and its constituent dimension hierarchies. From there we introduced the notion of
authorization objects designed to identify and constrain the
relationships between parent/child aggregation levels. We
then presented a series of rules that exploited the authorization objects to decide whether user queries should be
rejected, executed directly, or dynamically and transparently
transformed. In the latter case, we identified a set of minimal
changes that would allow queries to proceed against a subset
of the requested data.
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[4] R. Sandhu, D. Ferraiolo, and R. Kuhn, “The NIST model
for role-based access control: towards a unified standard,” in
Proceedings of the fifth ACM workshop on Role-based access
control, ser. RBAC ’00, 2000, pp. 47–63.
[5] E. Fernández-Medina, J. Trujillo, R. Villarroel, and M. Piattini, “Developing secure data warehouses with a UML
extension,” Information Systems, vol. 32, pp. 826–856, 2007.
[6] C. Blanco, I. G.-R. de Guzman, D. Rosado, E. FernandezMedina, and J. Trujillo, “Applying QVT in order to implement
secure data warehouses in SQL Server Analysis Services,”
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology,
vol. 41, pp. 135–154, 2009.

Figure 13.

Performance for SSB schema, Query 4 category

While the authentication and authorization framework
has been integrated into a prototype DBMS that provides
OLAP-specific indexing and storage, we believe that the
general principles are broadly applicable to any contemporary DBMS product. To this end, we combined the
framework with MonetDB, an open source DBMS that
provides efficient column oriented services. Using the Star
Schema Benchmark, we showed that for common OLAP
queries, authentication and authorization services represent a
negligible impact on overall query execution and, in fact, that
there is no relationship between authorization and execution
costs. For this reason, we believe that our methods are viable
for not only OLAP-specific database management systems,
but more conventional platforms as well.
Finally, it is important to point out that the framework
presented in this paper cannot block all attempts to access restricted data. In particular, it is possible for a user possessing
some degree of external knowledge to combine the results of
multiple valid queries to obtain data that is itself meant to be
protected. We refer to such exploits as inference attacks. We
are currently working on inference detection mechanisms
that will piggy back on top of the core authentication and
authorization framework to provide an even greater level of
security for OLAP data.
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A PPENDIX
Below, we provide a listing of the 13 queries found in the
Star Schema Benchmark.
1. select sum(lo extendedprice*lo discount) as revenue
from lineorder, date
where lo orderdate = d datekey and
d year = 1993 and
lo discount between 1 and 3
and lo quantity < 25
1. 1) select sum(lo extendedprice*lo discount)
revenue
from lineorder, date

as

where lo orderdate = d datekey and
d yearmonthnum = 199401 and
lo discount between 4 and 6 and
lo quantity between 26 and 35
1. 2) select sum(lo extendedprice*lo discount)
revenue
from lineorder, date
where lo orderdate = d datekey and
d weeknuminyear = 6 and
d year = 1994 and
lo discount between 5 and 7 and
lo quantity between 26 and 35

as

2. select sum(lo revenue), d year, p brand1
from lineorder, date, part, supplier
where lo orderdate = d datekey
and lo partkey = p partkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
p category = ‘MFGR#12’ and
s region = ‘AMERICA’
group by d year, p brand1
order by d year, p brand1
2. 1) select sum(lo revenue), d year, p brand1
from lineorder, date, part, supplier
where lo orderdate = d datekey and
lo partkey = p partkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
p brand1
between
‘MFGR#2221’
‘MFGR#2228’ and
s region = ‘ASIA’
group by d year, p brand1
order by d year, p brand1

and

2. 2) select sum(lo revenue), d year, p brand1
from lineorder, date, part, supplier
where lo orderdate = d datekey and
lo partkey = p partkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
p brand1 = ‘MFGR#2221’ and
s region = ‘EUROPE’
group by d year, p brand1
order by d year, p brand1
3. select c city, s city, d year, sum(lo revenue) as
revenue
from customer, lineorder, supplier, date
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
c nation = ‘UNITED STATES’ and
s nation = ‘UNITED STATES’ and
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d year >= 1992 and
d year <= 1997
where c city, s city, d year
where d year asc, revenue desc
3. 1) select
c nation,
s nation,
d year,
sum(lo revenue) as revenue
from customer, lineorder, supplier, date
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
c region = ‘ASIA’ and
s region = ‘ASIA’ and
d year >= 1992 and
d year <= 1997
group by c nation, s nation, d year
order by d year asc, revenue desc
3. 2) select c city, s city, d year, sum(lo revenue) as
revenue
from customer, lineorder, supplier, date
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
(c city=‘UNITED KI1’ or c city=‘UNITED
KI5’) and
(s city=‘UNITED KI1’ or s city=‘UNITED
KI5’) and
d year >= 1992 and
d year <= 1997
group by c city, s city, d year
group by d year asc, revenue desc
3. 3) select c city, s city, d year, sum(lo revenue) as
revenue
from customer, lineorder, supplier, date
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
(c city=‘UNITED KI1’ or c city=‘UNITED
KI5’) and
(s city=‘UNITED KI1’ or s city=‘UNITED
KI5’) and
d yearmonth = ‘Dec1997’
group by c city, s city, d year
order by d year asc, revenue desc

lo orderdate = d datekey and
c region = ‘AMERICA’ and
s region = ‘AMERICA’ and
(d year = 1997 or d year = 1998) and
(p mfgr = ‘MFGR#1’ or p mfgr = ‘MFGR#2’)
group by d year, s nation, p category
order by d year, s nation, p category
4. 1) select d year, c nation, sum(lo revenue lo supplycost) as profit
from date, customer, supplier, part, lineorder
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo partkey = p partkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
c region = ‘AMERICA’ and
s region = ‘AMERICA’ and
(p mfgr = ‘MFGR#1’ or p mfgr = ‘MFGR#2’)
group by d year, c nation
order by d year, c nation
4. 2) select d year, s city, p brand1, sum(lo revenue
- lo supplycost) as profit
from date, customer, supplier, part, lineorder
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo partkey = p partkey and
lo orderdate = d datekey and
c region = ‘AMERICA’ and
s nation = ‘UNITED STATES’ and
(d year = 1997 or d year = 1998) and
p category = ‘MFGR#14’
group by d year, s city, p brand1
order by d year, s city, p brand1

4. select d year, s nation, p category, sum(lo revenue lo supplycost) as profit
from date, customer, supplier, part, lineorder
where lo custkey = c custkey and
lo suppkey = s suppkey and
lo partkey = p partkey and
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Abstract—This paper summarizes work on formal mechanized verification of security protocols using Avispa, a model
checker dedicated to security protocols. Avispa has been
successfully used in various Master’s projects. In this paper, we
present two outstanding projects of quite different nature that
highlight the spectrum of formal security protocol verification
and lead us to a proposition of engineering practice for the
development of secure protocols based on two main ideas (a)
refactoring existing formalisations to prove adaptations of security protocols (b) compositional proof of new protocols allowing
the combination and reuse of (parts of) existing formalisations
of other protocols. This paper presents first Radius-SHA256, an
adaptation of the Radius protocol for remote authentication for
network access to the secure hash function SHA-256. Second,
we present the Secure Simple Protocol which is an extension
for security of a protocol developed at our university for next
generation networks. Both protocols have been formalized in
the Avispa model checker and security has been proved.
Keywords-Security protocols, Model Checking, Cryptographic Hashes, Simple Protocol

I. I NTRODUCTION
Radius [19], [20], a remote authentication protocol used
for building up secure communications of clients with networks via network access servers, uses the message digest
function MD5, a hash function which has meanwhile been
proven to have security weaknesses. By contrast, the hash
function SHA-256 still remains unchallenged. Although
seemingly straightforward and thus tempting, simply replacing MD5 by SHA-256 in the Radius protocol must be
considered potentially harmful since authentication protocols
are extremely sensitive to minor changes as the history of
attacks shows. In December 2008, an attack on the SSL
protocol has been demonstrated based on the previously
discovered collisions of the MD5 hash function [16]. The
engineers of that attack recommend the discontinuation of
use of SSL based on MD5. Fortunately, for SSL the use
of the hash function is already by design a choice point.
For Radius, this flexibility is not yet established; this is the
subject and one of the results of this paper. Triggered by
the alarming history of attacks of security protocols, formal
verification techniques have long been deemed to be a way
out. We investigate whether Radius-SHA256 – our proposed
adaptation of the Radius protocol – can provide better
security guarantees than its original. To provide evidence
based on mathematical rigor we use the Avispa model

checker. Fortunately, we can rely on the rich data base of
this tool providing a model of the original protocol. By
adapting this model to our Radius-SHA256 and checking
that the original security guarantees still hold we prove two
things (a) that Radius-SHA256 is secure and (b) that the
security guarantees have general validity, i.e. they can be
carried over to protocols Radius-X for hashes X. The latter
result corresponds to a reduction of Radius security to the
security of the underlying hash function.
Model checking, a push-button technology for mathematical verification of finite state systems has been discovered
to be a suitable tool for security analysis of authentication
protocols, e.g. [7]. Ever since, this technology has proved
to be useful for the engineering of secure protocols, e.g.
for adaptation of the Kerberos protocols to mobile scenarios
[6]. However, little attention has been given to investigate
to what extent we can use known engineering techniques,
like refactoring, reuse, and composition to help us engineer
formal security verifications of protocols. This paper is
to be seen as a first step towards such an engineering
process. We mainly present two distinct and unrelated case
studies on Avispa formalisations. The first one being the
aforementioned Radius and the second one a new specially
LAN-centric transport protocol called simple protocol (SP)
developed in our research group [21] and extended here
by security, i.e. authentication. As a second engineering
exercise, we report on this secured version of the SP
protocol. This exercise shows how a new development of
a special purpose protocol can profit from a simultaneous
modelling and analysis with a dedicated modelchecker like
Avispa. The two case studies need not be related since they
just serve as case studies for engineering security protocols
with general engineering principles like refactoring, reuse
and composition. Even though, there is a bridge between
those seemingly unrelated projects: securing local servers
and services. So the first project (Radius) looks at a server
protocol and the other project (SP) looks at a secure,
optimized and tunable protocol for local servers.
This paper is an extension of the conference paper [4]
and is based on the Masters Theses of two of the authors
[11], [14]. The extensions are a more verbose introduction
to the SP protocol and the technical presentation of the
Avispa encoding of SP. In this paper we first provide
the prerequisites of this project: brief introductions to the
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Radius protocol, the Simple Protocol, Avispa model checking, and hashes (Section II). From there, we develop our
new version Radius-SHA256 by introducing its model in
Avispa in detail (Section III) and illustrate how this model
can be efficiently used to verify security goals (Section
III-D). To illustrate that Modelchecking is also useful in the
engineering of new protocols we show its application to the
Simple Protocol (Section IV). We first give a motivation and
deeper introduction to this protocol and its context for future
networks thereby extending the original paper [4]. Next we
show how this Simple Protocol can be extended step by
step introducing cryptographic keys to add authentication
and secure it. We finally offer conclusions and an outlook
(Section V).
II. BACKGROUND
A. Radius
One of the major issues with networks is their security and
one response to this challenge are authentication protocols.
Radius is a popular protocol providing security to communication channels. Radius stands for Remote Authentication
Dial in User Service and serves to secure communication between Network Access Servers (NAS) and so-called Radius
servers. Radius satisfies the AAA (Authentication, Authorization and Accounting) protocol standards in both local
and roaming situations. In January 1997, Radius standards
were first introduced in RFC 2058 and Radius accounting
in RFC 2059. After that RFC 2138 and RFC 2139 were
published and they made the previous RFC obsolete. They
both were made obsolete in turn by RFC 2865 and RFC
2866 respectively. Following were updates by RFCs 2868,
3575, and 5080 [20].
Assume that there is an Internet service provider (ISP)
and he has two NAS. A NAS allows a user to connect
directly to the ISP’s network and be accepted by a core
router which directly connect with ISP’s network backbone.
When a user wants to access his services, he sends a request
to the NAS which forwards the user request to the main
server to check the supplied credentials. This process is
called authentication.
After authentication, the NAS has to check the access list
of the user and then decide which services are permitted
to this user. The RADIUS server then replies to the NAS
with Access Reject, Access Challenge, or Access Accept
as illustrated in Figure 1. This information is forwarded by
the Radius server to the NAS. This is called authorization.
Once a user is authenticated and authorized successfully, the
NAS creates a connection between the user and the main
server through which both can exchange their information.
This secure connection is called a session. All the information regarding the session will be saved by the NAS for
its accounting purposes. It includes start time of session,
termination time of session, size of total received and sent
data, amongst other information for accounting.

Figure 1.

Radius access request and possible replies [18]

B. Simple Protocol
A new trend in next generation networks is the divergence
between local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks
(WAN) because there is still an increase of efficiency to be
expected in LANs. Additionally, the ubiquity of computing
devices and common usage of mobile devices asks for a
flexibility that is better supported with fixed core networks
and flexible wireless networks at the periphery. A reconsideration of the TCP/IP seems appropriate since adaptation
of TCP to the often heterogeneous requirements of local
wireless networks is not easy. The Simple Protocol (SP) [10]
is intended to be used in combination with TCP but TCP for
the WAN and SP for the LAN communication. SP is part
of a wider development of the Y-Comm framework [21] –
a new architecture for mobile heterogeneous networking.
A specially LAN-centric transport protocol has different
requirements from a WAN transport protocol, e.g. TCP,
since performance issues differ. These requirements mark
the design decision that define SP [10]. Since most LAN
communications consist of messages or transactions, SP
supports a message-based communication in contrast to TCP
streams. The higher speed available in LAN is exploited by
using a larger window size for SP than WAN protocols: SP
supports 4MB message sizes by default and can even be
increased. In order to keep packet processing simple, SP
uses a small number of connection states as well as packet
types. Flexibility is achieved by allowing Quality of Service
(QoS) to be set using the packet types.
In this paper (Section IV), we summarize briefly how the
Avispa support helped in designing a secure extension of
SP by hybrid cryptography. Extending the initial connection
part of the protocol, we add public-key based authentication
while simultaneously exchanging symmetric session keys for
the following secured data exchange of SP. The protocol
achieves authenticity by public keys while preserving its
efficiency to an extent through the use of faster symmetric
key encryption.
C. Avispa
Avispa stands for Automated Validation of Internet
Security-sensitive Protocols and Applications [2]. To model
and analyze a protocol, Avispa provides its own High-Level
Protocol Specification Language (HLSPL). In order to check
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them for cryptography. However, since a hash is a deterministic function it has as such not the same quality
as an encryption algorithm: anyone can apply the hash.
However, a hash can be easily combined with a shared
secret to provide authentication which is often used for socalled message authentication codes (MAC). For example,
let Kcs be a shared secret. Then, H(Kcs) can be used as an
authentication token since only principals who have access
to Kcs can produce this token.
III. R ADIUS -SHA256

Figure 2.

Avispa: language formats and tool architecture [2]

security, Avispa translates the given HLSPL specification in
the intermediate format IF, which is then the basis for four
different verification machines that can be applied to model
check security properties on a protocol expressed as depicted
in Figure 2. Avispa uses Dolev-Yao channels annotating
them as a type as channel(dy). This means that the attacker
is assumed to be able to do eavesdropping, intercepting and
faking on these channels. Protocols can be very naturally
specified in Avispa using the role concept. Every principal is
modeled as such a role which enables encapsulating its communication parameters, local variables and constants. Based
on that, a role describes state changes by defining transitions
between states that may depend on pre- and postconditions
of the current state. Roles can furthermore be instantiated in
other roles. This enables the composition of the single roles
representing the single principals into a protocol session
while synchronizing them on their communication. It also
enables specifying an attacker. Once the protocol is thus
specified predefined HLSPL propositions, most prominently
secrecy and authentication can be automatically verified.
We introduce more detail on HLSPL constructs, their IF
translation, and the verification features when applying them
to formalize Radius-SHA256 in the following section.
D. Hash Functions
Hash functions – also known as message digests or
compression functions – map arbitrary length inputs to fixed
size outputs. They are considered as cryptographic hash
functions if they provide the following three properties: (a)
they cannot be inverted, i.e. given y = H(x) the input x
cannot be found, (b) it is impossible to find collisions, i.e.
we cannot find x, y with H(x) = H(y), and (c) given an
input hash pair it is impossible to find another input with
the same hash value, i.e. for H(x) = y we cannot find x0
such that H(x0 ) = y. The latter two properties resemble
each other expressing the idea of collision resistance but
the second one is stronger.
These basic properties of good hashes give rise to use

In this section, we present the protocol Radius-SHA256
as derived from the classical Radius of RFC2865/66 by
replacing MD5 by SHA-256. At the abstract protocol level
this replacement seems simple but in order to ensure that
this change of the original protocol preserves the security
properties, we start from the formal presentation of the original Radius protocol and develop the new Radius-SHA256
on that formal basis. This enforces a detailed investigation
of the necessary adjustment to the old – no longer secure
– version of Radius and in addition enables comparison
to the previously established security guarantees showing
whether they still hold. From an engineering perspective, this
procedure corresponds to a kind of refactoring of a protocol
specification: re-engineering the previous security specification enables re-invocation of the previous verification by
rerunning security check routines.
We introduce the protocol Radius-SHA256 by its formal
model in HLSPL, the specification language of Avispa. Its
level of abstraction is sufficient to comprehend just the major
gist of the protocol. This model contains four roles: client,
server, session, and environment. The idea is that the client
role represents the NAS and the server role represents the
Radius server. In applications, client and server might as
well be represented by proxies depending on the type of
network. For the formal presentation of the protocol we
simplify by summarizing the scenario as a client-server
session. As a session we consider the time period of a clientserver communication. The attacker is modeled by the role
of the environment that specifies the basis for the attacks on
protocol executions.
Each of these components client, server, session and
environment is modeled by a so-called “role” in HLSPL.
Client (Section III-A) and server (Section III-B) define the
two matching sides of the protocol; their composition as
defined in the role session only gives the full protocol (see
Section III-C and Figure 5) which can again be instantiated
to model legal session and attacker.
A. Client-side Protocol
The client role is specified in Figure 3. This role definition
defines the protocol by specifying the necessary entities, like
identifiers, messages and used cryptographic primitives, e.g.
the symmetric key Kcs in its header. Note, here how we
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role client(C,S: agent,
Kcs: symmetric_key,
SHA256: hash_func,
Success, Failure: text,
Access_accept,Access_reject: text,
SND, RCV: channel(dy))
played_by C def=
local State: nat,
NAS_ID, NAS_Port: text,
Chall_Message: text
const kcs: protocol_id,
sec_c_Kcs : protocol_id
init State := 0
transition
t1. State = 0 ∧ RCV(start) ⇒
State’:= 1 ∧ NAS_ID’:=new()
∧ NAS_Port’:=new()
∧ SND(NAS_ID’.NAS_Port’.SHA256(Kcs))
∧ secret(Kcs,sec_c_Kcs,C,S)
t2. State = 1 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Access_accept) ⇒
State’:= 2 ∧ SND(NAS_ID.Success)
t3. State = 1 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Access_reject) ⇒
State’:= 3 ∧ SND(NAS_ID.Failure)
t4. State = 1 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Chall_Message’) ⇒
State’:= 4 ∧ SND(NAS_ID.Chall_Message’_Kcs)
∧ witness(C,S,kcs,Kcs)
t5. State = 4 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Access_accept) ⇒
State’:= 5 ∧ SND(NAS_ID.Success)
end role
Figure 3.

Client role of Radius-SHA256 in HLSPL

define SHA256 to be a hash function in this header by using
the Avispa keyword hash_func. This function is applied in
the first transition of the following client-side of the protocol
specification. In detail the steps of the protocol are defined as
state transitions that are conditional on logical conditions of
a current state State ∈ {1, . . . , 5}: each of the five rules in
the transition section in Figure 3 defines a precondition
for this current state (to the left of the implication arrow
⇒) and a postcondition on the post state State’ of a
transition after the ⇒. The conditions are conjoined by
logical conjunction with ∧. The initial state is State zero.
For example, the first transition t1 in Figure 3 can be read
as follows. If the precondition holds, i.e. the current state
is “state 0” and the role receives on its input channel RCV
the message start, then the transition t1 is enabled. If this
transitions fires, the post-state is “state 1” and the message
NAS_ID.Success is sent on the output channel SND. The
following transitions can be read in the same manner. Since
the client represents only one principal in this protocol, we
need to need to define the server side of the protocol to
complement it.
B. Server-side Protocol
Figure 4 now shows the definition of the second principal
in the model of Radius-SHA256: the Radius-server. The
transitions defined in the role server correspond to the
transitions of the client. Each SND on one side corresponds
to a RCV on the other side. However, in order to put

role server(C,S: agent,
Kcs: symmetric_key,
SHA256: hash_func,
Success, Failure: text,
Access_accept,Access_reject: text,
SND, RCV: channel(dy))
played_by S def=
local State: nat,
NAS_ID, NAS_Port : text,
Chall_Message
: text
const kcs: protocol_id,
sec_s_Kcs : protocol_id
init State := 11
transition
t1. State = 11
∧ RCV(NAS_ID’.NAS_Port’.SHA256(Kcs)) ⇒
State’:= 12 ∧ SND(NAS_ID’.Access_accept)
∧ secret(Kcs,sec_s_Kcs,C,S)
t2. State = 12 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Success) ⇒
State’:= 13
t3. State = 11
∧ RCV(NAS_ID’.NAS_Port’.SHA256(Kcs)) ⇒
State’:= 14 ∧ SND(NAS_ID’.Access_reject)
t4. State = 14 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Failure) ⇒
State’:= 15
t5. State = 11
∧ RCV(NAS_ID’.NAS_Port’.SHA256(Kcs)) ⇒
State’:= 16 ∧ Chall_Message’:=new()
∧ SND(NAS_ID’.Chall_Message’)
t6. State = 16 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Chall_Message_Kcs) ⇒
State’:= 17 ∧ SND(NAS_ID.Access_accept)
∧ request(S,C,kcs,Kcs)
t7. State = 17 ∧ RCV(NAS_ID.Success) ⇒
State’:= 18
end role
Figure 4.

Server role of Radius-SHA256 in HLSPL

these building blocks together, we first have to define the
composition. This is done in a further role for the session,
presented in the following section.
C. Session and Attacker
The two roles of client and server are combined by defining a role for the session. Session uses the composition
keyword to couple the two instances of client and server
synchronized by common parameters.
role session(C,S: agent,
Kcs: symmetric_key,
SHA256: hash_func,
Success, Failure: text,
Access_accept,Access_reject: text) def=
local
S1, S2 : channel (dy),
R1, R2 : channel (dy)
composition
client(C,S,Kcs,SHA256,Success,Failure,
Access_accept,Access_reject,S1,R1) ∧
server(C,S,Kcs,SHA256,Success,Failure,
Access_accept,Access_reject,S2,R2)
end role

The synchronization couples the transitions of the client with
the server over their connecting channels. For example, the
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The representation is abstract enough to be comprehensible
while being in places a bit superficial. We dig deeper down
into the lower levels of the Avispa model in the next section
to investigate the influence of the hash function on the
Radius-SHA256.
D. Security Verification
This section now illustrates how the actual model checking process of the Avispa tool automatically translates the
high level protocol model in HLSPL defined in the previous
section and performs a complete state analysis over the
resulting internal Kripke structure representing this model.
The verification is relative to a set of security properties
specifying the goals of the authentication that we will
illustrate first.
E. Security Properties and Verification Process

Figure 5.

Composition of client and server yields protocol.

message SND(NAS_ID.Success) of t2 in client is now
being sent over S1 and coupled via R2 to the message
RCV(NAS_ID.Success) of server. The composition that is
defined in the role session actually defines the protocol
between the roles client (Section III-A) and server (Section
III-B) by instantiating their channels such that they mutually
connect; the overall protocol is best illustrated graphically
(see Figure 5).
The environment represents the attacker and uses a composition, now in turn of two session instances, where the
first is one between two agents c1 and s1 and the second
generalizes the first agent to be i – an unspecified agent that
triggers the search for intruder possibilities incorporating
agents. Note, also that the SHA256 is given openly to the
environment signifying that the attacker knows it and can
use it which formalizes the idea of a hash that it is applicable
by everyone (see Section II-D).
role environment() def=
const c1,s1: agent,
sha256: hash_func,
succs, fails: text,
acc_acp, acc_rej: text,
kcsk, kisk, kcik: symmetric_key,
kcs: protocol_id
intruder_knowledge = {c1,s1,sha256,kisk,kcik,
succs, fails, acc_acp, acc_rej}
composition
session(c1,s1,kcsk,sha256,succs,fails,acc_acp,acc_rej)
∧
session(i, s1,kisk,sha256,succs,fails,acc_acp,acc_rej)
end role

Given the implementation of the protocol as described in
the previous section, we can now use the inbuilt features of
Avispa to verify security in a push-button manner. Avispa
provides two features for protocol verification: secrecy of
keys and authentication. The secrecy of the server and client
keys and authentication of client and server are given as
verification commands to Avispa as follows.
goal
secrecy_of sec_c_Kcs, sec_s_Kcs
authentication_on kcs
end goal

The meaning of these two formulas can be illustrated more
closely by inspecting their translation into the IF format.
We apply all four back-ends OFMC, CLAtSE, SATMC, and
TA4SP of the Avispa tool to the Radius-256 specification.
For the full IF representation and the performance details
of the analysis see [11]. The main observation is that the
original security guarantees shown for Radius can be carried
over to the protocol Radius-SHA256 by simply replacing the
hash function MD5 by SHA-256 in the specification. The
above secrecy and authentication properties verify just the
same.
To understand the effect that the choice of a particular
hash function, i.e. MD5, SHA-256, or any other cryptographic hash function has on the security guarantees, we
need to inspect the IF version in more detail. First of all,
a hash function application in HLSPL like SHA256(Kcs) is
translated into IF as apply(SHA256,Kcs). According to the
Avispa semantics [2], this apply operator is reserved for the
application of hash functions which manifests itself in the
following type.
apply(F,Arg) apply: message × message → message

However, there seems to be no further semantics attached to
the type. The defining properties of a cryptographic hash
function are provided implicitly by defining the intruder
knowledge for hashes as follows.
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step gen_apply (PreludeM1,PreludeM2) :=
iknows(PreludeM1).iknows(PreludeM2) ⇒
iknows(apply(PreludeM1,PreludeM2))

Since the apply-operator can produce a hash, the intruder
can apply a hash himself but Avispa’s intruder semantics
provides no rule to inverse a hash function nor any rule
enabling collision detection for the intruder.
F. Evaluation and Generalization
Wrapping up the discussed security verification we see
that the verification of Radius-SHA256 yields exactly the
same guarantees as the classical Radius of RFC 2865/6.
In this final section, we show up the consequences of this
mechanized verification.
Primarily, the re-engineered modelling and verification for
the Radius-256 protocol in Avispa shows that the guarantees
of secrecy of keys and mutual authentication that have
already been shown for the classical Radius version MD5
equally hold for Radius-256.
Next, our construction process reveals that the exchange
of MD5 by another hash function in the Avispa model
is simply replacing one (presumably) secure cryptographic
hash function by another. As we have observed in the
previous section, the Avispa semantics of a hash models hash
functions abstractly. Thus, we observe that the verification
depends only on the general assumption that some hash
function is used in the protocol. Therefore the derived result
can be generalized to all secure hash functions.
Theorem 1: The Avispa guarantees of secrecy of keys and
authentication of the Radius protocol hold for all secure
cryptographic hash functions.
Note, however, that this verification does presuppose a
secure hash function. That is, the proved result is not valid
if the assumed cryptographic strength of the hash function
is flawed, like in the case of MD5.
Since the Avispa model cannot cover the implicit part of
the hash function security proof, the analysis does not reveal
possible attacks. However, the aforementioned attack on SSL
[16] could be used as a guideline to produce a similar attack
on the classical Radius protocol based on MD5. On the other
hand, the generalization presented in this paper is not trivial:
its proof relies on the re-engineering of the Radius for SHA256 and the observation that this re-engineering is applicable
to any secure hash function.
IV. S ECURE S IMPLE P ROTOCOL
A. Transport Protocols and Future Network Environments
We are witnessing an explosive change in terms of the
different types of wireless networks being developed and
deployed. Thus, future network environments will primarily
consist of multiple local wireless networks, each with a
different Quality-of-Service (QoS). Users will be always
connected by switching between available networks using
vertical handover techniques [8].

Figure 6.

The structure of Ycomm/SP.

In this new world, a connection between two devices
may therefore involve several network interfaces. This reality
is beyond the scope of many TCP implementations and
protocols such as SCTP [12] have been developed to replace
TCP.
Another approach being explored is to keep TCP as a
Wide Area transport protocol, but use another protocol to
handle communication on local networks. Such an approach
is being adopted by the Y-Comm Group [9], [21]. There
are other factors favoring this approach: firstly, the common
tack of tuning TCP to deal with different types of local
networks has not been as effective as initially hoped. TCP
is, in fact, a relatively complicated protocol as it needs
to support different transport features including connection
management, reliability, streaming and congestion evaluation and response. This means that it has been difficult for
TCP to adjust to handover issues [3] without substantial
support from device interfaces; we believe a local transport
protocol should be simpler to use. Secondly, in order make
use of higher speeds that are generally available in local
environments, transport window sizes must be substantially
larger by default. Thirdly there is a need to support different
Qualities-of-Service is an explicit and flexible way. Finally,
the issue of local area network security in terms ensuring that
resources are properly balanced among several users must
be urgently addressed to ensure improved user experience.
B. The Simple Protocol
The Simple Protocol (SP) [10] is being developed by the
Y-Comm Group for Local area communications. The SP
diagram is shown in Figure 6 with a brief explanation of
the various fields shown in Figure 7.
As can be seen from Figures 6 and 7, SP is a messagebased protocol where messages are broken down into a
number of blocks. Unlike TCP, SP supports the concept of
packet types and uses explicit phases: connection setup, data
exchange and close; this allows the protocol to be quickly
processed. It also supports a 4 MB window size, leading
to improved transfer rates for large data exchanges. In SP,
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Figure 7.

Explaining what the fields mean.

acknowledgments can also be monitored leading to faster
recovery times.
C. Support for Servers
Because SP is a message based protocol, it allows the
application and the protocol stack to operate in a more
asynchronous manner using an event-driven interface for
receiving packets. Hence the interaction between the application and SP for reception revolves around the application
being made aware of four key events:
1) A new connection has been established
2) A new message has been received on a connection
3) The connection has been reset by the network or other
side
4) The other side has closed its connection, i.e. it is
finished sending all its data.
Since it is possible to attach call back functions to each
event, it is possible to build local servers that are totally
event-driven. This leads to much more efficient server implementations. In addition, the application can tune SP so as
to optimize the local environment. Thus a local transaction
server can tune SP to suppress transport level acknowledgment requests since the reply by the server of the client’s
request will also be interpreted by the client transport system
that the original request was correctly received. This too is a
significant optimization for efficient server implementations.
SP is therefore a powerful local protocol and hence the need
to look at a secure version of SP.
D. Security Mechanism in SP
Because SP uses a connection phase, we can use this
to improve the security of the system and to enhance

communications. When connecting to servers, the concept of
scope is supported. So a server can only be accessed using a
scope which is defined by its functionality [1]. Four scopes
are supported using 2 bits: Scope 00 means that the server
can only be connected to processes on the same machine.
Scope 01 means that the server can only be accessed by
machines on the same LAN, while scope 10 indicates that
access to the server is only accessible by machines on the
same site while a scope of 11 shows that the server may be
globally accessed. The connection phase of SP can be used
to set up keys which are formed using local area parameters
to ensure secure communication between machines in the
local area.
The protocol SP consists of two parts: the connection part
and the data transmission. The connection part establishes
a communication between processes A and B to prepare a
data transmission according to these established connection
parameters. Thereby, a “connected” state is reached during
which data may be transmitted before the connection is
closed again. During data transmission, SP uses synchronization numbers (SYNC_NO) for each message and acknowledgments replying those message numbers to ensure safe
transmission. This sequential message numbering can be
used as well to secure the protocol against replay attacks, i.e.
resending of previously intercepted messages by adversaries.
However, to ensure this security, we need to keep the
message numbers secret. To do that, we establish a session
key in the connection part of SP. We assume that a global
public key infrastructure provides certified identities, that
is for every principal X on the network we have a signed
pair (KX , X)K −1 of a public key KX associated to the
C
principal’s identity (for example the MAC of his device).
This key-identity pair is signed with the secret key of the
−1
certification authority KC
and can be verified by both
parties A and B even off-line.
Now given this setup, the secure-SP connection part
extends the basic exchange of request and reply (REQ, REP)
by additional time stamps T , nonces N (where indices
∈ {A, B} indicate the sender and receiver), sender, and a
symmetric session key KS for the future data transmission.
The contents of the following two messages are encrypted
using the public keys KA and KB so that only the intended
recipient A or B can read the message contents.
A 7→ B
B 7→ A

: REQ + {SYNC_NOA , TA , A, NA }KB
: REP + {SYNC_NOB , TB , B, NB , NA , KS }KA

If this two step challenge response protocol succeeds, a
connection between A and B is established. In the course
of that connection, A and B can now exchange messages
whose SYNC_NO and shared secrets NB and TA are cryptographically protected by the symmetric key KS that has
been exchanged.
A 7→ B

: {SYNC_NOA , NB , TA , A}KS + data message
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Note, that the authentication of A to B is only complete
after the third step, i.e. the first data transmission, where
−1
A shows possession of the private key KA
by decrypting
and re-encrypting NB , TA , and KS . This protocol has been
formalized and successfully verified with Avispa (for details
see the following section). Confidentiality and integrity of
the data communication part holds as long as the session
keys are not broken. This additional assumption is necessary
and explicit in Avispa: it is beyond the scope of the protocol
verification since we abstract from key length and duration
of use. The same applies for the above mentioned public
key infrastructure.
The secured SP protocol’s communication part bears a
strong resemblance to the (corrected) Needham-Schroeder
asymmetric authentication protocol. This is no surprise,
as the NS-asymmetric protocol (NSPK) is the essence of
remote authentication.
E. Formalizing and Verifying SP in Avispa
The SP protocol resembles a lot the improved version
(not susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks) of the NSPK
protocol.
1. A → B : {NA , A}KB
2. B → A : {NA , NB , B}KA
3. A → B : {NB }KB
Due to this resemblance and the fact that NSPK is available
in the Avispa library, we can reuse in large parts the Avispa
formalisation of that NSPK protocol as a starting point
adapting it to SP.
The formalization has two roles alice and bob. We first
consider alice.
role alice (A,B : agent,
Ka,Kb : public_key,
Ks: symmetric_key,
Snd,Rcv : channel (dy)) played_by A def=
local
State : nat,
Na,Nb : text,
Ta,Tb : text,
REQ,REP : message,
SN,MN,AMN : text
init State := 0
transition
1. State = 0 ∧ Rcv(start) ⇒
State’:= 1 ∧ Na’ := new()
∧ Snd(REQ.SN.Ta.A.Na’_Kb)
∧ witness(A,B,na,Na’)
∧ secret(Na’,na,A,B)
2. State = 1 ∧ Rcv(REP.SN.Tb.B.Nb’.Na’.Ks_Ka) ⇒
State’:= 2 ∧ Snd(SN.Nb.Ta.A_Ks)
∧ wrequest (A,B,nb,Nb’)
end role

Alice’s role specifies the protocol from here point of view,
i.e., it comprises the initial sending step as a send, followed
by waiting to receive the step two, and finally sending out
the third step that already used a symmetric key for efficient

transport level encryption. Complementing this the role for
bob is as follows.
role bob (B,A : agent,
Kb,Ka : public_key, Ks: symmetric_key,
Snd,Rcv : channel (dy)) played_by B def=
local
State : nat,
Na,Nb : text,
Ta,Tb : text,
REQ,REP : message,
SN,AMN
: text
init State := 0
transition
1. State = 0 ∧ Rcv(REQ.SN.Ta.A.Na’_Kb) ⇒
State’:= 1 ∧ Nb’ := new()
∧ Snd(REP.SN.Tb.B.Nb’.Na’_Ka)
∧ witness(B,A,nb,Nb’)
∧ secret(Nb’,nb,A,B)
2. State = 1 ∧ Rcv(SN.Nb.Ta.A_Ks) ⇒
State’:= 2 ∧ wrequest(B,A,nb,Nb)
end role

Similar to before for the Radius protocol, the two roles are
now instantiated into a session.
role session (A,B: agent,
Ka, Kb : public_key, Ks : symmetric_key)
def=
local SA, RA, SB, RB: channel (dy)
composition
alice(A,B,Ka,Kb,Ks,SA,RA)
∧ bob(B,A,Kb,Ka,Ks,SB,RB)
end role

Also an environment is defined that sets up the intruder.
role environment() def=
const ta,tb,sn,mn,amn : text,
a, b, i
: agent,
na, nb : protocol_id,
ka, kb, ki
: public_key,
ks,ksi: symmetric_key
intruder_knowledge =
{a,b,i,ka,kb,ki,inv(ki),ta,tb,mn,amn,sn}
composition
session(a,b,ka,kb,ks) ∧ session(a,i,ka,ki,ksi)
end role

The goal we check is as follows (equal to the guarantees in
NSPK).
secrecy_of na, nb
authentication_on alice_bob_nb
authentication_on bob_alice_na

The checking of this goal succeeds and provides a fully
automated verification of the authentication process of our
specified SP protocol. The engineering of this secure SP
protocol has been a process of reuse (reusing the NSPKAvispa specification in large parts) and also composition:
the SP protocol – as such rather a transport protocol – has
been composed into secure SP by prepending the above
authentication steps. This is a composition process.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have shown that an adapted version of the
Radius protocol using SHA-256 instead of MD5 provides
exactly the same security guarantees as the RFC version
based on MD5. The verification is a fully automatic analysis
in the Avispa toolkit, a specialized model checker for security protocols. We could generalize this result to guarantee
security for Radius protocols using secure hash functions,
even other than SHA-256. We furthermore illustrated on the
example of the simple protocol SP that modelchecking can
be used to stepwisely introduce security to a transport layer
protocol. The verification process has shown the feasibility
of model checking as an engineering tool.
Although the authors of [15] provide a model for the
Radius protocol as defined in the RFC, they have failed
to sufficiently generalize their results. In some sense, our
approach resembles a refactoring of the formal model: refactoring is a technique from software engineering supporting
the change in software without affecting desired properties;
we change the formal model of Radius by replacing MD5 by
SHA-256 without losing desired security properties. In the
process of following the earlier design, we discovered that
the model is by no means limited to the classical Radius
but can indeed be generalized to a more secure RadiusSHA256, and that this generalization can be extended to
arbitrary hashes.
The generalization or refactoring could be an interesting
concept to explore because for the working security engineer
it provides an easy to use extension making the rather
complex model checking process easy to access and provide
a practical tool to allow more flexibility in network security
engineering. Apart from facilitating the process of protocol
engineering, this could also advocate the use of formal
specification and automated model checking in the domain
of network security.
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Abstract—Various cryptographic puzzle schemes have been
proposed as defenses against Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.
However, these schemes have two common shortcomings that
diminish their effectiveness as a DoS mitigation solution. First,
the DoS-resilience that these schemes provide is minimized
when there is a large disparity between the computational
power of malicious and legitimate clients. Second, the legitimate clients also have to perform the same heavy puzzle
computations that do not contribute to any useful work from
the clients’ perspective. In this article, we introduce guided
tour puzzles (GTP), a novel puzzle scheme that addresses these
shortcomings. GTP uses latency — as opposed to computational
delay — as a way of forcing a sustainable request arrival rate
on clients. Measurement results from a large-scale network
test-bed shows that the variation in the puzzle solving times
is significantly smaller than the puzzle solving time variation
of computation-based puzzles. As attackers have much less
control over the round-trip delays than they do over the
computational power, a latency-based puzzle scheme, such as
GTP, provides significantly better protection against strong
attackers. Meanwhile, we show that GTP minimizes useless
computations required for the client computers. We evaluate
the effectiveness of guided tour puzzles in a realistic simulation
environment using a large-scale Internet topology, and show
that GTP provides a strong mitigation of DoS request flooding
attacks and puzzle solving attacks.
Keywords-denial of service; availability; tour puzzles; proof
of work; client puzzles; cryptography.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A Denial of Service (DoS) attack is an attempt by malicious parties to prevent legitimate users from accessing a service, usually by depleting the resources of the server, which
hosts that service. DoS attacks may target resources such
as server bandwidth, CPU, memory, storage, or any combination thereof. These attacks are particularly easy to carry
out if a significant amount of server resource is required
to process a client request that can be generated trivially.
Cryptographic puzzles have been proposed to defend against
DoS attacks with the aim of balancing the computational
load of the server relative to the computational load of the
clients [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6].
In a cryptographic puzzle scheme, a client is required to
solve a moderately hard computational problem, referred
to as puzzle, and submit the solution as a proof of work
before the server spends any significant amount of resource

on its request. Solving a puzzle typically requires performing
significant number of cryptographic operations, such as
hashing, modular multiplication, etc. Consequently, the more
a client requests service from the server, the more puzzles
it has to solve, further expending its own computational
resources. Puzzles are designed so that their construction
and verification can be achieved with minimum server
computational load in order to avoid DoS attacks on the
puzzle scheme itself. Attacks aimed at the puzzle scheme
itself are thereafter referred to as puzzle solving attacks.
Originally, cryptographic puzzles were proposed to combat spams [7]. They have then been extended to defend
against other attacks, including DoS [2] [3] [6] [8] [9]
and Sybil attacks [10] [11]. Furthermore, different ways of
constructing and distributing puzzles have been explored [6]
[12] [13] [14] [15]. Unfortunately, existing puzzle schemes
have shortcomings that limit their effectiveness in defending
against DoS attacks.
First, the effectiveness of computation-based puzzles decreases, as the variation in the computational power of
clients increases. To illustrate this limitation, consider a
system composed of a server whose capacity is R requests
per second, Nl legitimate clients whose clock frequency
is f , and Nm malicious clients whose clock frequency is
a · f , where a is a disparity factor that represents the
degree of disparity between the CPU powers of malicious
and legitimate clients. Furthermore, assume that legitimate
clients can tolerate a maximum puzzle difficulty of Dmax ,
expressed in terms of the number of instructions. The
maximum protection the server can achieve against a DoS
attack is by setting the puzzle difficulty to Dmax . During an
attack, the total load on the server is the sum of the loads
generated by the legitimate and malicious clients, which
f
+ Nm Daf
(without loss of
can be expressed as Nl Dmax
max
generality, we assume that when solving puzzles clients use
their full CPU capacity). Therefore, to carry out a DoS attack
against the server, an attacker must at least induce a load
on the server that exceeds the server’s full capacity, i.e.,
f
Nl Dmax
+ Nm Daf
≥ R. Using simple deductions, it is
max
clear that the minimum number of malicious clients required
to cause denial of service should satisfy the inequality
−Nl f
Nm ≥ RDmax
. Consequently, the minimum number of
af
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malicious clients required to stage a successful DoS attack
against the server becomes smaller as the disparity factor
a increases, decreasing the effectiveness of a puzzle-based
defense in mitigating the DoS attacks.
Second, existing puzzle schemes may exact heavy computational penalty on legitimate clients, when the server load
becomes heavy and the need to increase the computational
complexity of the puzzle becomes necessary to prevent
overloading the server. The negative impact of such a penalty
is further compounded by the fact that the puzzle-induced
computation does not usually contribute to the execution of
any task that is useful to the client, thereby further wasting
client resources and limiting the client’s ability to carry out
other computational activities.
In this article, we propose a novel, latency-based puzzle
scheme, referred to as Guided Tour Puzzle (GTP), to address
the shortcomings of current cryptographic puzzle schemes in
dealing with DoS attacks. The guided tour puzzle scheme
is the first to use the concept of latency, as opposed to
computational delay, to control the rate of client requests
and prevent potential DoS attacks on the server. The main
contributions of the proposed work include:
• A comprehensive study of the cryptographic puzzles to
derive a list of basic requirements;
• The introduction of two novel puzzle properties, namely
puzzle fairness and minimum interference, that are
essential to the effectiveness of puzzle-based defense
against DoS attacks;
• Design and analysis of the GTP scheme, and showing
that the proposed scheme meets the list of basic requirements while achieving puzzle fairness and minimum
interference;
• A thorough evaluation of the guided tour puzzle effectiveness against distributed DoS attacks, using a
realistic simulation framework.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section II
provides a survey of cryptographic puzzle based DoS prevention schemes. Section III describes the system model and
the threat model used. Section IV discusses the design goals
of GTP scheme. Section V introduces the GTP scheme.
In Section VI, we use analysis and measurement to show
that guided tour puzzles meet the design goals of GTP
scheme. The effectiveness of the GTP in mitigating DDoS
attacks is evaluated in Section VII. A conclusion and future
plans for extending the puzzle framework are presented in
Section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Currently, there are many different type of DoS and
DDoS defense mechanisms such as filtering based [16]
[17], traceback and pushback based [18] [19], capability
based [20] [21] and cryptographic puzzle based defense
mechanisms. One approach that is similar to GTP scheme is
a system called speak-up that encourages legitimate hosts to

increase their request sending rate during application layer
DoS attacks [22]. This method uses a bandwidth based
puzzle and is different from the latency based puzzle we
proposed. WebSOS [23] is similar to GTP in that both builds
a strong distributed network of protection points in front of a
DoS vulnerable server. However, key differences exist. The
overlay network in WebSOS is used as a tool to hide the
IP addresses of the secret nodes that are permitted to send
traffic to the protected server, whereas the set of tour guides
act as a “delay box” to let the client wait between requests.
The WebSOS is designed to protect private services whose
users are known a priori, whereas the GTP scheme can be
used by both private and public services.
Due to the enormity of various DoS defense solutions,
here we limit our survey only to the cryptographic puzzle
based mechanisms.
A. Client Puzzles
Dwork and Noar [7] were the first to introduce the
concept of requiring a client to compute a moderately hard
but not intractable function, in order to gain access to a
shared resource. However this scheme is not suitable for
defending against the common form of DoS attack due to
its vulnerability to puzzle solution pre-computations.
Juels and Brainard [2] introduced a hash function based
puzzle scheme, called client puzzles, to defend against
connection depletion attack. Client puzzles addresses the
problem of puzzle pre-computation. Aura et al. [4] extended
the client puzzles to defend DoS attacks against authentication protocols, and Dean and Stubblefield [5] implemented a
DoS resistant TLS protocol with the client puzzle extension.
Wang and Reiter [6] further extended the client puzzles
to prevention of TCP SYN flooding, by introducing the
concept of puzzle auction. Price [24] explored a weakness of
the client puzzles and its above mentioned extensions, and
provided a fix for the problem by including contribution
from the client during puzzle generation.
Waters et al. [9] proposed outsourcing of puzzle distribution to an external service called bastion, in order to
secure puzzle distribution from DoS attacks. However, the
central puzzle distribution can be the single point of failure,
and the outsourcing scheme is also vulnerable to the attack
introduced by Price [24].
Wang and Reiter [8] used a hash-based puzzle scheme to
prevent bandwidth-exhaustion attacks at the network layer.
Feng [25] argued that a puzzle scheme should be placed at
the network layer in order to prevent attacks against a wide
range of applications and protocols. And Feng and Kaiser
et al. [3] implemented a hint-based hash reversal puzzle at
the IP layer to prevent attackers from thwarting application
or transport layer puzzle defense mechanisms.
Portcullis [26] by Parno et al. used a puzzle scheme
similar to the puzzle auction by Wang [6] to prevent denialof-capability attacks that prevent clients from setting up
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capabilities to send prioritized packets in the network. In
Portcullis, clients that are willing to solve harder puzzles
that require more computation are given higher priority, thus
potentially giving unfair advantage to powerful attackers.
In all of proposals above, finding the puzzle solution
is parallelizable. Thus an attacker can obtain the puzzle
solution faster by computing it in parallel using multiple
machines. Morever, they all suffer from the resource disparity problem, and interferes with the concurrently running
user applications. In comparison, guided tour puzzles are
non-parallelizable, and addresses the problems of resource
disparity and interference with user applications.
B. Non-Parallelizable Puzzles
Non-parallelizable puzzles prevents a DDoS attacker that
uses parallel computing with large number of compromised
clients to solve puzzles significantly faster than average
clients. Rivest et al. [27] designed a time-lock puzzle, which
achieved non-parallelizability due to the lack of known
method of parallelizing repeated modular squaring to a
large degree [27]. However, time-lock puzzles are not very
suitable for DoS defense because of the high cost of puzzle
generation and verification at the server.
Ma [14] proposed using hash-chain-reversal puzzles in the
network layer to prevent against DDoS attacks. Hash-chainreversal puzzles have the property of non-parallelizability,
because inverting the digest i in the chain cannot be started
until the inversion of the digest i+1 is completed. However,
construction and verification of puzzle solution at the server
is expensive. Furthermore, using a hash function with shorter
digest length does not guarantee the intended computational
effort at the client, whereas using a longer hash length makes
the puzzle impossible to be solved within a reasonable time.
Another hash chain puzzle is proposed by Groza and
Petrica [15]. Although this hash-chain puzzle provides nonparallelizability, it has several drawbacks. The puzzle construction and verification at the server is relatively expensive,
and the transmission of a puzzle to client requires highbandwidth consumption.
More recently, Tritilanunt et al. [28] proposed a puzzle construction based on the subset sum problem, and
suggested using an improved version [29] of LLL lattice
reduction algorithm by Lenstra et al. [30] to compute the
solution. However, the subset sum puzzles has problems
such as high memory requirements and the failure of LLL
in dealing with large instance and high density problems.
Although the non-parallelizable puzzles addresses one of
the weaknesses of client puzzles discussed in Section II-A,
they still suffer from the resource disparity problem and
interferes with the concurrently running user applications
on client machines. Guided tour puzzles, on the other hand,
address these two weaknesses of non-parallelizable puzzles.

C. Memory-Bound Puzzles
Abadi et al. [12] argued that memory access speed is
more uniform than the CPU speed across different computer
systems, and suggested using memory-bound function in
puzzles to improve the uniformity of puzzle cost across
different systems. Dwork et al. [13] further investigated
Abadi’s proposal and provided an abstract memory-bound
function with an amortized lower bound on the number of
memory accesses required for the puzzle solution. Although
these techniques seem promising, there are several issues
that need to be resolved regarding memory-bound puzzles.
First, memory-bound puzzles assume a upper-bound on
the attacker machine’s cache size, which might not hold
as technology improves. Increasing this upper-bound based
on the maximum cache size available makes the memorybound puzzles too expensive to compute by average clients.
Secondly, deployment of proposed memory-bound puzzle
schemes require fine-tuning of various parameters based on
a system’s cache and memory configurations. Furthermore,
puzzle construction in both schemes is expensive, and bandwidth consumption per puzzle transmission is high. Last,
but not least, clients without enough memory resources,
such as PDAs and cell phones, cannot utilize both puzzle
schemes, hence require another service that performs the
puzzle computation on their behalf.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we introduce our system model, including
a system overview, a model of cryptographic puzzle protocol, and a threat model.
A. System Overview
We consider an Internet-scale distributed system of clients
and servers. A server is a process that provides a specific
service, for example a Web server or an FTP server. A client
is a process that requests service from a server. The term
client and server are also used to denote the machines that
run the server process and the client process respectively.
Clients are further classified as legitimate clients that do
not contain any malicious logic and malicious clients that
contain malicious logic. In the denial of service context,
a malicious client attempts to prevent legitimate clients
from receiving service by flooding the server with spurious
requests. An attacker is a malicious entity who controls the
malicious clients. We refer to a user as a person who uses
a client machine.
B. Threat Model
The attacker attempts to disrupt service to the legitimate
clients by sending apparently legitimate service requests
to the server to consume its computational resources. We
consider DoS attacks that flood the server with large amount
of requests and attacks that attempt to thwart puzzle defense
using massive computational resources. It is assumed that
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network resources are large enough to handle all traffic, and
the resource under attack is server computation.
Our threat model assumes a stronger attacker than previous schemes do. First, we assume that the attacker may possess hardware resources that are several orders of magnitude
more powerful than that of the average legitimate clients.
Meanwhile, the attacker can take maximum advantage of
her resources by perfectly coordinating all of her available
computation resources. Next, the attacker can eavesdrop
on all messages sent between a server and any legitimate
client. We assume that the attacker can modify only a
limited number of client messages that are sent to the
server. This assumption is reasonable since if an attacker
can modify all client messages, then it can trivially launch
a DoS attack by dropping all messages sent by all clients to
the server. Finally, the attacker may launch attacks on the
puzzle scheme itself, including puzzle construction, puzzle
distribution, or puzzle verification.
IV. D ESIGN G OALS
The design goal of GTP scheme is twofold. First, it
aims to achieve the general puzzle properties that have been
discussed in the existing literature. Second, it must meet the
puzzle fairness and minimum interference requirements that
are proposed by us to address the limitations of existing
puzzle schemes. These requirements and puzzle properties
are explained next.
A. General Properties
Computation guarantee. The computation guarantee
(also referred to as ”bounds on cheating” [31]) means a
cryptographic puzzle guarantees a lower and upper bound
on the number of cryptographic operations spent by a client
to find the puzzle answer. In other words, a malicious
client should not be able to solve a puzzle by expending
significantly less operations than required. This is discussed
in [7].
Efficiency. The construction, distribution, and verification
of a puzzle by the server should be efficient in terms
of CPU, memory, bandwidth, hard disk, etc. Specifically,
puzzle construction, distribution, and verification should add
minimal overhead to the server to prevent the puzzle scheme
itself from becoming an avenue for denying service [7] [4]
[3].
Adjustability of difficulty. This property is also referred
to as puzzle granularity [28]. Adjustability of puzzle difficulty means the cost of solving the puzzle can be increased at
a fine granularity from zero to impossible [4]. Adjustability
of difficulty is important, because finer adjustability enables
the server to achieve better trade-off between blocking
attackers and the service degradation of legitimate clients.
Correlation-free. A puzzle is considered correlation-free
if knowing the solutions to all previous puzzles seen by a
client does not make solving a new puzzle any easier [4]. If a

puzzle is not correlation-free, then it allows malicious clients
to solve puzzles faster by correlating previous answers.
Stateless. A puzzle is said to be stateless if it requires
constant memory at the server for storing client information
or puzzle-related data. This property is discussed in [4].
Tamper-resistance. A puzzle scheme should limit replay
attacks over time and space. Puzzle solutions should not be
valid indefinitely and should not be usable by other clients
[4] [3].
Non-parallelizability. Non-parallelizability means a puzzle solution cannot be computed in parallel using multiple
machines [28]. Non-parallelizable puzzles can prevent attackers from distributing computation of a puzzle solution
to a group of machines to obtain the solution quicker.
B. Puzzle Fairness and Minimum Interference
Puzzle Fairness. Puzzle fairness means that a puzzle
should take approximately the same amount of time to compute by any client, regardless of the CPU power, memory
size, and bandwidth available to that client. If a puzzle
scheme achieves fairness, then a malicious client with very
strong computational resources will effectively be reduced
to a legitimate client. Without puzzle fairness, few powerful
malicious clients can solve puzzles at a higher rate than
many computationally weaker legitimate clients, and may
lead to the occupation of most of the server’s capacity by
few malicious clients.
Minimum Interference. This property requires that puzzle computation at the client should not interfere with the
normal usage of the client computer by its users. If a puzzle
scheme consumes too many resources, then it interferes with
users’ normal computing activity. For example, if computing
a hash reversal puzzle expends most of the CPU cycles,
then a user may feel a very slow response in using other
applications that are running concurrently on the client
machine. Consequently, users may avoid using any service
that deploys such a puzzle scheme.
V. G UIDED T OUR P UZZLE
This section presents the GTP scheme. We start out with
the main idea behind the GTP scheme, and describe a very
basic puzzle protocol. Then, the limitations of the basic
protocol is discussed and a solution is given to address each
limitation.
A. The Basic Protocol
When a server suspects that it is under attack or its load is
above a certain threshold, it asks all clients to solve a puzzle
prior to receiving service. In the GTP protocol, the puzzle
is simply a tour that needs to be completed by the client
via taking round-trips to a set of special nodes, called tour
guides, in a sequential order. We call this tour a guided tour,
because the client should not know the order of the tour a
priori, and each tour guide must direct the client towards
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Table I: A summary of notations.
N
Gj
kS
kSj
ki,j
L
Ax
is
ts
Rs
B

Number of tour guides in the system
j-th tour guide (1 ≤ j ≤ N )
Secret key only known to the server
Shared key between the server and Gj
Shared key between Gi and Gj (i 6= j)
Length of a guided tour
Address of client x
Index of the s-th stop tour guide (1 ≤ is ≤ N )
Coarse timestamp at the s-th stop of the tour
Client puzzle solving request at s-th stop
Size of the hash digest in bits

the next tour guide. Each tour guide may appear zero or
more times in a tour, and the term stop is used to represent
a single appearance of a tour guide in a given tour.
Figure 1 shows an example of a guided tour with two tour
guides and 6 stops. The tour guide at the first stop of a tour
is randomly selected by the server, and will also be the last
stop tour guide, i.e., a guided tour is a closed-loop tour. The
tour guide at each stop randomly selects the next stop tour
guide. Starting from the first stop, the client contacts the tour
guide at each stop and receives a reply. Each reply contains
a token that proves to the next stop and the last stop that the
client has visited this stop. Prior to sending its reply, the tour
guide at each stop verifies that the client visited the previous
stop tour guide, so that the client cannot contact multiple
tour guides in parallel. After completing L − 1 stops in a
L-stop tour, the client submits the set of tokens it collected
from all previous stops to the last stop tour guide (which is
also the first stop tour guide), which will issue the client a
proof of tour completion. The client then sends this proof
to the server, along with its service request, and the server
grants the client service if the proof is valid.
There are several issues concerning the basic protocol.
First of all, a security mechanism must be in place to enforce
the sequentiality of a single tour. Second, as a guided tour
does not create a computational or bandwidth bottleneck
at the client machine, an attacker may take many tours
simultaneously, thereby qualifying itself for more resources
of the server. Third, an attacker may cause DoS on the server
indirectly by attacking the tour guides and the puzzle scheme
itself. In the following subsections, we address each of these
challenges individually.
B. Ensuring Sequential Guided Tour
We set up N tour guides in the system, where N ≥ 1.
The server keeps a secret kS that only it knows, and a set of
keys kS1 , kS2 , . . . , kSN are shared between the server and
each tour guide. Each tour guide Gi maintains a pairwise
shared key ki,j with every other tour guide Gj , where i 6= j
and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N . The total number of keys need to be
maintained by each tour guide or the server is N , and this
key management overhead is acceptable since N is usually

Guide 1
Server

S2
S4

initial req

S5
Client

Internet

Addr: Ax

S1

final req
Guide 2

S3
S6

Figure 1: Example of a guided tour; the tour length is 6, and the
order of visit is: G2 → G1 → G2 → G1 → G1 → G2 .

a small number in the order of 10 or less. The tour length
L is decided by the server to adjust the puzzle difficulty.
Notations are summarized in Table I.
The four steps of the GTP protocol is as follows.
1) Service request: A client x sends a service request to
the server. If the server load is normal, the client’s request is
serviced as usual; if the server is overloaded, then it proceeds
to the next step.
2) Initial puzzle generation: The server replies to the
client x with a message that informs the client to complete a
guided tour. The reply message contains {L, i1 , t0 , h0 , m0 },
where i1 is the uniform-randomly selected index of the first
stop tour guide, t0 is a coarse timestamp, h0 , m0 are message
authentication codes that provide message integrity. h0 and
m0 are computed as follows:
h0 = hmac(kS , (Ax ||L||i1 ||t0 ))
m0 = hmac(kSi1 , (Ax ||L||i1 ||t0 ||h0 ))

(1)
(2)

where, || denotes concatenation, Ax is the address (or
any unique value) of the client x, and hmac is a cryptographic hash-based message authentication code (HMAC)
[32]. Since m0 is computed using the key kSi1 that is shared
between the first stop tour guide Gi1 and the server, it
enables Gi1 to do integrity checking later on.
3) Puzzle solving: After receiving the puzzle information,
the client visits the tour guide Gis at each stop s, where
1 ≤ s ≤ L, and receives a reply. Each reply message contains {hs , ms , is+1 , ts }, where is+1 is the uniform-randomly
selected index of the next stop tour guide, ts is the timestamp
at stop s, and hs , ms are computed as follows:
hs = hmac(kis ,i1 , (h0 ||Ax ||L||s||is ||is+1 ))

(3)

ms = hmac(kis ,is+1 , (ms−1 ||Ax ||L||s||is ||is+1 , ts )) (4)
At each stop s, the client sends a puzzle solving request
message Rs that contains {h0 , L, s, ts−1 , ms−1 , i1 , is } to
the tour guide Gis , and the tour guide Gis replies to the
client only if ms−1 is valid. In other words, each stop
enforces that the client correctly completed the previous stop
of the tour.
At the (L−1)-th stop, the tour guide GiL−1 knows that the
next stop is the last stop, and replaces is+1 with i1 (recall
that the first stop i1 is also the last stop) when computing
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hs and ms . After completing the (L − 1)-th stop, the client
computes hL as follows
hL = h1 ⊕ h2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ hL−1

(5)

where
⊕
means
exclusive
or,
and
submits
{h0 , hL , L, mL−1 , i1 , i2 , . . . , iL } to the first stop tour
guide Gi1 . Using these information, Gi1 can compute
h1 , h2 , . . . , hL−1 using formula (3), and subsequently hL
using formula (5). Note that only Gi1 can compute values
h1 to hL−1 , since only it knows the keys ki1 ,i2 to ki1 ,iL−1
that are used in the HMAC computations.
If the hL submitted by the client matches the hL computed
by Gi1 itself, then Gi1 sends back the client a token hsol
that can prove to the server that the client did complete a
tour of length L. The token hsol is computed as follows:
hsol = hmac(kSi1 , (h0 ||Ax ||L||tL ))

(6)

4) Puzzle verification: The client submits to the server
{h0 , hsol , t0 , tL , i1 } along with its service request, and the
server checks to see if h0 and hsol that it computes using
formulas (1) and (6) matches the h0 and hsol submitted by
the client. If both hash values match, the server allocates
resources to process the client’s request.
C. Thwarting Simultaneous Tours
The sequential completion of a single tour can be achieved
via cryptographic hash chains, as shown above. However, a
malicious client can still take multiple tours simultaneously.
To prevent simultaneous tours, the GTP scheme limits the
number of tours that can be carried out within each time
interval. The details are described next.
The time in the GTP protocol is divided into time intervals
of length ∆, and Ti is used to denote the i-th time interval.
The token that the client receives during the time interval
Ti for completing a tour can only be used during the time
intervals Ti and Ti+1 . This restriction can be achieved easily
by using a clock tick value of ∆ for the coarse timestamp
ts used in the GTP protocol. The interval length ∆ must be
set to a value that provides enough time for completion of
at least a single tour.
Acquiring the token in Ti and using it in Ti+1 eliminates
the additional service delay incurred by using GTP scheme.
But, there must be limits to how many tokens a client can
acquire per interval and how much service a single token can
buy. The policy concerning the per-token resource allocation
at the server can be decided by the owner of the service,
hence it is beyond the scope of this article. However, it
is worth noting that reuse of a token can be prevented by
caching only the verified tokens in a Bloom filter [33], and
check for the existence in the Bloom filter whenever a new
token arrives.
To limit how many tokens a client can acquire per interval,
we propose the following solution. During each time interval
Ti , a tour guide keeps a pair of counting Bloom filters

(in a counting Bloom filter the array positions, or buckets,
are extended from being a single bit, to an n-bit counter),
one for each interval Ti−1 and Ti . The tour guide counts
the number of tours a client x is taking during each time
intervals using the bloom filter, and ignores the client if it
has already taken CTi tours for that period. The value of
C is decided by the server for each time interval based on
its load, and it is included in the hash chain computation to
protect against manipulation by the client. The number of
tours are accounted for two time intervals (Ti−1 and Ti ), as
a single tour may span two time intervals and using a single
counter does not capture that situation. The GTP scheme
uses the server timestamp t0 to decide, which interval a
tour belongs to; if t0 = Ti−1 , the tour belongs to the
interval Ti−1 , and vice versa. This scheme for limiting tours
requires the clocks of the tour guides and the server to be
synchronized. However, the accuracy of the synchronization
is coarse-grained enough (in the order of seconds) such
that synchronizing the server and the tour guide clocks
independently with a time server using NTP protocol [34]
suffices.
D. Increasing Tour Guide Robustness
To prevent attackers from indirectly launching DoS on the
server by attacking one of the tour guides, tour guides should
be robust against attacks on themselves. As tour guides perform very simple operation, i.e., computing a hash function,
they are very light-weight and far less susceptible to DoS
attacks. Also due to their simple operation, securing the
tour guides against compromise attempts also becomes much
simpler. Furthermore, the basic guided tour puzzle scheme is
designed to localize the impact of a compromised tour guide.
Due to the all-pair pair-wise shared keys, compromising one
tour guide only gives the attacker a free ride for the leg of
the tour that starts with the compromised tour guide, and
the attacker still has to complete the majority of the tour.
In terms of DoS attacks on the tour guides, we propose
a simple solution to thwart DoS attacks. In this solution,
whenever a tour guide receives a puzzle solving request
from the client, it checks to see if the client’s request is
already in its service queue (the priority queue when the
puzzle solving time adjustment mechanisms is used), and it
simply drops the request if another request from the same
client is already in the queue. This will prevent a malicious
client from unfairly taking up more than one slot in the tour
guide’s service queue, and subsequently minimizes the effect
of a DoS attack on legitimate clients.
Although the tour guides are highly immune to DoS
attacks, it is still possible for a tour guide to be down due
to internal failure or a very strong DoS attack that involves
millions of nodes. To operate gracefully even when one of
the tour guides is down, all tour guides exchange heartbeat
messages with each other and with the server, such that
unavailability of a tour guide is immediately known by the
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server and other tour guides, and forwarding of clients to the
failing or unavailable tour guide is avoided. The heartbeat
messages should be adequately protected to thwart attacks
on the tour guides.
VI. A NALYSIS
In this section, we use analytical reasoning and experimental results to demonstrate that guided tour puzzles meet
all of our proposed design goals.
A. General Puzzle Properties
For each property, we briefly explain how that property
is achieved in guided tour puzzle.
Computation guarantee. Each client is required to complete L round-trips in order to obtain a token that proves
to the server that it has completed a length L guided
tour. A client cannot skip any one of the required roundtrips, because doing will be detected by the tour guides
immediately. Therefore, guided tour puzzles achieve a strict
computation guarantee that enforces the same number of
operations for computing the same puzzle answer at all
clients.
Efficiency. In guided tour puzzle, construction of a puzzle
takes only two hash operations (to compute h0 and m0 ) at
the server, and verification of a puzzle answer also takes two
hash operations (to compute h0 and hL ). This efficiency can
be further improved at the cost of a small fixed size memory
for caching h0 values. Transferring of puzzle from server to
the client requires 2 ∗ B/8 plus few extra bytes, where the
size of hash digest B is usually 160 ∼ 256 bits.
Adjustability of difficulty. The difficulty of a tour puzzle
is adjusted by adjusting the tour length L, which can be
increased or decreased by one as needed. So, guided tour
puzzle provides linear adjustability of difficulty.
Correlation-free. Attackers may try to correlate previousy seen puzzles and puzzle solution to directly obtain a
new valid puzzle solution or compute new puzzle solutions
after obtaining the secret key used in the hash computations.
In guided tour puzzle scheme, resistance to such correlation
attacks are achieved through the pre-image resistance and
collision resistance properties of the cryptographic hash
function used. It is important to pick a hash function that is
proven in practice to be secure against various cryptanalytic
attacks.
Stateless. Guided tour puzzle does not require the server
to store any client or puzzle related information, except for
the cryptographic keys that are used for the hash calculation.
Puzzle answer verification using memory lookup require
few megabytes of memory, but the size of this memory
is constant and does not increase as the number of clients
increase. The Bloom filter memory used by tour guides is
also roughly constant in size and small enough such that it
is not susceptible to memory depletion attacks.

Tamper-resistance. The server can guarantee a limited
validity period of a puzzle answer, by checking if the
difference between the tL and t0 is within an acceptable
value tD , i.e. tL − t0 ≤ tD . Recall that t0 , tL are submitted
by the client to the server in the verification phase of
the puzzle protocol, and the client cannot change these
values since they are protected by the hash values h0 and
hL . Meanwhile, the puzzle answer computed by one client
cannot be used by any other client, since a value unique to
each client is included in the computation of h0 and hs .
Non-parallelizability. A guided tour puzzle cannot be
completed in parallel, because at each stop s, the tour guide
Gis requires the client to submit the hash values ms−1
from the previous stop, and replies to the client if only
ms−1 is valid. As such, the puzzle scheme strictly enforces
sequential completion of a guided tour and achieves nonparallelizability.
B. Achieving Puzzle Fairness
The guided tour puzzle scheme is not affected by the
disparity in the computational powers. It is because the
round trip delays that consist the puzzle solving time of
a guided tour puzzle are mostly decided by the intermediate
network between the client and the tour guides, and the
clients’ CPU, memory, or bandwidth resources have minimal
impact. In terms of the uniformity of puzzle solving time
across clients, the guided tour puzzle scheme provides a
better guarantee compared to the computation-based puzzle
schemes as shown in next subsections.
1) Experimental Analysis: In the following, we use tour
delay to refer to the sum of all round trip delays occurred
in a single tour. We use a two-week long measurement data
collected on PlanetLab [35] to show that the variation in
tour delay across clients is within a small factor for a large
distributed system. PlanetLab has a collection of over 1, 000
nodes distributed across the globe, and provides a realistic
network testbed that experiences congestion, failures, and
diverse link behaviors [35]. We used about 40% (over 400)
of the nodes that had complete measurement data available
throughout the two-week period.
We first randomly chose 20 nodes, out of the 400 selected
nodes, as candidates for tour guides. The remaining nodes
are used as client nodes. The number of tour guides N is
varied from 4 to 20, and the tour length L is varied from
2 to 18. For each (N , L) pair, guided tours are generated
for all client nodes. The tour delay at a given time is
computed based on the round trip delays for corresponding
time periods.
To give a better idea of how the tour delays vary across
clients on average, we averaged tour delays of all clients
over two-week period. To find the average tour delay of a
client for a specific (N , L) setting, all tour delays of the
client for a given (N , L) configuration is averaged over the
two-week period to get the average tour delay of a client
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Figure 2: The tour delays of clients when 4 tour guides are used.

for that (N, L) setting. Next, the average tour delays are
sorted by least-to-most to provide a better view of the delay
variation across clients. Figures 2a shows the average tour
delays computed using this method for all client nodes when
N = 4. Results for other values of N are skipped due to
the space limitation, but they are very similar to the results
shown here. The ratio of the largest and the smallest tour
delays is around 5, when outliers are excluded. This disparity
is several orders of magnitude smaller when compared to
the disparity in available computational power (which can
be in thousands [12] [13]). Figure 2b shows that majority
of tour delays are clustered within a tight area of delay and
the distribution of tour delays closely simulates a normal
distribution.
2) Analytical Analysis: Although the PlanetLab data provides a somewhat good approximation of the delay characteristics of the Internet, it certainly has limitations. Due
to the fact that the majority of the PlanetLab machines
are connected to the Internet through campus networks, the
delay data may not sufficiently reflect the diverse access
network technologies that are used for connecting end hosts
to the Internet. Next, we use latency data from the existing
literature to show that even when clients are connected
to the Internet using access technologies that provide very
different delay properties, the disparity in their end-to-end
round trip delays will be still smaller than the disparity in
the computational power.
Let us take four very common access network technologies with very different delay characteristics: 3rd generation mobile telecommunications (3G), Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line (ADSL), cable, and campus Local Area
Network (LAN). The average access network delays are
200ms for 3G [36], 15 ∼ 20ms for ADSL and cable [37],
[38], and in the order of 1ms or negligible for campus
LANs. Here, we refer to the access network delay as the
round-trip delay between the end host and the edge router of
the host’s service provider. This latency is usually measured

by measuring the round-trip delay to the first pingable hop.
Based on the measurement analysis of the Internet delay
space [39], the delay space among edge networks in the
Internet can be effectively classified into three major clusters
with average round trip propagation delays of about 45ms
for the North America cluster, 135ms for Europe cluster,
and 295ms for Asia cluster. Using these edge to edge
propagation delay values and the average access network
delay values, we can compute an average end to end round
trip delays of 245, 335, and 495 ms for 3G hosts, 65,
155, and 315 ms for DSL & cable hosts, and 45, 135,
and 295 ms for campus LAN hosts. The biggest disparity
occurs between the hosts in the Asia cluster that connect
through 3G and the hosts in the US cluster that connects
through campus LAN, and the ratio of their round trip delays
is 495ms/45ms = 11. This disparity is about 4 times
smaller than the low estimate of computational disparity
provided in [26]. The round trip delays may get higher than
495ms due to congestion and high queuing delays in the
intermediate routers. However, these congestions and high
queuing delays affects all packets, regardless of whether
they are from malicious clients or legitimate clients. Being
able to persistently decrease the tour delay requires the
attacker to compromise majority of the intermediate routers
between itself and the tour guides, which is hard compared
to minimizing computational puzzle solving time by adding
more computing power.
C. Achieving Minimum Interference
In guided tour puzzle scheme, a client only has to
send/receive packets to/from tour guides. To complete a
guided tour puzzle with tour length L, a client only needs
to send and receive a total of 2 × L packets with about less
than few hundred bytes (depending on the output size of
the cryptographic hash function) of data payload. Since L is
usually a small number in the order of tens, this creates
negligible CPU and bandwidth overhead even for small
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1.4

D. Limitation

1.2

As with any other solution, GTP scheme has its limitation.
First of all, GTP is a mitigation scheme that reduces the
impact of DDoS, hence does not eliminate the effects of
the DDoS entirely. The optimal defense that is achievable
without being able differentiate malicious requests or detect
malicious clients is to service all clients equally. The GTP
scheme aims at being very close to such optimal defense.
Secondly, the GTP scheme only works at the application/service layer, and relies on other solutions to provide
protection against bandwidth flooding DoS attacks. Lastly,
the tour delay seen by different clients for the same tour
length can be different in the GTP scheme, and this may
lead to different levels of service response time experience
by different clients. However, note that this disparity in the
tour delay does not discriminate against clients that possess
less computational resources, and both malicious clients and
legitimate clients are equally likely to experience longer
tour delays. Having more computational power does not
particularly help malicious clients complete a guided tour
faster.
VII. S TUDY OF DD O S D EFENSE E FFICACY
In this study, we focus our evaluation on the ability
of guided tour puzzles in mitigating the application layer
DDoS attacks. We show that the guided tour puzzle scheme
provides an optimal defense against request flooding attacks
and a near optimal defense against puzzle solving attacks,
when the server does not have the capability to differentiate
the malicious clients from the legitimate ones.
A. Simulation Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of guided tour puzzle in a
practical simulation environment, we used Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) [40]. To create a network topology that can
closely simulate large-scale wide area networks, such as the
Internet, a topology with 5, 000 nodes is generated using
the Internet Topology Generator 3.0 (Inet-3.0) [41]. The
bandwidth and the link delay values are calculated based on
the Inet-3.0 generated link distance values. Note that the link
and queueing delays are different from one link to another,
therefore the round trip delays, and consequently the tour
delays, of different clients will be different.
Since client nodes, tour guides, and server nodes will be
located in the edge in real networks, we use only degreeone nodes from the generated topology as client, server, and
tour guide nodes. From a total of 1, 922 degree-one nodes,
we randomly choose a degree-one node as the server node
and another 20 degree-one nodes as potential tour guides.
The remaining 1, 901 degree-one nodes are all used as client
nodes, which includes both legitimate and malicious client
nodes. The percentage of malicious client nodes is varied
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Figure 4: The cost of guided tour puzzles in terms of request
completion times.

from 0% to 90% with an increment of 10%, and the server
load is increased from 0.96 to 8.74 correspondingly. The
server load is calculated as the ratio of the number of
incoming requests per second to the server CPU capacity
in requests per second.
A simulation model of the guided tour puzzle scheme is
developed in NS-2. Clients in the simulation model generate
self-similar traffic to closely mimic the Internet traffic. Since
the self-similar traffic can be produced by multiplexing
ON/OFF sources that have fixed rates in the ON periods and
heavy-tail distributed ON/OFF period lengths [42] [43], each
client application is implemented as an ON/OFF source with
ON/OFF period lengths are taken from a Pareto distribution
with shape parameter α equals to 1.5 (NS-2 default). The
average ON and OFF times are set to 2 seconds. Each
legitimate client sends at an average rate of 8000 bits
per second. The average client request size is set to 1000
bytes, thus each legitimate client essentially sends requests
at one request per second during on times, and 0.5 request
per second on average. The average ON and OFF times,
the client request size, and the server response size values
selected based on the Web workload model introduced by
Barford and Crovella [44].
The same client application model is used for malicious
clients except that 1) malicious clients can choose to follow
or not to follow the puzzle process, whereas legitimate
clients always follow the puzzle process; and 2) malicious
clients send requests at a higher rate than legitimate clients.
We experimented with two different types of attacks — the
flooding attack and the attack against the puzzle scheme. In
a flooding attack, a malicious client sends requests at a high
rate and ignores the server’s request for solving puzzles.
In the attack against the puzzle scheme, a malicious client
solves puzzles as fast as they can to send requests at the
maximum speed possible. The latter is a much stronger
attack, since a server that deploys guided tour puzzle scheme
can trivially filter out a malicious request that contains an
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Figure 3: The effectiveness of guided tour puzzle against flooding attacks and puzzle solving attacks (N=4, L=8).

incorrect puzzle solution, while a malicious request that
includes a correct puzzle solution consumes significantly
more resources at the server.
The server’s behavior is modeled as described in Section V. Since NS-2 does not provide a CPU model, the
server’s CPU is modeled as a link between the server node
and a dummy node that is connected only to the server.
When a client request arrives at the server, the server injects
a packet with its size equals to the server response size into
the link toward the dummy node. And when the packet
is pinged back by the dummy node (which implies the
completion of the server processing of the request), the
server sends a response to the client. The capacity of this
link is set to 80 Mbps to simulate a CPU processing capacity
80M bps
of 8×10,000bytes
= 1, 000 requests per second, where the
10, 000 bytes is the average size of a server response. The
server capacity of 1, 000 requests per second is used so that
the server’s full capacity can be reached when all clients are
legitimate, and the server load can be increased by 100%
with each increase of the percentage of malicious clients. A
round-robin queue is used to model the CPU’s round-robin
process scheduling.
Using the average estimated client request rate of 0.5
request per second and the server CPU rate of 1, 000 requests
per second, we can compute that the expected utilization
of the server is 0.5×1901
= 0.9505 when all the clients
1000
are legitimate clients. We achieved a utilization of 0.9656
for this setting in our experiments, which validates the
correctness of our simulation setup.
To keep the simulation simple, instead of using an
adaptable tour length, a fixed tour length is used within
a single run of the simulation. For each solved puzzle,
clients are granted service for a single request. We may
achieve significantly better protection against the denial of
service attack by dynamically adapting the tour length and
the number of granted requests per completed puzzle.

We use three evaluation metrics — average completion
time of a single legitimate request, percentage of the server
CPU allocated to legitimate requests, and percentage of
dropped legitimate requests. The average completion time is
calculated by recording the time spent between sending of a
request and the receiving of its response, which includes the
time spent on solving puzzles, for all completed requests
of all the legitimate clients and taking the average. The
percentage of the server CPU allocated to legitimate requests
is computed as the fraction of the time the server’s CPU is
processing the requests of legitimate clients. The percentage
of dropped legitimate requests is computed by dividing
the total number of dropped legitimate requests by the
total number of legitimate requests sent. For the results
we report here, we set the simulation length of each run
to 1000 seconds. For each simulation a warmup period of
100 seconds is used, after which recording of the evaluation
metric measurement is started. Each experiment is repeated
10 times, and the average of 10 runs is reported along with
a 99% confidence interval.
B. Simulation Results
The first set of simulations are conducted with a fixed tour
length of 8 and using 4 tour guides. The results are reported
in Figure 3 and 4.
1) Server CPU utilization: Figure 3(a) illustrates the
improvement in the percentage of the server’s effective CPU
capacity that is allocated to processing the requests of legitimate clients. As the line “No GTP, flooding” (GTP means
guided tour puzzle) indicates, the legitimate clients’ share of
the server’s CPU capacity drops rapidly as the percentage of
attackers increases when no guided tour puzzle is used. The
percentage of server CPU allocated to processing legitimate
requests in this case is predominantly decided by the ratio
of total number of legitimate requests to the total number of
requests. This can be validated by computing the percentage
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Figure 5: The effect of the tour length on the effectiveness of the guided tour puzzle defense.
of legitimate requests for different percentage of malicious
clients using the following formula.
r × (1 − x) × Nc
1−x
=
r × (1 − x) × Nc + 10 × r × x × Nc
1 + 9x

(7)

where, r denotes the request rate of legitimate clients, Nc is
the total number of client nodes, and x is the percentage of
malicious nodes. The line “Analytic (no GTP, flooding)” is
then computed using the Formula (7), and it overlaps perfectly with the experiment results from the NS-2 simulation
for the case of “No GTP, flooding attack”.
The top line “GTP, flooding attacker” in the Figure 3(a)
shows that using guided tour puzzle eliminates the impact
of flooding attackers entirely. In this scenario, the malicious
clients do not solve any puzzle, but send requests that
include fake puzzle solutions at a high rate in an attempt
to consume as much server CPU capacity as possible. The
slight decrease in the legitimate clients’ utilization of the
server CPU as the percentage of attackers increases is due
to the increase in the percentage of server’s CPU capacity
allocated to verifying puzzle solutions. We intentionally used
a low estimate of 106 hash operation per second as the
server’s hash computation rate to highlight the cost of puzzle
solution verification.
The last line “Puzzle, solver” in Figure 3(a) is corresponding to the attack targeted at the guided tour puzzle scheme
itself. It shows that the percentage of server CPU allocated
to legitimate clients is roughly equal to the percentage
of legitimate clients in the system when the guided tour
puzzle scheme is used. We argue that without being able to
differentiate legitimate clients from the malicious ones, the
best a DoS prevention scheme can achieve is to treat every
client equally and fairly allocate the server CPU to all the
clients that are requesting service. Therefore, the optimal
protection that a defense mechanism can provide without
being able to differentiate malicious clients is to guarantee

the legitimate clients the amount of server CPU that is equal
to the percentage of legitimate clients in the system.
2) Request drops: Figure 3(b) shows the percentage of
dropped legitimate requests. When no guided tour puzzle is
used, the flooding attack caused legitimate clients to drop
most of their requests as the line ”No puzzle, flooding”
indicates. When the percentage of attacker is increased to
90%, almost all legitimate requests are dropped as a result
of the flooding attack. After switching to use guided tour
puzzles (line “Puzzle, flooding”), the percentage of dropped
requests becomes zero under the flooding attack even when
the 90% of the clients are malicious. In the case of puzzle
solving attacks, guided tour puzzle scheme reduces the
legitimate request drops by more than half in all cases, and
reduces the request drops to zero in some cases. In fact, the
legitimate request drops can be eliminated entirely even in
the case of puzzle solving attacks, as the simulation results
in “effect of tour length” subsection show.
3) Request completion time: Of course, the benefit of
using the guided tour puzzle scheme comes at the cost
increased average request completion time, similar to any
other ”proof of work” based DoS defense mechanism. This
cost is shown in the Figure 4. When guided tour puzzle is
utilized, the average completion time of a request increased
significantly in both flooding attack and puzzle solver attack
cases, due to the extra delay introduced by the puzzle
solving process. Nonetheless, the increase in the request
completion time is within an acceptable range of degradation
of service quality. Moreover, the guided tour puzzle scheme
provides an easy way to achieve a better trade-off between
two mutually restricting sets of quality of service goals by
varying the tour length.
4) Effect of tour length: The tour length in guided tour
puzzles is critical for the optimality of the guided tour puzzle
defense, especially for the legitimate clients’ utilization of
server CPU in the case of puzzle solving attacks. The next
set of simulation experiments are conducted to measure the
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Figure 6: The effect of the number of tour guides on the effectiveness of the guided tour puzzle defense.
effect of tour length on utilization, request completion time,
and request drops in the case of puzzle solving attacks.
Configurations of 40% and 80% malicious clients are used
in these experiments, and the number of tour guides N is
set to 4.
The response of various metrics to the change in tour
length is illustrated in Figure 5. As the tour length increases,
the CPU allocated to legitimate clients (”Legitimate utilization”) and the request completion time (”Req completion
time”) increase while the percentage of dropped legitimate
requests (”Request drop”) decreases. After increasing the
tour length to 12, the percentage of dropped legitimate
requests becomes zero, and the server CPU allocated to
legitimate clients becomes optimal in both cases of 40% and
80% malicious clients. Here the optimal means legitimate
clients are granted the amount of server CPU capacity that
is equal to the percentage of legitimate clients in the system.
Further increasing the tour length does not improve the
utilization and request drop metrics and decreases the total
utilization of the server CPU, while increasing the request
completion time. The increase in the request completion time
is evident since larger tour length means more round trips
between clients and tour guides. These observations tell us
that choosing the right tour length is important in achieving
optimal DoS prevention results and providing better tradeoff between mutually restricting metrics.
5) Effect of the number of tour guides: The last set of
experiments are conducted to determine the effect of the
number of tour guides on the effectiveness of guided tour
puzzles. The 40% and 80% malicious clients are used, while
the tour length L is set to 8. As the results in Figure 6 show,
increasing the number of tour guides in the system does not
produce any significant change in terms of all three metrics
we are measuring. We can conclude from these results that
guided tour puzzle can provide a good protection against
the DDoS attack with just a few tour guides. Since the tour
guides have a single function, which is replying to every

request with the hash of the input message contained in the
request, it is much easier to protect and maintain. The cost
of hardware devices that can be used as tour guides likely
to be significantly cheaper than over-provisioning by adding
new servers. Moreover, a set of tour guides can be used to
protect multiple servers, which further minimizes the cost
per server by amortizing the total cost of tour guides over
multiple servers.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this article, we showed that most existing cryptographic
puzzle schemes do not consider the resource disparity between clients. We argued that resource disparity reduces
or even nullifies the effectiveness of cryptographic puzzle
schemes as a defense against denial of service attacks. To
this end, we introduced the guided tour puzzle scheme, and
showed that it achieves the desired properties of an effective
and efficient cryptographic puzzle scheme. In particular, we
showed how guided tour puzzles achieve puzzle fairness,
minimum interference properties, and how it can achieve
better defense against denial of service attacks. Meanwhile,
using extensive simulation studies we showed that guided
tour puzzle is very effective in mitigating distributed denial
of service attacks, and that it is a practical solution to be
adopted.
As future work, we would like to further improve the
guided tour puzzle scheme in terms of the following. First,
we would like to eliminate the need for the server’s involvement in the puzzle generation process. Second, further
investigation is needed to find out optimal ways to position
tour guides in the network. Last but not least, adopting
guided tour puzzle to defend against other application layer
attacks, such as Sybil attack and spam, is also desirable.
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Abstract—Using collaborative intrusion detection to sense
network intrusions comes at a price of handling an enormous
amount of data generated by detection probes, and the problem
of properly correlating the evidence collected at different parts
of the network. The correlation between the recorded events
has to be revealed, as it may be the case that they are part
of a complex, large-scale attack, even if they manifested at
different parts of the network. In this paper we describe
the inner workings a peer-to-peer network based intrusion
detection system, which is able to handle the intrusion detection
data efficiently while maintaining the accuracy of centralized
approaches of correlation. The system is built on a distributed
hash table, for which keys are assigned to each piece of
intrusion data in a preprocessing step. The network traffic
requirements of such a system, and the load balancing that
can be achieved by using the Kademlia peer-to-peer overlay
network are discussed as well.
Keywords-collaborative intrusion detection; attack correlation;
peer-to-peer; distributed hash table; Kademlia.

Figure 1. Messages carrying attack information in the Komondor system.
If any probes in the network detect a suspicious event (solid lines), it sends
a report to the DHT (dashed lines). The nodes of the DHT act as correlation
units as well, and are able to collect these reports.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In the earliest days of the Internet, services on the network
were all based on trust. As e-commerce emerged, network
hosts became victim of a wide range of everyday attacks.
Due to the high amount of confidental data and resources
that can be exploited, the possibilites and open nature of the
Internet opened serious security questions as well.
The attacks network administrators fight against are both
human and software initiated. They get more and more
sophisticated, originating or targetting ocassionally multiple
hosts at the same time. A large number of nodes can be
simultaneously scanned by attackers to find vulnerabilities.
Automatized worm programs replicate themselves to spread
malicious code to thousands of vulnerable systems, typically
of home users. Others compromise hosts to build botnets,
which can deliver millions of spam e-mails per day.
As the manifestation of attacks, e.g., the evidence that can
be observed is spread across multiple hosts, these large-scale
attacks are generally hard to detect accurately. To recognize
such, one has to first collect or aggregate the evidence,
then correlate the pieces of information collected [1]. A
collaborative intrusion detection system has to analyze the
evidence from multiple detector probes located at different
hosts, and even on different subnetworks [2]. However, this
poses several problems to solve:

•
•
•
•

large quantities of possible evidence collected,
including inadequate data for precise decision making,
communication and reliability problems,
frequent change of intrusion types and scenarios.

Some of these troubles are specific for the isolated, hostbased detection systems, while others occur only in case of
the network scale intrusion detection. Despite of all these
difficulties it is still worth collecting and correlating evidence
available at different locations for the efficiency and accuracy
boost of both detection and protection [3].
In this paper, we present a collaborative intrusion detection
system, which organizes its participants to a peer-to-peer
(P2P) overlay network. For intrusion data aggregation, a
distributed hash table (DHT) is used, which is built on
the Kademlia topology. This is used to balance the load
of both aggregation and correlation of events amongst the
participants. The organization of nodes in the overlay network
is automatic. Should some nodes quit or their network links
fail, the system will reorganize itself.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we first review existing research of collaborative intrusion
detection systems. Then we present the architecture of
our intrusion detection solution based on the Kademlia
DHT overlay in Section III. The results of our intrusion
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detection method and statistics of detection are highlighted
in Section IV. Research is concluded in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Attackers use various ways for intrusion of computer
network systems depending on their particular goals. These
methods leave different tracks and evidences, called the
manifestation of attacks [4]. To discuss the internals of a
collaborative intrusion detection system, we use the following
terms [2]:
• Suspicious events are primary events, that can be detected at probes. Not necessarily attacks by themselves,
but can be part of a complex attack scenario.
• Attacks are real intrusion attempts, which are used to
gain access to a host or disturb its correct functioning.
Usually these are made up from several suspicious
events at once.
The activity of an SSH (Secure Shell, a remote login software)
worm program can be seen as an example of an attack. These
worms use brute-force login attempts using well-known user
names and simple passwords [5], directed against a single
host. The attempts are events that make up the attack in
this case. Multiple failed login attempts usually indicate an
attack, while a single failed attempt is usually only a user
mistyping his password.
A. Centralized Collaborative Intrusion Detection
Generally, large-scale attacks can only be detected by
collecting and correlating events from a number of detector
probes. The collection of evidence has to be extended to
suspicious events as well, which otherwise do not necessarily
suggest attacks themselves. In order to achieve this, various
collaborative intrusion detection systems (CIDS) have been
proposed, for which a detailed overview can be found in [3].
The earliest collaborative detection systems used a centralized approach for collecting the events, as seen on Figure 2.
The Internet Storm Center DShield project collects firewall
and intrusion detection logs from participants, uploaded either
manually or automatically [6]. The log files are then analyzed
centrally to create trend reports.
The NSTAT system [7] on the other hand is more advanced,
since its operation completely real-time. In NSTAT, the
detection data generated by the probes is preprocessed and
filtered before being sent to a central server for correlation.
This system analyzes the order of events using a state
transition mechanism with predefined scenarios to find out
the connection between them.
The advantage of centralized methods is that the server is
able to receive and process all data that could be gathered,
i.e.,it has all the information necessary to recognize the
intrusion attempt. The correlation can be carried out with
several different methods. SPICE [8] and CIDS [9] group
events by their common attributes. The LAMBDA system
tries to fit events detected into pre-defined and known

scenarios [10]. The JIGSAW system maps prerequisites and
consequences of events to find out their purposes [11].
Centralized solutions have two drawbacks to address. The
first one of these is scalability – the high amounts of data
to be aggregated and correlated for large networks cannot
be handled by a single correlation unit. The second one is
that the correlation unit is a single point of failure, being
even a possible target of attack for shutting down the whole
intrusion detection system.
B. Hierarchical and P2P Collaborative Intrusion Detection
By using hierarchical approaches, the scalability problem
of centralized intrusion detection systems can be handled.
The DOMINO system is used to detect virus and worm
activity. It is built on an unstructured P2P network with
participants grouped into three levels of hierarchy [12]. The
nodes on the lowest level generate statistics hourly or daily,
therefore they induce only a small network traffic.
The PROMIS protection system (and its precedessor,
Netbiotic) uses the JXTA framework to build a partly
centralized overlay network to share intrusion evidence [13].
The nodes of this system generate information for other
participants about the frequency of detected suspicious events.
This information is used to fine-tune the security settings
of the operating system and the web browser of the nodes.
This creates some level of protection against worms, but also
decreases the usability of the system.
The Indra system is built on the assumption that attackers
will try to compromise several hosts by exploiting the same
software vulnerability [14]. If any attempts are detected
by any participant of the Indra network, it alerts others
of the possible danger. Participants can therefore enhance
their protection against recognized attackers, rather than
developing some form of general protection.
The scalability and single point of failure problems of
centralized solutions can also be solved by using structured
P2P application level networks. The P2P communication
model enables one to reduce network load compared to the
hierarchical networks presented above.
The CIDS system [9] is a publish-subscribe application of
the Chord overlay network [15]. Nodes of this system store
IP addresses of suspected attackers in a blacklist, and they
subscribe in the network for notifications that are connected
to these IPs. If the number of subscribers to a given IP
address reaches a predefined threshold, they are alerted
of the possible danger. The Chord network ensures that
the messages generated in this application will be evenly
distributed among the participants.
The BotSpot system aims to discover traffic patterns
generated by botnets in recorded NetFlow data [16]. By
dropping specific IP addresses from the data to be analyzed,
anonymity can also be ensured for its users. The Spamwatch
system aims filtering of spam messages [17]. It uses a
Tapestry-based peer-to-peer network to store data of mail
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Figure 2. Collaborative detection system with centralized collection and correlation of data from probes. Every piece of information is sent to a server,
which handles the correlation, and has the responsibility of alerting participants when an attack is detected.

messages that are tagged as spam by the users of the
Spamwatch community [18]. Other users’ mail applications
can then automatically delete known spam messages.
C. Structured P2P Networks
The intrusion detection systems mentioned above use
various P2P substrate networks. By selecting a proper
substrate, the traffic generated in a specific application of
the network can be reduced.
Structured P2P networks generally implement distributed
hash tables [19]. DHTs store hkey; valuei pairs and allow
the quick and reliable retrieval of any value if the key
associated to that is known precisely. This is achieved by
using a hash function and mapping all data to be stored
to the nodes selected by the distance of the hashed keys
and their NodeIDs, which are chosen from the same address
space. The connections between nodes are determined by
their NodeID selected upon joining the network. They are
selected so that the number of steps between any two node
is usually in the order of log N , where N is the count of all
nodes.
DHTs all implement routing between their nodes on the
application level to build the topology desired. For the small
network diameter however, only some of these are feasible.
The Chord DHT, for example, arranges its nodes into a
ring [15]. To reduce the number of hops required for sending
a message, it uses auxiliary network connections, which
enable nodes to send message to the opposite side of the
ring, and it divides the network to smaller pieces, which are
half of the original in every step.
The Kademlia network uses a binary tree topology [20],
as seen on Figure 3. All Kademlia nodes have some degree
knowledge of the successively smaller subtrees of the network
they are not part of. For any of these subtrees they have
routing tables called k-buckets, which store IP addresses of
nodes that reside in distant subtrees. When a node looks up
a selected destination, it successively queries other nodes,
which are step by step closer to the destination. The queried
nodes answer by sending their k-buckets to the source. As

Figure 3. Sequence of lookup messages in the Kademlia overlay network.
The node initiating the message successively queries nodes closer to the
destination, so it finally receives its IP address for direct communication.
(For details of the lookup procedure, see [20].)

nodes closer to the destination have greater knowledge of
their neighbors, the lookup will get closer every step, as
discussed in [20]. The distance in the binary tree is halved
with every message, so the number of messages is log2 N
with N being the number of nodes in the tree.
DHTs map all hkey; valuei pairs to the nodes, which
have their NodeIDs closest to the hashed value of the key.
The distance function used depends on the topology of the
network. Kademlia uses the XOR function to calculate the
distance, which captures the topology of the binary tree well,
as the magnitude of the distance calculated with d (A, B) =
A ⊗ B is the height of the smallest subtree containing them
both. The k-buckets are sorted by decreasing distance. The
advantage of Kademlia is great flexibility: for the correct
functioning of the lookup procedure, any nodes can be put
in any of the k-buckets, as long as they are in the correct
subtree.
III. T HE KOMONDOR S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
In this section, our intrusion detection system named
Komondor is presented. Its most important novelty is that
it uses the Kademlia DHT as a substrate network to store
intrusion data and to disseminate information about detected
events [1]. Having analyzed the collected events, Komondor
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Figure 4. Distributed collection and distributed correlation of intrusion evidence from various probes. The Komondor system assigns keys to pieces of
evidence so that data can be stored efficiently in a DHT. By using these keys, computational load of correlating can be distributed among several units.

correlation units may start an alert procedure notifying other
nodes of the possible danger if necessary.
A. Distributing Load Among Multiple Correlation Units
The Komondor peer-to-peer application level network
consists of multiple nodes. All nodes have the responsibility
of collecting and correlating intrusion data. They also report
attacks discovered to other nodes of the network, as seen in
Figure 1. All participants of the Komondor network serve as
intrusion detection units and correlation units as well.
The Komondor network is designed to enable the correlation methods mentioned in Section II to be used in a
distributed manner:
• Pieces, which are correlated should be sent to the same
correlation unit, so that it can gather all the information
about the attack.
• Pieces of evidence, which are part of distinct ongoing
attacks should preferably be sent to different correlation
units. This reduces load and improves overall reliability
of the system.
Komondor achieves this goal by assigning keys to preprocessed intrusion data, as seen in Figure 4 (cf. Figure 2).
Keys assigned are used as storage keys in the DHT as well.
For different attackers or attack scenarios, different keys are
selected, and this way data is aggregated at different nodes
of the Komondor overlay.
This is different from other P2P distributed intrusion
detection networks, in which only one attack correlation
method is used. In Komondor, attack correlation and event
aggregation is decoupled by the means of selecting a key in
an early phase of correlation, and using it as a DHT key for
storage. The Komondor system is essentially a middle layer
inserted into the intrusion detection data path.
Correct key selection is critical, since pieces of evidence,
which might be correlated to each other must be assigned the
same key and sent to the same Komondor node for correlation.
Note that these pieces do not have to be detected by the same
probe, yet they can be aggregated by the same correlation
unit. The nodes of the DHT are the correlation units, which

have to implement the same correlation methods as their
centralized counterparts. The correlation procedure is started
as soon as the preprocessing stage with the key selection,
and it is finalized at the correlation units.
The detected and preprocessed data of suspicious events
is stored in the Komondor overlay. In this system, the key
assigned at the preprocessing stage of detection is used as
a key for DHT operations as well. The value parts of the
hkey; valuei pairs stored are any other data, which might
be useful for detection or protection. As all nodes use the
same key selection mechanism and the same hash function,
events related to each other will be stored at the same node,
as seen in Figure 1. This way the algorithm ensures that the
aggregator node has perfect knowledge of all events related
to the attack in question, and is able to recognize the attack
as well.
The reason why a structured overlay was selected for the
Komondor system is that it combines the advantages of both
the distributed and centralized detection systems. Event data
collected has to be sent to a single collector node only (this
would not be possible with an unstructured overlay, as those
have no global rule to map a key to a node.) Moreover, when
Komondor nodes are under multiple but unrelated attacks,
the network and computational load of both aggregation
and correlation is distributed among nodes. Moreover, the
Komondor system does not have a single point of failure: the
responsibility of correlating particular events is transferred
to another node in this case. The overlay can also be used to
disseminate other type of information as well, for example
the attack alerts, which enable nodes to create protection.
B. Kademlia as the DHT Topology of Komondor
The nodes of Komondor create a Kademlia DHT overlay.
This is the topology, which can adapt its routing tables to
the dynamic properties of traffic generated by the intrusion
detection probes. As discussed below, other DHTs wouldn’t
be able to adapt their routing tables to the dynamic properties
of this kind of traffic.
Storing information of events generated by the probes
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Table I
N UMBER OF MESSAGES IN STRUCTURED OVERLAYS FOR INTRUSION
DETECTION

Overlay

Chord

Kademlia

Routing algorithm

recursive

iterative

Node lookup

0

log2 N

First event stored

log2 N

1 + log2 N

n events with the same key

n · log2 N

n + log2 N

Average number of messages per event

(n · log2 N )/n

(n + log2 N )/n

Average number of messages with n → ∞

log2 N

1

generates significant overlay traffic, which will load not
only detector and collector nodes, but other nodes along the
path from the former to the latter one as well, as routing
between nodes is handled on the application level. If the
events are in correlation with the same attack, the key chosen
is likely to be the same, making the distribution of keys highly
uneven. However, by using Kademlia, network traffic can be
significantly reduced in this scenario. The reason for this is
that the routing algorithm of Kademlia is very flexible: any
node can be put to the routing tables of any other node while
still obeying the rules of the routing protocol. Routing tables
of other DHT overlays like CAN or Chord are much more
rigid, and therefore the routing algorithm of those cannot
optimize the number of messages for the store requests with
the same key.
Table I compares the number of messages generated in
intrusion detection for Kademlia and Chord, with the latter
being an example for having rigid routing tables. Chord uses a
recursive routing mechanism, which means that messages are
forwarded by overlay nodes along the path from the source
to the destination of the message, as seen on Figure 5. If
Komondor would be built on Chord, the number of messages
generated in the overlay would be in the order of log2 N
for each detected event, where N is the node count of the
overlay.
Contrary to Chord, Kademlia uses an iterative algorithm.
To store a hkey; valuei pair, a Kademlia node first looks
up the IP address of the destination node by successively
querying nodes closer to the destination. After finding out
its address, data is sent directly from the source and the
destination. This also implies that the payload of the message
is contained in every message for Chord, and only in the
last message for Kademlia. For Kademlia, the node has to
first look up the address of the destination, which also takes
log2 N messages. Having done that, it requires one more
message (+1) to send the payload as well. If multiple events
are to be stored, which are detected by the same probe (this
is a likely scenario for a node that is under attack), the lookup
procedure can be optimized away, as the key and therefore

the collector node is the same, too. For sending data of n
events, the number of messages generated is only n + log2 N
for Kademlia and n · log2 N for Chord, which is worse at
the factor of n for the latter one. The limit of messages
per event drops to 1 for Kademlia in this common intrusion
detection scenario.
The above optimization is made possible by the fact, that
any node can be inserted to the routing tables of any other
arbitrarily selected node in Kademlia, while still obeying the
selection rules of the protocol. The k-buckets of the nodes
cover the whole NodeID space of the binary tree, and the
exact selection of nodes do not affect the correctness of the
lookup mechanism, only its latency properties. The original
Kademlia paper [20] suggests that nodes with long session
uptimes are selected for routing, which is feasible in file
sharing applications to enhance reliability. Komondor nodes,
which are selected by attack events to be stored, should be
selected to reduce network traffic.
The Komondor system uses does not use the data lookup
mechanism (looking up a value associated with a specific
key) of the DHT as other applications do. Only the data
store mechanism is used. Stored events are never looked up,
rather the node, which stores them has to process incoming
events to recognize attackers. The collector nodes have
the responsibility to start a broadcast algorithm [21], if an
attack is recognized. The broadcast message must contain
data, which can be used by participants to create their own
protection.
C. Selection of Keys in the Komondor System
The accuracy of detection, also network and computational
load balancing depends on the proper selection of keys.
If, at preprocessing stage, the correct key is failed to
be chosen, pieces of evidence may mistakenly end up at
different correlation units, and therefore the attack may
remain unnoticed. Detection efficiency can be increased
by assigning more keys, should an event be suspected to
be a candidate for being part of different attacks or attack
scenarios. One can also implementing several correlation
algorithms simultaneously. However, every subsequent key
increases network traffic as well.
Examples for key selection include the source or destination IP addresses of offending packets. For every large-scale
network scan scenario, a different key selection mechanism is
feasible. Consider the network scan types categorized in [12]:
• Horizontal port scan. Different hosts are scanned by
a attackers, but the port number, e.g., the vulnerability
searched for is the same. In this case, a blacklist of
attackers can be built using the collection and correlation
of detected attempts. The key for the Komondor overlay
in this case is the identifier of the vulnerability, or the
port number.
• Vertical scan. A single host is under attack. The attack
originates from a single host, too. If this is the case,
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(a) recursive

(b) iterative

Figure 5. Routing methods in DHT overlays. In overlays with recursive routing, messages are forwarded from node to node. The iterative method requires
nodes to look up the address of the destination of the message themselves.

the attacker is known and hosts can protect themselves
against it, should it try to attack another friendly hosts.
The DHT key should be the IP address of the attacker.
• Mixed scan. Multiple attackers use their network capacity to launch an attack against a single host or a
subnetwork. This is the usual scenario for the well
known DDoS (distributed denial of service) attacks [22],
the goal of which is to disrupt some service of an
on-line service provider by overloading its network
or computational capacities. The key for the evidence
storage in the DHT in this case is the subnetwork address
attacked. By analyzing the data collected in this scenario,
hosts can automatically detect the fact of the network
scale attack, e.g., they can discover that the problem
is not only related to a single host but a complete
subnetwork or organization.
Apparently, the achievable benefit of the collaborative
detection for these scan methods also varies with their type
and intent.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we present statistics of intrusion attempts
detected using the implemented Komondor system. The
statistics are evaluated to show which types of attacks this
system can be used to detect.
The implementation used for testing was written in C++,
and run on various versions of Ubuntu, Debian Linux and
OpenBSD operating systems. The systems protected provided
HTTP, SSH, mail, SQL and other services to their users. The
number of probes in the system varied from 7 to 10, each
with their own, public IP address. The overlay created was
not limited to a single subnetwork.
The present Komondor implementation used the opensource Snort intrusion detection system [23] to detect
intrusion events, and it could collaborate with other hostbased intrusion detection solutions as well. The key selected
for each event was the IP address of the attacker, as found
in the Snort log file. It was also used for correlation. We
selected common event types from the Snort database and
also tagged events with a severity score. Intrusion alert was

triggered when the sum of these scores reached a threshold
level. This simple correlation method enabled us to determine
the efficiency and reliability of the Komondor system for
known attack types. Data presented here was collected in
a three year interval. During this time, 17,088 attacks were
detected, with the maximum number of attacks originating
from a single IP address being 811. The number of individual
events for a single attack reached as much as 80,000 events
for some of the worm attacks recorded. The number of nodes
in the small Komondor test overlay was around 7 and 15
nodes, with most of them being on the same subnetwork.
One of the nodes of the test overlay was assigned special
logging tasks. This was achieved by fixing the NodeID
of that node to the hexadecimal value 0x00000001. (Our
implementation used 32-bit NodeIDs, rather than using the
full 160-bit space as usual in Kademlia networks.) The
attack storage method used in other nodes was modified
to send all data to this node as well, besides sending the
events to the nodes as selected by the keys. This anchor
node generated statistics, and provided us with a monitoring
interface accessible through a web browser.
A. Attack Intervals and Number of Events
Figure 6 shows invalid passwords detected for SSH login
attempts on various hosts [5]. Every dot on the graph is an
individual attack. The y axis shows the number of events or
the number of invalid passwords detected. The duration of
an attack is the time interval between the first and the last
event detected, and is on the x axis. Several attackers were
detected by multiple Komondor probes, because the SSH
worm that was trying to gain access to the subnetwork tried
to login all on-line hosts it found. The number of probes,
which detected an attack in question is shown by the color of
the dots. (In the case of multiple probes detecting an attacker,
the event number on axis x is an average per probe.)
Apparently the attacks, which were detected by one probe
only (black dots) have much less events associated to them.
The 1,100 attacks shown on the graph have as much as 450
of them stacked up in the (1; 1) point. These evidently came
from human interaction. Attacks detected by multiple probes
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100k

Table II
N UMBER OF ALL ATTACKS AND ATTACKS FOR WHICH PROTECTION
COULD BE BUILT BY Komondor, FOR EACH ATTACK TYPES .
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Figure 6. Number of invalid password events detected for various attacks
(y axis) plotted by the duration of the attack (x axis), as detected by the
Komondor test overlay network. The color of the dots represent the number
of probes a specific attacker was detected by.

usually suggest automatic worm programs using dictionary
attacks against the detector hosts.
This experience suggests that distributed intrusion detection can benefit from the advantages of DHTs:
• Attackers could be detected by several probes at the
same time. When multiple hosts are attacked, recognizing an attacker using any evidence from any probe of
the Komondor network, several hosts could be protected
using firewalls at the same time, which might promptly
be attacked, too.
• Attack evidence came from multiple probes. One attack
is likely to be associated to thousands or tens of
thousands of events, which must be stored and processed
in the overlay. This type of load can be dealt with the
DHT fairly well, as it can select different collector nodes
for each individual attack and therefore balance the load.
• When detecting an event, which generates the same key,
the Kademlia DHT can significantly reduce network
traffic, as the IP address of the collector nodes have to
be looked up only once. When the IP address is obtained,
the system works as if it were using a centralized
approach with the same benefits as those.
B. Attack Types and Confidence
Table II shows various attack types and the efficiency
for the Komondor system regarding protection. The column
Protection shows the number of attacks for each type, for
which the attack continued after it was blocked on the firewall,
and the activity of the attacker was detected by another
Komondor node of the same subnetwork. For these attacks,
the collaborative intrusion detection can greatly enhance the
protection of hosts.
Figure 7 shows event numbers and attack durations for
different worms attacking SQL servers. The y axis has two

scales for each graph. The scales of the left hand side show
attack durations (red plot), and the right hand side scale
shows the number of events (blue plot). Attacks are sorted
by duration. Every value on the x axis is an attack for which
the duration and the number of events is shown right under
each other.
A worm, which scanned the Web servers for vulnerabilities
via HTTP requests is shown on the right hand side subfigure.
For any event detected, the IP address of the attacker can
be recognized by the correlation units. The left hand side
graph presents the properties of the Slammer worm, which
penetrates outdated MSSQL servers. This worm does not
issue more attempts in a short time interval to the same host,
and selects IP addresses of victims randomly. For detecting
this type of attacks, the PROMIS and CIDS systems could
be used more effectively.
Figure 8 is similar to Figure 7, showing the attack interval
and the number of events for attacks. However, invalid SSH
login attempts are visualized on this one. The figure shows
real attacks and mistyped passwords as well. The left hand
side subfigure shows the invalid user name events, and the
right hand side subfigure the invalid password events. The
usual user interfaces of SSH remote login software show the
login names to the users as they type, while the password is
hidden for security reasons. This implies that mistyped login
names rarely come from authorized users, as they would
correct it before sending it to the server. Almost all of this
type of attacks are conducted automatically by worm software.
However, 40% of detected mistyped password attacks have
only one event, and supposedly come from authorized users.
These are all false alarms in an automatic intrusion protection
system like Komondor.
C. Load Balancing Potential of Using Hash Functions for
IP Addresses as Keys
Figure 9 shows the distribution of events in IP address
space and in overlay key (NodeID) space. The figure shows
only the events related to SSH worms.
The IP addresses on the top part of the figure were mapped
to the rectangular area using a Hilbert space filling curve.
This mapping renders the 32 bit address space in such a way,
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Figure 7. Attack intervals and number of events for different worm activities detected by the Komondor system. The left hand side shows a worm, which
scanned our Web servers via HTTP in order to find a phpMyAdmin installation to gain access to MySQL databases. On the right hand side the activity of
the infamous Slammer worm is shown, which penetrates MSSQL servers.

Figure 8. Attack intervals and number of events for SSH login attempts, as detected by the Komondor network. An invalid login name almost inevitably
suggests an attack, while an invalid password may come from an otherwise authorized user.

that addresses close to each other (therefore, addresses in
the same subnetwork) are close to each other. For example,
the 0/8 to 63/8 range is in the upper left quarter square, and
the 0/16 to 15/16 range in the upper left sixteenth. The first
octet of the address determines the numbered square, and
the second octet was used to select the place inside every
small square similarly, so that dots do not cover each other
needlessly.
The size and color of the nodes show the number of
events for each attack. The number of events related to each
attack is quite different for every attack, the difference has
a magnitude of about four. If we are using IP addresses for
correlation, the hash functions used in the structured overlays
for data to node mapping can significantly reduce this, as
seen on the bottom side subfigure.
The Komondor reference implementation used 32-bit
hashed addresses. The bottom side plot on Figure 9 shows
the number of events by their hashed values, the first octet of
which values are used for the x coordinate, and the next eight
bits for the y coordinate. The magnitude of the difference
between the highest and lowest number of messages that

are related to a single attack could be reduced by 1.85, i.e.,
about 70 times lower.
Of course, a single detector node can still detect and send
many events to the same collector node, when being under
attack. This load imbalance can not further be reduced by
hashing the keys, but rather by properly selecting the DHT
topology, as discussed in Subsection III-B.
V. C ONCLUSION
Attacks on the Internet mean constantly growing problem for network administrators. Sophisticated attacks have
evidence spread across multiple hosts and subnetworks. To
detect these attacks promptly and correctly, data must be
aggregated and analyzed automatically. In this article, the
novel Komondor intrusion detection system is presented,
which enables current attack correlation methods to be
upgraded to work in a distributed environment. This is
achieved by inserting a middle layer into the intrusion
detection data path, which utilizes the Kademlia DHT overlay.
As it is possible to optimize the data storage traffic to O(1)
message per attack event, Kademlia is the most feasible
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Figure 9.

Network traffic distribution in the structured overlay
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choice of DHT topology for a wide area deployment of an
intrusion detection system.
The novelty of the method presented is attaching a key to
the detected events, which key is then used to send the events
for correlating to several correlation units that are organized
as a DHT. This mechanism can be used to reduce network
and computational load and increase reliability of the system,
while still retaining the advantages of centralized approaches
of intrusion detection. By mapping the detected events to
nodes in the system, all nodes are assigned the same level of
responsibility as well. Our ongoing research is focusing on
considering the different computational and network capacity
of nodes to prevent those with slow connections or CPUs
from being overloaded by intrusion detection data.
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